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Chapter 1 
Introduction to multiresolution signal 

processing 

There can be many different ways to represent a signal and the usefulness of a given represen
tation depends on the subsequent interpretation or manipulation of its content. If the signal 
needs to be compressed, one is interested in representations that are sparse: obviously the 
description ( - 1 ) " + n. n = 1 ,2 , . . . , 1000, needs less bits than 0 , 3 , 2 , . . . , 1001. For denoising 
applications, one is interested in representations that separate the robust global characteristics 
of the signal from the random-like local fluctuations. The challenge is to find a transform that 
is intrinsically well adapted to represent a signal for a given application. 

In the last decades, new ways of representing a signal have been developed; among those, 
multiresolution representations occupy a prominent place and have proved to be a powerful 
tool both from a theoretical and a practical points of view. 

This chapter provides a short overview to multiresolution representations and their appli
cation to signal processing. It serves both as an introduction and as a motivation for further 
discussions in the next chapters. Special attention is paid to the pyramid and the wavelet 
representations, as well as to the application of multiresolution representations in image fusion. 
In the final section, we give an outline of this thesis. 

1.1 The need for multiresolution representations 

1.1.1 Classical approaches 

There are several ways to transform one representation of a given signal into another one. The 
most classical example is the Fourier transform [11,58], where a signal is decomposed into 
sinusoidal waves. Such a decomposition gives the intensity of the fluctuations (frequencies) 
in the signal which is often of great importance. However, due to the infinite extent of the 
sinusoidal functions, any local signal characteristics (i.e., an abrupt change in the signal) are 
spread over the entire representation, thus making them 'invisible'. This is a serious drawback 
since singularities and irregular structures often carry the most important information in signals. 
For instance, in images, discontinuities in the intensity may provide the location of the object 

1 



2 Chapter 1. Introduction to multiresolution signal processing 

contours which are particularly meaningful for recognition purposes. For many other types 
of signals such as electro-cardiograms or radar signals, the interesting information is given by 
transients such as local extrema. Furthermore, such singularities usually occur with different 
location and localization (i.e., range, scale) in time and frequency Consequently, transform 
methods that represent the signal at multiple scales are better suited for extracting information 
than methods that represent the signal at a single scale. 

Over the last century, scientists in different fields struggled to overcome limitations of the 
Fourier transform and to build representations of signals that are able to adapt themselves to 
the nature of the signal. On the one hand, to 'pick up' the transients without giving up the 
frequency information, the signal should be decomposed over functions which are well localized 
in time (or space) and frequency. This leads to so-called time-frequency representations. On 
the other hand, since signal structure depends on the scale at which the signal is being per
ceived, it should be analyzed at different scales or levels of resolution. This results in so-called 
multiresolution representations which, besides a time parameter, also contain a scale parameter. 

1.1.2 Time-frequency trade-off 

As observed in the previous subsection, the form in which a signal is represented is important in 
any signal processing task. Different representations emphasize different aspects of a signal and 
therefore, one should look for representations that make relevant information easily accessible. 
This depends on the signal and on the subsequent processing tasks. In general, one would like 
to represent a signal with a small number of well-defined basis functions. For example, a pure 
sinusoidal wave of frequency w0 appears as a peak at frequency w0 in the frequency domain. 
Thus, in this case the Fourier transform represents the signal in a much more revealing and 
concentrated form than a traditional time representation. 

The motivation behind time-frequency representations is that by jointly representing the 
signal in both domains, one can reveal the behavior of the signal in both the time and the 
frequency domain and develop signal processing tools that exploit this information. Before 
introducing some of these representations, let us examine the extreme cases of a pure time-
domain and a pure frequency-domain description of a signal. 

A one-dimensional signal in time can be considered as a representation in terms of Dirac 
functions. These functions are perfectly localized in time but have no frequency localization 
(see Fig. 1.1(a)). Thus, such a time representation gives the exact value of the signal at each 
location, but it does not provide any information about the underlying frequency content. 
Alternatively, the signal can be represented in terms of its frequency components by means of 
the Fourier transform. In this case, the functions used in the representation are pure harmonic 
waves, which are perfectly local in frequency but have no time localization because of their 
infinite extent in time (see Fig. 1.1(b)). Thus, a frequency representation reveals the frequency 
components of a signal but hides its local temporal behavior. Yet, both representations are 
mathematically equivalent in the sense that all information is present in each representation 
(either in time or in frequency). The difference consists hereof that they give access to different 
features. 

Often, one wants to have access to both time and frequency information simultaneously. 
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frequency frequency i 

(a) (b) 

Figure 1.1: Localization in time and frequency: (a) Dirac bases: (b) Fourier bases. 

This can be accomplished by decomposing the signal in terms of functions that are both localized 
in time and frequency. In this way, a one-dimensional signal is mapped onto a two-dimensional 
function in the time-frequency plane {t.w). 

There are various ways to define the localization of a function, but they are all related to 
the spread of the function in time and frequency. Given a finite energy function ƒ with Fourier 
transform F, one can think of reducing its time spread by scaling with a factor 0 < a < 1, i.e., 
f(t) = f(t/a). For the Fourier transform F, this amounts to a dilation, that is: F(w) = aF(aw). 
Thus, we have lost in frequency localization, what we have gained in time. Conversely, if we 
reduce the frequency spread by a factor a > 1, we increase the time spread by a. This suggests 
that there is a trade-off between time and frequency localization. Indeed, both localizations are 
subjected to the uncertainty principle [59], which formalizes mathematically the time-frequency 
trade-off observed before. More precisely, consider a signal ƒ e L2(R.) (i.e., finite energy) with 
Fourier transform F , and define 

and 

o-, = 
,\f\\2 . 
II J II •/ —CO 

In these expressions, || • 
that 

t\f(t)\2dt, 

(t-T)2\f(t)\2dt, 

Mn-

2*11*11 

w\F(w)\2dw, 

(w-u)2\F(w)\2dw. 

| denotes the L2-norm. The Heisenberg's uncertainty principle states 

where the equality holds only for Gaussian signals. 
The localization of ƒ in the time-frequency plane {t,w) can be represented by a tiling 

rectangle centered at (r, u) whose width along time is at and whose width along frequency is 
aw. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.2. Such a tile defines the joint resolution1 in time and frequency 
of/ . 

The uncertainty principle limits the joint resolution in time and frequency of any linear 
signal representation: the frequency content at a certain time can only be known with finite 
accuracy. 

'Here resolution refers to the degree of precision to which a quantity (e.g., time or frequency) can be measured 
or determined. 
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Figure 1.2: Tile in the time-frequency plane as an approximation of the time-frequency localization of 
a signal. The tile contains most of the energy of the time-domain and frequency-domain representation 
of the signal. 

One of the first time-frequency representations is the windowed Fourier transform or short-
time Fourier transform. This transform replaces the Fourier transform's sinusoidal wave by the 
product of a sinusoid and a smooth window localized in time. The resolution of the windowed 
Fourier transform depends on the spread of the window in time and frequency. However, once 
a window has been chosen, the time-frequency resolution is fixed over the entire time-frequency 
plane since the same window is used for all frequencies; see Fig. 1.3(a). The basic idea behind 
rnultiresolution signal representations is to vary the shape of the windows in the time-frequency 
tiling such as in Fig. 1.3(b)-(c). 

The most famous example in this respect is the wavelet transform. It replaces the Fourier's 
transform sinusoidal waves by a family generated by translations and dilations of a basis signal 
called wavelet2 function. This results in a family of functions with varying time-frequency 
localization. As a result, the wavelet transform analyzes a signal at different frequencies with 
different time resolutions. High frequencies are analyzed with short temporal windows, while 
low frequencies are analyzed with longer windows; see Fig. 1.3(b). Thus, it offers a good 
time resolution at high frequencies, and a good frequency resolution at low frequencies. This 
time-frequency trade-off makes sense especially when the signal at hand has high-frequency 
components of short durations and low-frequency components of long durations. Indeed, many 
real-world signals do exhibit such type of behavior. 

A still greater diversity in time-frequency tilings (see e.g. Fig. 1.3(c)) can be obtained by 
introducing the notion of a wavelet packet; we refer to Section 2.5 for more details. 

In wavelet theory, one speaks about time-scale representations rather than time-frequency 
representations, scale being in a way the inverse of frequency, because the term frequency is 
reserved for the Fourier domain. In Section 1.4, we describe the wavelet transform in more 
detail. 

2The term wavelet means 'small wave". Small" refers to its finite length (or energy) in time, i.e., good 
localization in time. 'Wave' refers to its oscillatory behavior in time, i.e., good localization in frequency. 

i i ' • [ " • i • ' • 
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frequency frequency frequency 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 1.3: Time-frequency tilings: (a) windowed Fourier basis; (b) wavelet basis; (c) wavelet packet 
basis. 

1.1.3 Multiresolution: what is it good for? 

Multiresolution representations make it possible to analyze signals at multiple scales. One way 
of thinking about multiresolution processing is to consider how our eyes look at the world. One 
can observe a scene such as a forest at different scales. As we get closer, we can distinguish 
the individual trees, then the branches and finally the leaves. As we zoom in at smaller and 
smaller scales, we can see details that we did not see before, but at the same time the view 
field is reduced. 

Signals often contain physically relevant features at many different scales or resolutions. 
Thus, for a comprehensive understanding of a signal, one has to analyze it over a broad range 
of resolutions. Sometimes signals behave in a similar way across different scales (i.e., scale-
invariance). For signals that are not scale-invariant, one does not know in general at which 
scales the signal contains the more relevant information. Therefore all scales are of equal 
importance a priori. This suggests that for a proper interpretation of the signal information, 
the signal should be analyzed at different scales in a uniform way, i.e., the size of the operators 
used to analyze the signal must be adapted to the size of the structures contained within the 
signal. This size defines the inner scale or resolution, which is the smallest detail that can be 
distinguished. 

A representation of a signal which can be subdivided into parts, each of which corresponds 
with a given resolution, is called a multiresolution representation. The structures at high 
scales in a multiresolution (MR) representation correspond to low resolutions (coarse details) 
of corresponding structures at lower scales (finer details). Thus. MR. representations, often 
referred to as MR decompositions, allow us to see the 'forest and the trees', so to speak. 

There are many reasons for taking recourse to MR techniques. First, as we already pointed 
out, most signals exhibit relevant features at many different resolutions. For example, images 
contain objects of different sizes. Moreover, there are similarities between MR processing and 
the way the human auditory and visual system work [102,110]. Secondly, it may be the case that 
data is available at multiple resolutions. For instance, sensors may provide signals at different 
spatial and frequency resolutions. Third, there may be a need for output at different multiple 
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resolutions. This is the case in multimedia applications where a signal may be shared by several 
target output devices with different resolutions. There are other compelling reasons to consider 
MR techniques. In particular, the resulting algorithms may offer computational advantages. 
This can be seen in a variety of methods for the solution of large systems of equations. Another 
important feature of MR approaches is that they allow for interaction between different levels, 
which is very useful in numerous applications such as image segmentation. 

For a brief discussion on different MR techniques and applications see Sections 1.2.2 and 
1.2.3. 

1.2 Multiresolution approaches 

MR methods span a very broad array of concepts and approaches, and in this section we 
examine some of them. 

1.2.1 C o n t i n u i t y v e r s u s d i s c r e t e n e s s , r e d u n d a n c y v e r s u s n o n - r e d u n 
d a n c y 

In Section 1.1.2, we implicitly assumed continuous-time signals, but similar observations can 
be made for discrete signals. 

The theory of time-frequency representations in L2(fL) (in particular wavelets) has been 
developed in the general context of frames3 [43]. One of the important results was the 'discovery' 
of the relationship between continuous wavelet representations in L2(ïïl) and their discrete-time 
analog, which had been developed independently in the framework of filter banks and subband 
coding [38. 139, 162]. For example, iteration of discrete-time filter banks converges, under 
certain conditions, to a continuous-time wavelet basis [44], enabling efficient computation of 
corresponding continuous-time wavelet coefficients [98]. Likewise, oversampled filter banks can 
be studied using the theory of frames, and filters banks which do not involve subsampling 
implement transforms similar to continuous-time transforms [40]. 

These observations reveal a close relation between discrete and continuous-time wavelet 
transforms. Frame theory [54] provides a general framework which links the two extreme situ
ations of 'everything continuous and redundant' and 'everything discrete and non-redundant'. 
Reconstruction of the original signal is possible under some restrictions. If the redundancy is 
large, then only mild restrictions are put on the functions used in the representation. Con
versely, if the redundancy is small, then much more constraints are imposed on such functions. 

In Section 1.4, we examine the links between discrete and continuous, and between redun
dant and non-redundant representations for the wavelet case. 

'Stated somewhat imprecisely, a set of vectors in a vector space is called a frame if it is complete but not 
necessarily independent. Because of the latter, frame representations are redundant in general. 
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1.2.2 Examples of multiresolution representations and methods 

In this thesis, we will mainly focus on pyramid and wavelet representations. There are, however, 
many other MR techniques. They have the 'multiresolution paradigm' in common, but apart 
from that they differ in many respects, both in theory and in practice. In this subsection we 
list some MR approaches as an illustration of the wide variety of methods. 

Pyramids 
Pyramids have been recognized early as an interesting tool for computer vision and image 

coding [1,19]. A classical pyramid scheme consists of three steps: (/) deriving a coarse approx
imation of an input image, (ii) predicting this image based on the coarse version, and (in) 
taking their difference as the prediction error. This defines the analysis part. At synthesis, the 
prediction error is added back to the prediction from the coarse version, guaranteeing perfect 
reconstruction. Iteration of the analysis part over the coarse approximation yields a pyramid 
representation of the original image as an approximation image at the lowest resolution and a 
set of detail images at successive higher resolutions. A special case of pyramid representation 
is studied in more detail in Section 1.3; see also Section 2.3 for a general framework. 

Wavelets 
As mentioned in Section 1.1.2. wavelets arc functions that are well localized in time and 

frequency and that can be used to decompose a signal into different frequency bands with 
different time resolutions. This leads to the wavelet transform. Of particular interest is the 
discrete wavelet transform, which applies a two-channel filter bank (with downsampling) iter-
atively to the low-pass band (initially the original signal). The wavelet representation consists 
then of the low-pass band at the lowest resolution and the high-pass bands obtained at each 
step. This transform is invertible and non-redundant. As such, the corresponding decomposi
tion differs from various other MR decompositions such as pyramids, which are redundant, and 
scale-spaces (see below), which are non-invertible in general. Both aforementioned properties, 
i.e.. invertibility and non-redundancy, turn the discrete wavelet transform into a highly efficient 
and applicable representation for a broad range of signal and image processing tasks such as 
denoising and, particularly, compression. Wavelet decompositions will be studied thoroughly 
throughout this thesis. 

Quadtrees 
Quadtrees [80] divide an image into successively smaller quadrants. If the quadrant does not 

satisfy some 'homogeneity' criterion (e.g., all pixels have similar value), then it is subdivided, 
and so on, until all quadrants arc 'homogeneous'. This process is easily captured by a tree 
structure. The entire image is represented by a root node, while the subsequent quadrants 
are child nodes, in a predetermined order. The leaf nodes correspond to those quadrants for 
which no further division was necessary. Quadtrees provide a coarse-to-fine approach which 
can significantly speed up, e.g., recognition and segmentation algorithms. 

Multigrid methods 
Multigrid methods [64] form an important tool in computational mathematics. Their key 
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principle is to use coarser (and hence computational simpler) versions of a problem to guide 
the solutions of finer versions, with such finer versions used in turn to correct for errors in the 
coarser versions. Thus, multigrids move back and forth between scales as they solve a problem 
on the fine scale. They provide an effective and very flexible technique to model an unknown 
function (e.g., the solution to a partial differential equation). 

Scale-space 
Scale-space representations form a special type of MR representation that comprise a con

tinuous scale parameter and preserve the same spatial sampling at all scales. The introduction 
of scale-space theory by Witkin [170] and Koenderink [81] was a breakthrough in image under
standing. These authors were among the first to realize that the notion of 'scale' was coupled 
to a variety of basic concepts, such as the smallest entity of an image containing discernible 
information (the inner scale or resolution), and the regularized calculation of an image deriva
tive. 

Fractal imaging 
Fractals are signals containing self-similarities, that is. they can be subdivided in parts, each 

of which is (at least approximately) a scaled copy of another part of the signal. Fractal signal 
analysis is based on the observation that in many real-world signals and processes, there occur 
pat terns that repeat themselves at. different scales. Fractal models try to identify and represent 
self-similarity relationships within images through the use of spatial transformations of the 
signal associated with shrinking, translation, symmetries and scaling. These transformations 
are particularly suited to be interpreted in an MR fashion. In the past, a lot of research effort 
was put in the field of fractal coding of images [77]. The most important concept here was the 
iterated function system (IFS) that was popularized by Barnsley [5]. 

In the literature one finds various other MR methods. For example, many of the existing 
morphological techniques [140]. such as granulometrics, skeletons and alternating sequential 
filters are essentially MR techniques. 

1.2.3 Applications of multiresolution representations 

We describe a few typical applications of MR. signal processing. 

Compression 
MR decompositions allow for sparse signal representation capturing the essence of the signal 

with only a small set of significant coefficients. This is due to the fact that most signals have 
correlation both in space and frequency. Moreover, some compression methods take advantage 
of the limitations of our perceptual system to achieve high compression ratios without noticeable 
degradation. For example, the human visual system tends to be more sensitive to errors in low-
frequency image components than in high-frequency ones. Therefore detail coefficients at higher 
levels can be omitted without causing serious degradation of the approximated image quality. 
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Pattern recognition 

Suppose we need to locate a large complex pattern within an image. Rather than attempting 
to convolve the whole pattern with the image, one may perform an approximate search by con
volving a reduced-resolution pattern with a reduced-resolution version of the image. Thus one 
can roughly locate possible occurrences of the target pattern with a minimum of computational 
effort. Next, higher-resolution versions of the pattern and image are used to refine the position 
estimates. Computation is kept to a minimum by restricting the search to neighborhoods of 
the points identified at the coarser resolution. 

Signal enhancement 

Signal enhancement is another area where MR decompositions can be used to reduce random 
noise in a degraded signal while sharpening details of the signal itself. The underlying idea is 
that real-world signals and noise possess rather distinct properties in the transform domain. 
The detail coefficients in each level of the MR representation are passed through some kind of 
thresholding function where small values (which are likely to include most of the noise) are set 
to zero, while larger values (which include prominent signal features) are retained. The final 
enhanced signal is obtained by reconstructing the levels of the processed MR representation. 

Image fusion 

Image fusion is a methodology concerned with the integration of multiple images, e.g. de
rived from different sensors, into a composite image that is more suitable for the purposes of 
human visual perception or computer-processing tasks. Since the essential goal of fusion is to 
preserve image features from the sources, a plausible approach is to transform the images into 
representations that decompose the images into relevant features such as edges, and perform 
fusion in this domain. An MR representation facilitates this type of analysis because it decom
poses an image into different scales while preserving locality in space. MR image fusion is one 
of the main topics of this thesis and will be discussed in great detail. 

Progressive transmission 

For many applications, such as web browsing, it is desirable that a low-resolution version 
image can be made available very fast, and that further refinements eventually resulting in a 
high-resolution image, become available as time goes on. This is known as progressive trans
mission. Although other non-multiresolution image coding techniques can be modified to allow 
progressive transmission, MR representations are inherently suitable for this purpose by simply 
sending information from successive levels of the MR representation. 

The above list of applications is far from exhaustive. The idea of representing a signal at 
multiple resolutions is used in several applications in signal processing and computer vision: 
speech recognition, texture classification, edge detection, image segmentation, surface recon
struction, image registration, motion analysis and optical flow estimation, to name only a few. 
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1.3 A case study: the Burt-Adelson pyramid 
One of the earliest MR approaches in image processing is the pyramid representation proposed 
by Burt and Adelson [19]4. A classical image pyramid consists of a sequence of versions of 
an original image in which resolution is gradually decreased by filtering and subsampling. The 
bot tom (or zero) level x° of the pyramid is equal to the original image .r. This image is low-pass 
filtered and subsanipled to obtain the next level .x\ which is then filtered and subsampled in 
the same way to obtain x2. Further repetitions of this filtering/subsampling procedure generate 
the subsequent levels of the pyramid, also known as a low-pass pyramid. 

To illustrate the idea, consider a discrete image x: 1? —> ÏÏI and let x° = x. Each successive 
level image xk+1, k > 0. is constructed from its lower level by 

xk+1(m, n) = Y,Y1 «V.j)-rk('2>n - i. 2n - j). 

where w: Z2 —> IR are the filter coefficients. For simplicity, assume that w is separable, namely, 
w(m, n) = h(m)h(n) where the filter h has length 2.V + 1. If h is chosen properly, then the 
representation at each successive level will correspond to coarser and coarser structures in the 
original image. Burt and Adelson proposed the following design criteria for selecting the filter 
coefficients [19]: 

N 

(i) normalization: Yl h{i) = 1; 

i=-N 

(ii) symmetry: h(i) = h(—i) for all /: 

N N 

(Hi) equal contribution: Yl ll(2>) = Yl M2* + 1)- that is. all samples in a given level 
i=-N v=-N 

contribute equally to the next higher level. 
A larger length of the support of h increases the number of degrees of freedom in the design. 
at the cost of increased computational cost. Burt and Adelson proposed a length of 5. Then, 
conditions (i) — (Hi) imply that the filter h has to be of the form: 

MO) = a , h(-l)=h(l) = - , h(-2) = h(2) = \ - \ . (1.1) 
4 4 z 

If a = 0.4, the shape of the corresponding smoothing filter w resembles a Gaussian function. 
hence they referred to the corresponding low-pass pyramid as the Gaussian pyramid. 

By interpolating each image xk+1 of the Gaussian pyramid and subtracting it from its 
predecessor .rA", one obtains the Laplacian pyramid. In [19]. the interpolation operation is 
defined as 

i=-Nj=-N ^ ' 

'In fact, an earlier pyramid representation had already been introduced, almost simultaneously, by Burt [16] 
and Crowley [39]. 
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where only the terms for which m - i and n — j are even are to be included in the sum. 
The image xk can be interpreted as a prediction of xk. Thus, each detail image5 yk+l of the 
Laplacian pyramid corresponds to the error of approximating xk by xk, i.e., 

ykJrl(m, n) = xk(m, n) - xk(m, n), 0 < k < K , 

and yK+l(m,n) = xK(m,n), where xK is the coarsest image in the Gaussian pyramid. 
Note that the original signal x can be recovered exactly from the Laplacian pyramid. The 

image yK+l is interpolated and added to yK to form xK~1, which is then interpolated and added 
to yK~l to recover xK~2, and so on until x° is reached. Note also that the representation of x° 
in terms of its decomposed images {y1,..., yK, xK) is redundant in the sense that it produces 
more samples than are actually needed for representing x°. Hence, the Laplacian pyramid 
is an overcomplete representation, i.e., it has both perfect reconstruction (completeness) and 
redundancy properties. 

Fig. 1.4 shows an example of the Gaussian as well as the Laplacian pyramid. The Gaussian 
pyramid has been generated with a filter of the form given by (1.1) with a = 0.35. 

In the next chapter, where we propose an axiomatic framework for MR decompositions, we 
will revisit the Burt-Adelson pyramid. 

1.4 Wavelets 

In this section we introduce the basics of wavelet theory. For a more exhaustive study we refer 
to [44,99,107,143,163]. 

1.4.1 The continuous wavelet transform 
Traditionally, a wavelet is a function ip € L2(H) with zero average: 

poo 

./—oo 

The wavelet transform decomposes a signal over a family of wavelet functions obtained by 
translates and dilates oft/;, i.e., 

4>a,b(t) = \a\-l'2xl> { ^ \ a,b € R , o ^ 0 . 

For simplicity, we assume that ip is a real function in the time domain centered at t = 0 and 
normalized so that ||t/>|| = 1. The continuous wavelet transform of ƒ 6 L2(1R) at scale a and 
location b is computed by correlating ƒ with V-V&: 

Wf(a:b) = (ƒ,&,) = l̂ r172 ƒ " fM (j^j dt. 
5The indexing of levels that we use for the Laplacian pyramid is different from the one proposed by Burt 

and Adelson. We index the different levels from k = 1 to K + 1, while Burt and Adelson index them from A: = 0 
to k = K. Our indexing is consistent with the notation introduced in Chapter 2 for the general framework of 
MR. decompositions. 
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Figure 1.4: Example of a Gaussian (left) and a Laplacian (right plus top-left image) pyramid. For 
the Gaussian pyramid (from bottom to top) images x°. x1, x2 and x3 are depicted. For the Laplacian 
(from bottom to top) images y1 

y2, y- y4 = x3 are shown. The coarse approximation image x" 
combination with the detail images y1, y2. yA provide an alternative (but redundant) representation of 
the original image x°. 
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As seen in the above equation, the transform W / is a continuous function of b and a, the 
translation and scale parameters, respectively. In the time domain, the wavelet ipa>b is centered 
at b with a spread proportional to a. As scale increases, the wavelet becomes wider in time 
and hence narrower in the frequency domain (i.e., time resolution decreases but the frequency 
resolution increases). The joint resolution of 4'a,b can be represented in the time-frequency 
plane (t,w) by a tile as explained in Section 1.1.2. Here, because ip^i, is centered at b and has 
unit energy we have that 

1 fx 

U— — I w\y>ayb{w)\Zdw, 
2 7 r J-oo 

and 

/

OO i />0O 

(t - bf\è{t)\2dt, al = —J (w - u)2\Va<b(w)\2dw , 
where V&0i& is the Fourier transform of i^a,b- Thus, the tile would be centered at (b, uja) with size 
aat along time and aw/a along frequency. The area of the tile remains equal to ataw (which is 
at least 1/2 by the uncertainty principle) at all scales but the resolution in time and frequency 
depends on a. 

Since ip has a zero average, Wf(a, b) measures the variation of ƒ in a neighborhood of b 
(location) whose size is proportional to a (scale). Sharp transitions in ƒ at different locations 
and scales create corresponding large amplitude wavelet transform values. 

The function ƒ can be recovered from its wavelet transform provided that ip satisfies the 
admissibility condition [99]: 

aw < oo . 
o w 

The continuous wavelet transform is redundant since it maps a one-dimensional signal onto 
a two-dimensional function. This redundancy can be reduced and even removed by subsampling 
the scale and translation parameters. A common choice is 

a = CIQ , b = nb0aQ a0 > 1, b0 > 0 k, n <E Z . 

The discretized family of wavelets is now of the form tpk,n(t) = % tp(aökt ~ n M -
It has been shown [44] that stable reconstruction of ƒ € L2(]R) from the wavelet coefficients 

(ƒ> V'fc.n)' k» n ^ Z, is possible if and only if 

AW f II" < Ë Ë \(f^,n)\2<B\\f\ 
fc= —oo n=—oo 

for certain constants 0 < A < B < oo. If this condition is satisfied, then the family {V'fc.nlfcneZ 
constitutes a frame. In [44], necessary and sufficient conditions on if), a0 and 60 are given so 
that {i'k,n}k,neZ is a frame of L 2 (R) . In this case, there exist a dual frame {4>k,n}k,neZ s u c n 

that ƒ can be reconstructed by 

oo oo 

ƒ(*)= E E (MkMkM- (1.2) 
fc=—oo n=—oo 
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From frame theory, we know that 

4.n = (U'U)- V/e.n, (1-3) 

where U is the corresponding frame operator6 (i.e.. Uf(k.n) = (ƒ, ii>k,n)) and U* its adjoint. 
Contrary to what one might expect, the dual function ipktT1 is, generally, not obtained by scaling 
and translating a dual wavelet xj). However, it has been shown [99] that 

•4>k,n(t)='*i>kfi{t-™%), (1-4) 

which means that V;fc,n can be obtained by computing each ipkr0 with (1.3) and translating it 
according to (1.4). 

1.4.2 Mallat 's multiresolution analysis 

In general, the expansion in (1.2) is still an overcomplete representation of ƒ. As a matter of 
fact, the wavelet series {(ƒ, V;fc,n)}fc.neZ i s simply a sampled version of the continuous wavelet 
transform. Eliminating the redundancy is equivalent to building a basis of L2(ft) . A theoretical 
framework for constructing wavelet bases is multiresolution analysis7 [97,107]. 

The idea behind multiresolution analysis is to compute the approximation of signals at 
various scales or resolutions by defining appropriate projections onto different spaces V*. Not 
surprisingly, it was inspired by the pyramid representation of Burt and Adelson [19], and, as we 
will show later, it provides a connection with perfect reconstruction filter banks. The following 
definition specifies the mathematical properties of multiresolution analysis spaces for a dyadic-
scale progression, i.e., a = 2k. k £ Z. 

Defin i t ion 1.4.1. A sequence {Vfc}fce^ of closed subspaccs of L2(ïïl) is called a multiresolution 
analysis of L2(ïïl) if there exists a function <p e V0, with a non-vanishing integral, such that 
{<£>(• — n)}„ 6 2 is a Riesz basis of V0, and 

Vfc+i C Vk, 

ƒ e V', « ƒ (• - 2kn) € 14 , 
ƒ e Vk ^ f(-/2) e Vk+l, 

k=—oo 

oc 

(J Vk = L2(R), 
k= — oc 

where S denotes the closure of set S. and 0 denotes the signal which is identically zero. The 
function cp is called the scaling function. 

6The frame operator U: L2(TR) -» l2(J) associated with a frame {7j}jeJ> i s g'vt'i' ,jy Uf(j) = {f,fj). The 
adjoint of U is another operator U*: 12{J) - L2(H) such that (Uf.x) = (ƒ. U*x), x € 12{J). 

7Most wavelet bases can be derived from multiresolution analysis but not all of them. 

kez (1.5) 
k,nez (1.6) 

kez (1.7) 

(1.8) 

(1.9) 
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From this definition, it is obvious that {<Pk,n}neZ > where 0k.n(t) = 2~k/2é(2~kt - n), is a 
Riesz basis of 14- Since 14 C 14_i, any element of Vk can be obtained as a linear combination 
of basis functions of 14-1- In particular, q> e VQ C V~_i can be expressed as 

oo 

(j>{t) = 21'2 Y, Hn)<f>{2t-n). 
n=—oo 

The sequence {Mn)}neZ € ^2(z) entirely determines the scaling function 0 and the correspond
ing multiresolution analysis. Furthermore, 0 will be compactly supported only if the support 
of h is finite. 

We now explain how multiresolution analysis theory can be used for the construction of 
wavelets. We start by introducing the 'detail space' Wk containing the detail information 
needed to go from an approximation at 14 to a finer approximation at 14-i-

Let Wk be the space complementing 14 in 14-1, that is, 

14-i = Vfe©Wfel (1.10) 

where 0 stands for the direct sum. A function ip is called a wavelet if {ip(- — n)}n&% is a Riesz 
basis of Wo- From the multiresolution analysis definition and (1.10), it follows that the family 
{ipk,n}k,neZ > where ipk,n(t) = 2~k/2v(2~kt - n), constitutes a Riesz basis of L2(ïïl). 

Since if) eW0c V_i and {<pk,,i}nez
 1S a Riesz basis of 14, the wavelet if) can be expressed as 

00 

m = l1'2 E 9(n)<K2t-n), 
n=—oo 

where {fj(n)}neZ G l2(Z). 
At this point, the exact conditions on the scaling and wavelet functions, or alternatively, on 

the sequences h and g, are not given yet. They will be given below and in the next subsections. 
Let {Vfcl^eZ' { f̂clfceZ ^ e two multiresolution analyses of L2(1R) with scaling functions 0, 0, 

respectively. The construction of biorthogonal wavelets ip € W0, p e W0 imposes the following 
requirements: 

(4>,<p(--n)) =$M--n)) =S(n) (1.11) 

$M--n)) =(ï>,(f>(--n)) = 0 , (1.12) 

which are also known as biorthogonality conditions. The two multiresolution analyses may also 
coincide. For the particular case where ip = -0, we have that ip is an orthogonal wavelet (i.e., 
{V;fc,n}fc,neZ ' s a n orthogonal basis of L2(IR)). 

1.4.3 Wavelets and filter banks 

We now explain how multiresolution analysis theory is related to perfect reconstruction filter 
banks. Recall that 

OO V 

0{t) = 2 1 / 2 J ] h{n)è{2t - n) and ijj(t) = 2 1 / 2 J^ P(")^( 2* - n) • 
n=—00 n=—00 
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We refer to these relations as the refinement equations. As we will show below, h corresponds to 
the impulse response of a low-pass synthesis filter while g corresponds to the impulse response of 
a high-pass synthesis filter. Obviously the refinement equations also hold for the dual functions 
0, ip, yielding the dual discrete filters h and g. respectively. 

Consider now a signal ƒ G Vk- Then, ƒ can be written as a linear combination of e^,,,, 
n G Z, i.e.. 

OC 

f(t)= Y, **(*»)**.»(*). 
n = — oo 

where xk(n) = (f.ók.n)- We interpret xk as the discrete approximation of ƒ. Since V* = 

^fc+i © Wfc+ii we may also write 

/(*)= E ^ w w * ) + E /+1(")^+1.„(o, 
n = - o o n=—oo 

where x fc+1(n) = {f.&k+i.n) and j/fc+1(n) = (ƒ, 4+i ,»)- The coefficients x fc+1(n), n G Z, are the 
scaling or approximation coefficients, while yfc+1(n), ?? G Z, are the wavelet or deiaiJ coefficients. 

Since {iPk.n}k.neZ i s a basis of L2(R), any signal ƒ G L 2 (K) can be written as 

oo oo 

ƒ(*)= E E »*(»)^*.»(*). 
/.•=—oo ra=—oo 

and also as 
oo A' oo 

/(*)= E **<*)**»(*) + E E /(")^.»(o-
n= —oo k= — oo n=—oc 

We refer to either of the above representations as the wavelet decomposition of ƒ. The trans
formation that maps a continuous signal ƒ onto the discrete signals xK, {yk}k<i< or {yk}keZ *s 

referred to as the wavelet transform of ƒ. 
Using the refinement equations, it is easy to verify that xk+l and yk+l can be found by 

OC' OC 

xfc+i(n) = Y, HI ~ 2n).r&(/), yk+l(n) = ] T g{l - 2n)xk{l). (1.13) 
/= -OG l=—CO 

This means in particular that there is no need to calculate the inner products explicitly A 
similar computation shows that the inverse transformation is given by 

OO oo 

x*(n) = E M * - 2 /).rA '+1(0 + E S(n ~ 2l)yk+1(l) . (1.14) 
/=-oo /=-oc 

The expressions in (1.13)-(1.14) are in conformity with the two-channel perfect reconstruction 
filter bank depicted in Fig. 1.5, where the analysis filters h, g are defined as h(n) = h(—n), 

g{n) = g(-n). 
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, , _ xk+i —^(^3)—H; 

9 

Analysis 

-©— yk+l —*©- 5 

Synthesis 

e o.*; 

Figure 1.5: Perfect reconstruction filter bank with low-pass and high-pass analysis filters h, g, respec
tively, and low-pass and high-pass synthesis filters h, g, respectively. 

Here, the input signal xk is decomposed into an approximation signal xk+i and a detail 
signal yk+1 by filtering with h and g, respectively, and downsampling: 

xk+1{n) = (h * xk)(2n). ijk+l(n) = {g * xk)(2n), 

which is equivalent to (1.13). Synthesis is achieved by upsampling signals xk+l and yk+1, 
filtering with h and g, respectively, and adding the respective outputs. Thus, 

xk(n) = (h*xk+1)(n) + (g*yk+1)(_n), 

where x denotes the upsampling of x, i.e., x(2n) = x(n) and x(2n + 1) = 0. Hence, the above 
expression is equivalent to (1.14). 

1.4.4 How to choose a wavelet? 

For perfect reconstruction, the analysis and synthesis filters need to satisfy specific constraints [99, 
163]: 

£ h(l)h(2n ~I)=J2 9(l)9(2n - I) = S(r 
l=—oo l=—oc 

oc oc 

J2 Hl)g(^n - I) = J2 9(l)h^n - I) = 0. 

(1.15) 

; i . i6) 
l=—oo l=—oc 

One can easily establish the equivalence between the biorthogonality conditions stated in (1.11)-
(1.12) and (1.15)-(1.16). Under some additional conditions on the filters, the discrete wavelet 
transform described above is orthonormal. Orthonormality implies that the energy of the 
signal is preserved under transformation. If these conditions are met, the synthesis filters are a 
reflected version of the analysis filters, and the high-pass filters are modulated versions of the 
low-pass filters, namely, 

h(n) = h{-n), g{n)=g(-n), g(n) = (-l)nh(M - n) 
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whore .1 / is an integer delay. Such filters are often known as conjugate mirror filters. 
Therefore, the wavelet decomposition (and reconstruction) of a discrete signal from a reso

lution to the next one is implemented by a two-channel perfect reconstruction filter bank. By 
iterating on the approximation signal, filter banks can be used to obtain biorthogonal wavelet 
bases of L2(IR), assuming that the filters satisfy some stability constraints [99]. 

There exists a great variety of wavelet families depending on the choice of the prototype 
wavelet or, alternatively, the filter's coefficients. However, imposing additional requirements 
such as orthogonality, symmetry, compactness of support, rapid decay and smoothness limits 
our choice. The 'optimal' choice of the wavelet basis will depend on the application at hand, 
and therein lies part of the difficulty of building a suitable wavelet representation. 

One of the most useful properties of wavelets are vanishing moments. A wavelet r is said 
to have p vanishing moments if 

/•OC 

/ tkv(t)dt = 0 forO<k<p. 
J —OO 

This property results in a sparse representation of piecewise smooth signals because the wavelet 
coefficients will be essentially zero over all regions where the signal is well approximated by a 
polynomial. 

Intuitively speaking, wavelets are successful in many signal applications because their decor-
relation potential leads to sparse representations and their scaling property allows them to 'zoom 
in' on singularities as well as to support MR representation. 

One drawback of the wavelet transform and, to a lesser extent, also for the pyramid trans
form, is that it generally yields a shift-variant signal representation. This means that a simple 
shift of the input signal may lead to complete different transform coefficients. The lack of 
translation invariance can be avoided if the outputs of the filter banks are not decimated. The 
resulting undechnated wavelet transform [99] yields a redundant MR representation where the 
approximation and detail signals have all the same size as the original signal. 

Most wavelet (and pyramid) transforms have been designed in the one-dimensional case. 
By successive application of such one-dimensional transforms on the rows and the columns 
(or vice versa) of an image, one obtains a so-called separable two-dimensional transform. 
This construction is illustrated in Fig. 1.6 for the wavelet transform. At each level k, the 
input xk is decomposed into a coarse approximation xk+i and three detail signals yk+1 = 
{yk+l(-\l),yk+1(-\2),yk+l(-\3)}, corresponding to the horizontal, vertical and diagonal direc
tions. Fig. 1.7 shows a two-level wavelet decomposition computed in this way. 

Non-separable transforms can also be constructed [70,85,138]. Although they provide de
compositions with more general properties, they have been used less often in image applications 
due to the lack of general tools for their design. 

1.4.5 The need for adaptive wavelets 

Wavelets have had a tremendous impact on signal processing, both because of their unifying 
role and their success in several applications. The applicability of the wavelet transform (as 
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Rows 

Columns 

/iU-O— -

$^yk+1(-\2) 

-0-ï/*+ ,(-|3) 

Figure 1.6: Separable two-dimensional wavelet transform. Here h and g are the low-pass and high-pass 
analysis filters, respectively. 

Figure 1.7: Example of a two-level discrete wavelet transform. In the upper-left quarter, the second 
level is displayed. Starting from the top left and going clockwise: approximation, vertical, diagonal 
and, horizontal detail images. The upper-right, bottom-right and bottom-left, quarters show respectively 
the. vertical, diagonal and horizontal first-level details. 

well as for other MR decompositions) is somewhat limited, however, by the linearity assump
tion. Coarsening a signal by means of linear operators may not be compatible with a natural 
coarsening of some signal attribute of interest (e.g., the shape of an object), and hence the use 
of linear procedures may be inconsistent in such applications. In general, linear filters smear 
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the singularities of a signal and displaces their locations, causing undesirable effects. 
Moreover, standard wavelets are often not suited for higher dimensional signals because 

they are not adapted to the 'geometry' of higher dimensional signal singularities. For example, 
an image comprises smooth regions separated by piecewise regular curves. Wavelets, however, 
are good at isolating the discontinuity across the curve, but they do not 'see' the smoothness 
along the curve. These observations indicate the need for MR representations which are data-
dependent. 

In this thesis, we will look for adaptive (i.e.. data-driven) transforms which retain the 
desirable properties of the standard wavelet transform (e.g., non-redundancy and invertibility) 
while exploiting, in a simple way. the geometrical information of the underlying signal. This 
will allow for a better localization and representation of the singularities, as well as for sharper 
(perceptually better) approximations at lower resolutions. 

1.5 Application to image fusion 

During the past decade, several image fusion algorithms have been developed and presented in 
the literature. Many of them arc based on MR techniques of image processing. It has been 
shown that these methods exhibit a high level of image quality and a good degree of robustness. 

Image fusion based on MR approaches is motivated by the fact that the human visual system 
is primarily sensitive to local contrast, changes, i.e. edges, and MR decompositions provide a 
convenient space-scale localization of these local changes. In addition, MR techniques are also 
very convenient for related applications such as image registration and spatial enhancement. 

The basic strategy of a generic MR image fusion scheme is to use specific fusion rules to 
construct a composite MR representation from the MR representations of the different input 
images. The fused image is then obtained by applying the inverse decomposition process. 

Fusion using MR. decompositions will be described comprehensively in Chapter 6 and 7. 

1.6 Outline of the thesis 

Chapter 2 presents an axiomatic framework encompassing most existing linear and nonlinear 
MR. decompositions. Chapter 3 is concerned with the construction of adaptive wavelets. In 
particular, we study a new method for the construction of adaptive wavelets using update 
lifting. The key ingredient of our method is a binary decision map that triggers the choice 
of the update filters. This decision map is obtained by thresholding the size of the gradient 
resulting from some seminorm. Moreover, we establish conditions under which the decision 
map can be recovered at synthesis, without the need for transmitting overhead information. 
Chapter 4 treats various particular cases. Several simulations examples are shown both for one 
and two-dimensional signals. Chapter 5 focuses on one of the main applications of wavelets, 
namely image compression. We analyze in particular the quantization effects in our adaptive 
lifting scheme. We derive sufficient conditions for recovering the original decisions and show 
how the reconstruction error can be bounded by the quantization error. The remainder of the 
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thesis is devoted to yet another application: image fusion. Chapter 6 introduces the concept 
of image fusion and presents a general framework for multiresolution image fusion. We also 
illustrate how adaptive decompositions can be used in such a framework. In Chapter 6, the 
actual fusion is done at pixel level. If fusion is preceded by segmentation of the source images, 
then it is possible to perform the actual fusion at the region level. This is the topic of Chapter 7. 
Chapter 8 addresses the topic of performance assessment in image fusion and proposes a new 
objective non-reference measure for such a task. Finally, in Chapter 9 we put our results in 
a broad perspective, draw some conclusions and discuss current and future work. A Matlab 
toolbox8 which implements both pixel and region-based image fusion approaches has been 
developed. A brief overview of this toolbox is given in Appendix A. 

8MATIFUS: MAtlab Toolbox for Image FUSion. 





Chapter 2 

Multiresolution decomposition systems 

A multiresolution decomposition scheme decomposes the signal being analyzed into several 
components, each of which captures information present, at a given level of resolution. The 
notion of resolution relates to the size of the details that can be represented. As observed in 
Chapter 1, multiresolution approaches are very useful in signal processing for various reasons, 
e.g. : (i) signals usually consist of structures at different scales; (ii) there is strong evidence that 
the human perceptual and visual systems process information in a multiresolution fashion; (Hi) 
multiresolution methods offer computational advantages and, moreover, appear to be robust. 

In this chapter we study in more detail multiresolution decomposition systems. In Sec
tion 2.1, we discuss the general concept of a decomposition system with perfect reconstruction 
and we explain how concatenation of such systems can lead to multiresolution decompositions. 
In Section 2.2 we introduce a general method, called lifting, which can be exploited to modify a 
given decomposition system. While there exist several types of multiresolution decompositions, 
we mainly concentrate on two well-known special classes: pyramids and wavelets, which are 
discussed in Section 2.3 and Section 2.4, respectively. They are studied within the axiomatic 
framework proposed by Heijmans and Goutsias in [63,70]. Finally, we give a brief description 
of other multiresolution decomposition systems in Section 2.5. 

The contributions made in this chapter can be grouped in two broad categories. First, we 
review existing multiresolution decomposition systems within the general framework proposed 
in [63,70]. Second, we extend the lifting scheme (usually restricted to wavelets) to general 
decompositions schemes. 

2.1 Decomposition systems with perfect reconstruction 

When analyzing a signal, it is often useful to decompose it into different parts. Those parts can 
then be analyzed separately which may facilitate subsequent processing tasks. Of particular 
interest is the case where the signal is decomposed in such a way that no information is removed 
and the original signal can be recovered exactly (perfect reconstruction) from its constituting 
parts. 

23 
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The idea of a decomposition system with perfect reconstruction is to obtain a more conve
nient representation (analysis) of the signal such that no information is lost, i.e.. the signal can 
be recovered through some reconstruction process (synthesis). Fig. 2.1 depicts a general scheme 
for the decomposition of an input signal x° €V0 into two components (xl,yl) 6 V\ x W\. Here. 
xl and yl can be interpreted as the approximation and detail signals of x°, respectively. In 
other words, x1 is a sort of 'simplification7 of x0 , inheriting many of its properties, whereas 
y1 is a kind of "refinement' tha t contains the information that has been discarded in the sim
plification process. The operators t''T: VQ —» V\, u;1: Vo —* W\ are called analysis operators 
and the operator $l: V'i x W\ —> V0 is called the synthesis operator. The assumption that no 
information is lost by the decomposition is expressed by the requirement that ^ is the left 
inverse of tf1 = (tp\iu^), i.e., 

^ (^(x°),J(x0)) = x° , for x° G V0 . 

This condition will be referred to as the perfect reconstruction condition. 

Figure 2.1: A signal decomposition scheme with perfect reconstruction. 

In various signal and image applications, the decomposition x° \—> (xl,yx) is only a first 
step toward an analysis of x°. Subsequent steps comprise a decomposition of x1 into x2 and y2, 
of x2 into x3 and yA, and so forth. By concatenating several systems of the form depicted in 
Fig. 2.1 we obtain a multilevel decomposition system. If the higher levels are obtained by means 
of some filtering (e.g., linear or morphological) of the lower level signals, possibly followed by a 
sampling step, then we call the system a multiresolution decomposition scheme. 

To formalize this procedure, assume that there exists a sequence of signal spaces 14, k > 0, 
and detail spaces Wk, k > 1. At each level k > 0 we have two analysis operators, ip'k: Vk —> Vfc+1 

and ujk: \4 —* Wfc+i, and a synthesis operator ^ j V^+i x Wk+i —* Vk, satisfying the perfect 
reconstruction condition: 

** (l>l(xWkW) = *. for x e 14 

A given input signal x° G VQ can be decomposed by the recursive scheme 

xo _> { y i ï 3 . i } _ {y\y\x
2} - • • • - , {y\...,yK-\yK,xK}, 

(2.i; 

(2.2) 
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where 
Mi = ^J(^) 

k = Q,l....,K-l. (2.3) 

{ yk+l=4(xk) 
Here, xk+l is an approximation of xk, but can also be regarded as a (A~ + l) 'th-order coarse 
approximation of the original signal a;0. In contrast, the detail signal yk+i contains information 
about xk that is not present in the simplified component xk+1. 

Note that, because of the perfect reconstruction condition, the original signal x° can be 
perfectly reconstructed from xK and yl, y2,..., yK by means of the backward recursion: 

xk = ql
k(x

k+\yk+l), k = K-l,K-2,...,0. (2.4) 

Fig. 2.2 illustrates the analysis and synthesis schemes for the particular case where K = 3. 
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Figure 2.2: A 3-level decomposition system: analysis and synthesis. 

2.2 Lifting 

In this section we describe a general and flexible technique to modify a given decomposition 
system into another one, possibly with some improved characteristics. This technique, called 
lifting, was developed by Sweldens in the context of wavelets [45,146,147] (see also [14] for a 
related scheme, known as a ladder network), but it can be applied to general decompositions 
systems. 

A general lifting scheme starts with an invertible decomposition of the input signal x° G VQ 
into two parts, the approximation signal x € Vi, and the detail signal y € W\. Two types 
of lifting schemes can be distinguished: prediction lifting and update lifting. We treat these 
cases separately. In both cases, we consider an initial signal decomposition scheme with perfect 
reconstruction such as depicted in Fig. 2.1, with analysis operators tyf = (i/.,T, u r ) and a synthesis 
operator tyK 

Prediction lifting 
The detail signal .(/ is predicted using information contained in the approximation signal x 

and is replaced by the prediction error 

y' = y - P{x) 
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where P: V\ —* \V\ represents the prediction operator. The prediction error y' becomes the 
new detail signal. In practice, the prediction operator P is chosen such that P(x) is an estimate 
(i.e., a prediction) of y and hence the new signal y' is •smaller' than y. Clearly, the original 
signal x° can be reconstructed from x and y' by 

x° = ¥{x,y) = ^l(x,y' + P{x)). 

Thus, the prediction lifting yields a new perfect reconstruction decomposition system with 
analysis and synthesis operators given by 

tl(x) = rHx), xeV0 (2.5) 

u>l(x) = cf(x) - P (tf{x)), xeV0 (2.6) 

*i(ar, y) = tfJ (x, y + P(x)) , x G V, . y G W, . (2.7) 

Update lifting 
The approximation signal x is updated using information contained in the detail signal y: 

x' = x + U(y) , 

where U: W\ —• V\ represents the update operator. Generally, the update operator is chosen 
in such a way that the resulting signal x' satisfies a certain constraint. For example, one might 
require that the mapping x° H-> x' preserves a given signal attribute such as the average or some 
local maximum. As before, the original signal can be easily reconstructed from x' and y: 

x0 = *l(x,y) = Vl(x,-U(y),y). 

Thus, the update lifting yields a new perfect reconstruction decomposition system with analysis 
and synthesis operators given by 

i(>l(x) = i'Hx) + U (wT(z)) . x G V0 (2.8) 

LÜ]
U{X) = LO]{X), xeV0 (2.9) 

* ; ( x , y) = v^J (.r - U(ij).y) . x G V, , y G Wx. (2.10) 

Therefore, an existing decomposition system with perfect reconstruction can be modified 
by an arbitrary prediction or update lifting step. Perfect reconstruction is guaranteed by the 
intrinsic structure of this scheme and does not require any particular assumptions on the lifting 
operators P and U. Moreover, the operators ' + ' and ' —' used in the above expressions can 
be replaced by any pair of invertible operators. This flexibility has challenged researchers to 
develop various nonlinear transforms [22,30,148], including morphological ones [70]. 

Fig. 2.3 illustrates a prediction-update lifting scheme. At analysis, the prediction operator 
P acting on x is used to modify y, resulting in a new detail signal y'. Subsequently, the 
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Figure 2.3: Classical lifting scheme: analysis and synthesis. 

update operator U acting on y' is used to modify x, yielding a new approximation signal x'. 
At synthesis, the signals x and y are reconstructed by reversing the lifting steps. 

Obviously, we can concatenate any number and type of lifting steps in order to modify a 
given decomposition system. In practice, these lifting steps are chosen in such a way that the 
resulting decomposition is an 'improvement' of the original one. Here, the word 'improvement' 
can have various meanings. For example, the lifted transform may have more vanishing mo
ments than the original one, or it may be superior in decorrelating signals within a given class. 
Another important feature of the lifting scheme not mentioned so far is that it allows in-place 
calculations. This means that the original signal values can be replaced by the transformed 
ones without having to allocate additional memory. 

2.3 The pyramid transform 

2.3.1 Axiomatics 
The pyramid transform is a special case of a multiresolution decomposition with perfect recon
struction. It is characterized by the assumption that 

ty[
k(x,y) = w[

k{x) + y, for x G Vfc+i, y € Wk+l, (2.11) 

where Wk+i Q 14 and ipj.: Vk+\ —> Vk. The perfect reconstruction condition in (2.1) can be 
reformulated as 

$Wk(x) + ^1{X) = x> f o r x € Vk • 

Thus, UJ[(X) = x — 4>kipl(x) is the error of the synthesis operator ipj. when reconstructing x from 

the approximation ii>l(x). In this case, the recursive analysis scheme in (2.2) is given by 

r - = xk _ ^(xk+r 
k = 0,l,...,K-l, (2.12) 

and the synthesis step in (2.4) is 

xfc = ^ ( . ^ + 1 ) + y f c + \ k= K-lJ<-2. (2.13) 
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We refer to the decomposition process 

by means of (2.12) as the pyramid transform of x°, and to the process of synthesizing a;0 by 
means of (2.13) as the inverse pyramid transform. A block diagram illustrating the pyramid 
transform and its inverse is shown in Fig. 2.4. We call the sequence {x0^1,... ,xK} the 
approximation pyramid, and the sequence {yl,y2, yh} the detail pyramid. 

_* — 

-*" x 

Analysis 

fc+i 

,fe+i 

+ V xk 

Synthesis 

Figure 2.4: Pyramid transform (analysis) and its inverse (synthesis). 

The axiomatic pyramid approach described above encompasses several existing pyramid 
techniques such as the well-known Laplacian pyramid introduced by Burt and Adelson in [19] 
and which has been described in Section 1.3. 

E x a m p l e 2.3.1 (Lap lac ian or B u r t - A d e l s o n p y r a m i d ) . Let us consider that all spaces Vk 

arc identical, namely /2(Z). Consider also that at every level k the same analysis and synthesis 
operators 0T , y1'1 are used. In particular, let us choose V'T as a linear filter followed by a dyadic 
downsampling, i.e., 

oc 

•4>\x){n) = (h*x)(2n) = ^ h{l)x(2n - 1) 
« = - 0 0 

and ijA as a dyadic upsampling followed by a linear filter, i.e., 

?/>](.r)(n) = (h* x){n) = J2 h(l)x(n - 2/) . 
/=-co 

Here, x denotes the upsampling of x, i.e., x(2n) = x(n) and x(2n + 1) = 0. and h. h <E /2(Z) 
are convolution kernels corresponding respectively to a smoothing and an interpolation filter. 
Choosing h = 2h, we obtain the pyramid representation proposed by Burt and Adelson in [19] 

(see also Section 1.3). The sequence {xk}, k = 0, K, of approximation signals corresponds 
to the Gaussian pyramid and the sequence {yk}, k = 1 , . . . , A', of detail signals along with xK 

corresponds to the Laplacian pyramid. Fig. 1.4 shows an example of such pyramids. Here, h 
has length 5 and is of the form given by (1.1) with a = 0.35. 
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Obviously, the choice of different analysis and synthesis operators results in different kinds 
of pyramids. In particular, nonlinear pyramids have attracted a great deal of attention. A 
well-known example is the morphological pyramid [63,153], where the analysis and synthesis 
operators are based on morphological operators such as erosions, dilations, openings and clos
ings [131,140]. Another instance of nonlinear pyramids is the ratio-of-low-pass pyramid [152]. 
Here, the ratio (rather than the standard difference) of the successive low-pass filtered signals is 
computed. In fact, the operator ' + ' used in (2.11) can be replaced by any invertible operation 
(see [63] for details). 

Observe that a signal representation obtained by means of a pyramid transform (i.e., detail 
signals along with the coarsest approximation) is overcomplete in the sense that it produces 
more samples than the original signal. This is a direct consequence of the fact that the detail 
signal yk 'lives' at the same resolution level as xfc_1. 

Note also that we can go from any level k in the pyramid to a higher level / by successively 
composing analysis operators. This gives an operator 

•'I'll = ^1-1^-2---Vl, l>k, 

which maps a signal in Vk to a signal in Vt. On the other hand, the composed operator 

^lk = ^k+i---wl^ l>k, 

takes a signal from level / to a lower level k. We define the approximation operator 

ik^lk^h » l > k, 
which takes a signal from level k to a higher level / and back to level k again. Since the 

analysis operators i}rk, k > 0, are designed to reduce signal information, they are not invertible 

in general. Therefore, 4'k,i approximates a signal at level k by predicting it (by means of ip}k) 

from the reduced information at level / incurred by iplj. We denote by Vk
l the range of the 

approximation operator, that is, Vk = Ran(0/Ci/). 

2.3.2 Pyramid condition 

The analysis and synthesis operators ipl, ipl
k are said to satisfy the pyramid condition if 

•u-lwl = id on Vk+1, 

where id denotes the identity operator. This condition guarantees that the synthesis operator 
ipk does not reduce information and thus, given a signal t!>l(x) € Vk, where x G Vfe+i, we are 
able to uniquely recover x. From here, it is easy to show that 

^l,M.k = ^ o n ^ ) I > k . 

In other words, the 'prediction' from x € V/ into a new signal ip[k(x) belonging to a finer level 
Vk is invertible. Moreover, it can be shown [63] that 

V<CVk'-
lCVk, l>k + l, (2.14) 
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where V^ = Ran('0w) with 

>". —.,.',•! i/J _ »',i,.',l ,.,l r'.1 , . ' . . . ,'J / --, A. 
Vk,i - V/.fcVfc i - W f c + i Vfc-iV'fc-iV'*-2 ' V/ , ' > >• 

/fc+2 In this case, the operator t/'/c,/ maps the signal space 14 into nested subspaces • • • C Vk C 
V^'+1 C 14, each subspace V£ containing all "level /' (/ > k) approximations of signals in 14. 
Equation (2.14) is a basic requirement for multiresolution analyses [97] (see also Definition 1.4.1) 
that, agrees with the intuition that, the space Vjf-1, which contains the approximations of signals 
at level k obtained by means of operator 4>k,i-u contains the approximations of signals at level 
k obtained by means of i/v,-./ as well. 

For the linear case where &(x){n) = (h * x)(2n) and 4>l(x){rt) = (h * x)(n) (see Exam
ple 2.3.1), it is easy to check that the pyramid condition amounts to 

oo 

Y, h(!)h(2n - t) = 6(n). (2.15) 

E x a m p l e 2.3.2 ( B u r t - A d e l s o n py ramid w i t h p y r a m i d c o n d i t i o n ) . We consider again 
the Burt and Adelson pyramid described in Example 2.3.1 but imposing the pyramid condition, 
which in this case reduces to (2.15). We assume that the analysis filter h has length 5 and we 
follow the design criteria proposed by Burt, and Adelson [19] (see also (1.1)): 

h(0) = a, h(-l) = h(l) = i h{-2) = h(2) = 7 - | . H*) = ° for o t h e r " • 

(a) Consider a symmetric synthesis filter of length 3: 

h(0) = d, h(-l) = h(l) = e, h(n) = 0 for other n. 

The pyramid condition in (2.15) yields 

-e + ad=l and ( - - -)d + - e = 0 . 

oo 

If we impose the normalizing condition J2 ( _ 1 ) ' M 0 = 0. we get. a unique solution: 
;=-oc 

h(-2) = h{2) = - i h(-l)=h(l) = \ , h{0) = ^ , h(n)=0 for other n, 
o 4 4 

fc(-l) = h(l) = i fc(0) = 1. h{n) = 0 for other n. 

Or equivalently, 

tfl{x){n) = ! ( - x(2n - 2) + 2x(2n - 1) + Qx(2n) + 2x(2n + 1) - x(2n + 2)) 

i ^(x)(2n) = x(n) 

\ ^(x){2n 4-1) = | ( . r (n) + x(n + 1)) . 
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(b) Consider now a symmetric synthesis filter of length 5. The pyramid condition leads to 

h(-l) = h(l) = - , h(0) = ^ h(n)=0 for other n, 

h(-2) = h(2) = ~ , h{-l) = h(l) = i , fc(0) = f, h{n) = 0 for other n. 

Before we conclude this subsection, we point out the relationship between our framework and 
the frame reconstruction of the Laplacian pyramid proposed by Do and Vetterli in [49], where 
they study the Laplacian pyramid using frame theory. They show that the usual reconstruction 
(see (2.13) and synthesis part in Fig. 2.4) is suboptimal in the presence of noise and propose 
a new reconstruction method based on projection, which is the pseudo-inverse in certain cases. 
Do and Vetterli propose a reconstruction scheme (in the linear case) such as depicted in Fig. 2.5. 
Now, perfect reconstruction is achieved if and only if -xp1^ is a projector or il^tp^ = id. Note 
that the latter is equivalent to the pyramid condition. 

Figure 2.5: Alternative synthesis scheme for the Laplacian pyramid. 

Now, instead of (2.11) we get 

¥A(ar, y) = ipl{x) - iHHv) + V, for x G Vk+l , y e Wk+l, 

where H4+i C Vk and 0 J : Vk+\ —> Vk. Define 

ul(y) = y - iPli>Hy) • 

Now, the perfect reconstruction condition in (2.1) can be reformulated as 

i)lil)\x) + U)[UJ\X) = x, for x € Vk , 

where u-,r(x) = x — ^^{x). 

(2.16) 

2 .3 .3 Li f t ing p y r a m i d s 

The lifting scheme, introduced in Section 2.2 for general decompositions, can be applied to 
pyramid decompositions. Both update and prediction lifting steps yield a modified pyramid 
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scheme. From (2.8)-(2.10) and (2.11), we get that the updated analysis and synthesis operators 
are: 

ipl (x) = VT (z) + U (x - VV1 (*)) , xe V'o 

u>l(x) = UJ^(X) = x — vA'tl^(x), x G V0 

*l(x,y) = V[(x- U(y),y) = v- (x - U(y)) +y, x e ^ . y e IF, C V0 . 

where U: Vo —• V\ is the update operator. It is not difficult to show that the pyramid condition 
is preserved by an update lifting step, i.e., {ip\,ip^) satisfies the pyramid condition if {i^,ii^) 
does so. Note, however, that the new decomposition structure does no longer satisfy the 
assumption in (2.11). Note also that iff ' is linear, then ^ j , corresponds to (2.16) with t '1 = U. 
In contrast, the pyramid condition will, in general, no longer be valid after a prediction lifting 
step. In this case, the modified analysis and synthesis operators are: 

4>l(x)=^(x), x€Vn 

u>l(x)=x-P(it>ty(x)) , xeV0 

Vl
p(x. y) = # J (.r, y + P(x)) = 01 (x) + P(x) + y . x G \\ . y G Wl C V0 , 

where P : V\ —* W\ is the prediction operator. Note that in this case the assumption in (2.11) 
is satisfied with jpp = ̂  + P instead of v;i-

2.4 The wavelet transform 

2.4.1 Axiomatics 

A general wavelet decomposition has the structure depicted in Fig. 2.1. but in addition to the 
perfect reconstruction condition (2.1). i.e., 

tf1 (^(x).^(x)) =x. forxeKo, (2-17) 

it satisfies the additional constraints 

ióT (vf1 (x, y)) = x, for x G V',. y G W, (2.18) 

J \&(.r, y)) = y , for x G 14 , y G Wl, (2.19) 

which guarantee that the decomposition is non-redundant. Note that ('2.17)-('2.19) imply that 
the analysis operator <I>T = (V'T,w') and the synthesis operator ^ are inverses of each other. 
Concatenation of a series of analysis steps yields a multiresolution decomposition called the 
wavelet transform. 

Often, e.g. in the linear case, the synthesis operator $>l is of the special form 

<bl(x, y) = ipl(,r) + u;1 (y ) , x G V", , y G Wx. 
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In this case, we speak of an uncoupled wavelet decomposition and conditions (2.17)-(2.19) be
come 

il}lily{x) +UJ1CO1(X) = x, xeV0 

xj;! (ipl(x) + u>l(y)) = x, x <=Vi,y e Wi 

u>] (i/;l(x)+üjl(y)) = y, x G V\ ,y € W\. 

(2.20) 

(2.21) 

(2.22) 

Fig. 2.6 depicts the corresponding synthesis part of an uncoupled wavelet decomposition for 
the multilevel case where K = 3. 

Figure 2.6: Synthesis scheme of a 3-level uncoupled wavelet decomposition system. 

It was explained by Heijmans and Goutsias [70] how existing linear wavelets or filter banks 
(see Section 1.4) can fit into this abstract wavelet scheme. One can easily establish the relation 
between the biorthogonal conditions stated in (1.15)-(1.16) and (2.20)-(2.22). Note, however, 
that the expressions in (2.20)-(2.22) (and more general (2.17)-(2.19)) are formulated in operator 
terms, and do not require any sort of linearity assumption or inner product. This allows a broad 
class of nonlinear wavelet decomposition schemes [46,55,57,66,70]. 

2.4.2 Pyramid condition 

It is straightforward to see that (in an uncoupled wavelet decomposition) the operators I/J\ ift1 

obey the pyramid condition, that is, ^tjA = id. In the linear case, where we have 4>](x)(n) = 
(h*x)(2n), ijA(x)(n) = (h*x)(n), the pyramid condition corresponds to one of the biorthogonal 
conditions, namely, 

J2h(l)h(2n-l)=6(n] 

In fact, it can be shown [70] that, in the linear case, any pyramid decomposition that satisfies 
the pyramid condition can be extended to a wavelet decomposition. 
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E x a m p l e 2.4.1 ( B u r t - A d e l s o n wavele t ) . Consider the Burt-Adelson pyramid discussed 
in Example 2.3.2(a). Then, a possible solution to biorthogonality conditions (1.15)-(1.16) is 

S(0) = i , 0(1) = - 1 , ff(2)= 2 ' d(n) = 0 for other n, 

g(-3) = g(l) = i , g{-2) = 5(0) = ± , <,(-l) = - ? , <?(n) = 0 for other n. 

This yields the following detail analysis and synthesis operators: 

üjï(x){n) = \ (x{2n) - 2x(2n + 1) + x{2n + 2)) 

w*(y)(2n) = J(y(n) + y(n + l ) ) 

w%)(2r i + 1) = | (ï/(n) - 6y(n + 1) + y(n + 2)) . 

2.4.3 Lifting wavelets 

The general technique of lifting described in Section 2.2 can also be applied for wavelet decom
positions. In fact, the lifting scheme was introduced by Sweldens as a technique for building 
new wavelets from existing ones [146]. It is easy to show that the modified scheme resulting 
from lifting satisfies the constraints for a wavelet scheme, i.e., (2.17)-(2.19), and hereby also 
the pyramid condition. It is important to note, however, that lifting will in general give rise to 
coupled wavelet decompositions even if the original wavelet transform is uncoupled. 

The lifting scheme has changed the wavelet scene dramatically since it provides a simple 
yet flexible method for the construction of new, possibly nonlinear, wavelets from existing ones. 
The initial wavelet transform can be a trivial one. The most simple case is the one where the 
domain of the signal is subdivided into two disjoint subsets. In the one-dimensional case, this 
subdivision often comprises the even and odd samples, e.g., xi(n) = x°(2n), yl{n) = x°(2n + l). 
This latter decomposition, known in signal processing as polyphase decomposition, is sometimes 
called the lazy wavelet transform. 

In the context of linear wavelets, it has been shown that any system using finite impulse 
response filters can be decomposed into elementary lifting steps [45]. Furthermore, as we 
observed before, lifting does not require that the prediction and the update operator are linear 
or fixed, nor that the underlying sampling grid is regular. With the lifting scheme, it becomes 
possible to build 'any wavelet you like' on 'every geometrical structure you are interested in'. 
In the next chapter, we will exploit this fact by adapting the update operator to the local 
properties of the signal, hence we will design adaptive wavelet decompositions. 

2.5 Other multiresolution decompositions 

In the previous sections we have focused on pyramids and wavelets. However, there are many 
alternatives; for example, the wavelet packet representation [34], the local basis decomposi
tions [99] or the multiwavelet construction [62,145]. We briefly discuss some of these decom
positions. 
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2.5.1 Wavelet packets 

With a straightforward generalization of the wavelet transform, we can obtain an even sparser 
representation of a signal. Instead of decomposing only the approximation spaces Vk to derive 
the approximation and detail spaces Vfe+i and Wk+i, we decompose the detail spaces as well. 
The recursive splitting of spaces can be represented in a binary tree as illustrated in Fig. 2.7. 
At each node of the tree, we have the option to split or not. This allows the construction of an 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.7: Examples of tree-structure filter banks of depth 2: (a) only low-pass is split (standard 
wavelet); (b) full tree; (c) only high-pass is split. 

arbitrary dyadic tree structure. Each structure is associated with a function basis known as a 
wavelet packet basis [34,99]. One possibility is the octave-band tree, with low-pass iterations 
only; see Fig. 2.7(a). In fact, the standard wavelet basis is an example of a wavelet packet basis 
obtained by choosing such a tree. Here, the frequency axis is decomposed in dyadic intervals 
whose sizes have an exponential growth as shown in the time-frequency plane of Fig. 1.1. 
As discussed in Section 1.1.2, when the scale decreases, the frequency support of the wavelet 
is shifted toward high frequencies. The time resolution increases but the frequency resolution 
decreases. Thus, standard wavelet bases are suited for signals where high-frequency components 
have shorter duration than low-frequency components. 

Wavelet packets generalize the fixed dyadic construction of the standard wavelet basis corre
sponding with Fig. 1.1 by decomposing the frequency axis in intervals of varying sizes, depending 
on the tree-structure filter bank which has been used. See Fig. 2.8 for an example. 

Given a signal, we can obtain the 'best ' (according to some criterion) tree decomposition. 
The best wavelet packet basis algorithm described in [168] is often used to select a 'best' basis 
that minimizes a concave cost function. 

Wavelet packets are particularly well adapted to decompose signals that have different 
behavior in different frequency intervals. Note, however, that time-frequency tiles at a particular 
frequency have the same time resolution. Thus, if the signal is non-stationary in time, it is 
more appropriate to decompose the signal in a block basis that segments the time axis instead 
of the frequency axis. The local bases described next are examples of such a basis. 

2.5.2 Local basis 

A local basis divides the time axis into intervals of varying sizes, as shown in Fig. 2.9. Of 
particular interest are the cosine bases [33,99], which arc obtained by designing smooth windows 
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frequency 

Figure 2.8: A wavelet packet basis divides the frequency axis in separate intervals of varying sizes. A 
tiling is obtained by translating in time the wavelet packet basis covering each frequency interval. 

tha t cover each time interval and multiplying them by cosine functions of different frequencies. 
Similarly to wavelet packets, a local cosine tree can be constructed by recursively dividing 

spaces built with local cosine bases. As in the wavelet packet case, this offers the possibility of 
choosing a 'best1 basis for a given signal. A best local cosine basis adapts the time segmentation 
to the variations of the signal time-frequency structures. In comparison with wavelet packets, 
we gain time adaptation but we lose frequency flexibility (since the frequency axis is being split 
with constant bandwidth). 

frequency 

Figure 2.9: A local basis divides the time axis in separate intervals of varying sizes. A tiling is 
obtained by translating in frequency the local basis covering each time interval. 

Note that wavelet packets and local cosines are dual families of bases. Wavelet packets 
segment the frequency axis and are uniformly translated in time, whereas local cosines divide 
the time axis and are uniformly translated in frequency. By combining the two dual concepts 
one can obtain arbitrary tilings of the time-frequency plane [72]. 

2.5.3 Multiwavelets 

Multiwavclet decompositions offer more design flexibility by introducing at each level several 
analysis and synthesis operators. Multiwavelets have some advantages over scalar wavelets 
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in relation to properties which are known to be important in signal processing such as short 
support, orthogonality, symmetry and vanishing moments. A scalar wavelet, except for the 
Haar case, cannot possess all these properties at the same time. In contrast, a multiwavelet 
system can simultaneously provide perfect reconstruction, orthogonality, linear-phase symmetry 
and a high number of vanishing moments [144]. The main drawback, however, is that they are 
implemented with more complicated filter banks than the standard wavelet transforms. 

The standard wavelet transform is a scalar transform: it uses one analysis operator for 
the computation of the approximation signal, and one analysis operator for the computation 
of the detail signal. A multiwavelet transform generalizes the scalar wavelet transform: the 
approximation signal is generated by M analysis operators and the detail signal by M analysis 
operators. 

In the same way that the scalar wavelet transform may be obtained by iterating a two-
channel filter bank on its low-pass output (see Section 1.4.3), a multiwavelet transform can 
be obtained by a matrix-valued filter bank with 'coefficients' that are M x M matrices. Each 
input sample x(n) is a vector with M components The resulting two-channel M x AZ-matrix 
filter bank operates on M input data streams, filtering them into 2M output streams. 

Let us illustrate this for M = 2. We start with a signal x° which is pre-processed (e.g, 
by repeating each sample) to produce the sequences x° and x®- Their coarse approximation is 
computed with the low-pass channel of the multiwavelet filter bank: 

l= — oo 

where each 'coefficient' h(l) is a 2 x 2 matrix. Analogously, the details are computed with the 
high-pass channel of the multiwavelet filter bank: 

Vl{n -£«<>«£: 8) 
This one-level decomposition is shown in Fig. 2.10. 

n 
X , 

T° 
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Xo 
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xl 

T° 
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Figure 2.10: Multiwavelet analysis filter bank with M = 2. An input x° is vectorized into x° = 
(Xĵ Xr})7 • Each row of the multifilter h (and the same applies to g) is a combination of two scalar 
filters, one operating on x® and the other operating on x". 
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Full multiwavelet decomposition of the signal x° is obtained by iterative filtering of the 
approximation coefficients xk(ri) = (x'i(n). x^n)) (where the superindex '7" denotes transpo
sition). The original signal can be reconstructed from the multiwavelet coefficients by means 
of the synthesis equation: 

oc oc 

xk(n) = J2 h(l)xk+1(n-2l)+ ] T g(l)yk+\n-2l). 
l=-oc /=-oc 

Here. xk+1 = ( s j + 1 , xk
2
+l)T. yk+1 = ( | / f+ 1 ,yJ+ 1)T and h. g are the synthesis multifilters. As in 

the scalar case, the filters need to satisfy the biorthogonahty conditions: 
oc oc 

J2 h(l)h(2n -l)= Y, 9(l)9(2n - I) = *(n) I 
/=—oo l=—oo 

oc oo 

Y,h(l)g(2n-l)=J2 9(l)h(2n-l) = 0, 
l=-oo l=-oo 

where I. O denote the 2 x 2 identity and null matrices respectively. 
Note that we have M times as many filters as in the classical wavelet case. One input 

signal x produces 2M outputs from the analysis bank. This means that the signal x has to 
be 'vectorized' so that M input streams (x\,... ,XM) go together. The most obvious way to 
get M inputs from a given signal is to repeat the signal so that M identical streams go into 
the multifilter bank. This produces an overcomplete representation. A different way is to 
pre-process the given scalar signal so that if the data enters at rate r, pre-processing yields 
M streams at rate r/M for input to the multifilter. which then produces 2M output streams 
(M for the approximation and M for the detail), each at rate r/2M. In either case, the pre
processing should be reversible so that after the synthesis step, post-processing can recover the 
original signal x. 

2.5.4 Steer able pyramid 

The steerable pyramid is an overcomplete, linear, multiresolution and multiorientation image 
decomposition where the analysis and synthesis operators are (in the simplest case) derivative 
operators with different supports and orientations. The associated filters are such that the 
resulting transform is self-inverting (i.e., the synthesis filters are just a reflected version of the 
analysis filters) and, moreover, it is translation and rotation invariant. In the following, we 
briefly describe the construction and implementation of the steerable pyramid: a more detailed 
account can be found in [138]. 

The steerable pyramid transform is implemented as a filter bank consisting of polar-separable 
filters. For simplicity, we consider the filters in the frequency domain. Thus, a filter h(m,n) 
in the spatial domain is expressed as H(u, v) in the frequency domain, where u and v are the 
frequency variables corresponding to the two spatial directions. More precisely, 

oc oc 

H(u, v) = Y, Y, h ( ; " • n)e~iume-ivn , 
m=-oc n=—oo 
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where i = y/—l. For future convenience, we define v = (u, v)1 and H*(v) = H(—v). 
The frequency tiling after one level of decomposition is shown in Fig. 2.11 for the case of two 

orientation bands (i.e.. P = 2). The corresponding diagram for this decomposition is depicted 
in Fig. 2.12. The filters Bp, p = 1,2, are oriented band-pass filters. Hi is a narrow-band 
low-pass filter, GQ is a non-oriented high-pass filter and H0 is a low-pass filter. 

Figure 2.11: Frequency tiling after 1-level decomposition of a steerable pyramid transform with P = 2. 
The frequency plane has been decomposed into a low-pass band (after filtering by Hi), two oriented 
band-pass components (after filtering by Bp, p = l ,2j , and a high-pass band (after filtering by Go). 
The depicted squared region corresponds to the frequency range [—IT, IT) x [—IT,IT]. 
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Figure 2.12: First level of a steerable pyramid transform with P = 2. 

As illustrated in Fig. 2.11, the band-pass filters together act as a circular symmetric band
pass filter. The low-pass filter H\ passes the low-frequency components that fall inside t he 
central core of that circular filter, while the high-pass filter G'0 passes the high-frequency infor
mation that falls outside. In this way, the entire signal, regardless of its frequency, is passed to 
one of the output channels. 

A block diagram illustrating the steerable pyramid transform and its inverse is shown 
in Fig. 2.13. Initially, the image is separated by the pre-processing filters HQ and Go into a 
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Figure 2.13: Steerable pyramid transform (analysis) and its inverse (synthesis). 

low and a high-frequency bands. We denote the high-frequency band by z1. The low-frequency 
band is then divided into a set of P oriented detail images and one approximation image. The 
detail images f/(-\p). p = 1, P, are obtained using the band-pass filters B\ , BP, while 
the approximation signal x] is obtained using a low-pass filter Ht followed by a dyadic down-
sampling. The process of splitting into P details and one approximation is iterated on the 
approximation image (thus, filters H0 and Go are not used in the successive levels). 

In order to ensure that the transform is invertible as well as jointly invariant in orientation 
and space, the filters must satisfy specific radial (scale) and angular (orientation) frequency 
constraints [137]. The radial frequency constraints are: 

1. Band limiting to prevent aliasing in the subsampling operation: 

Hi{v) = 0 for llvll > TT/2, 

where llvll = y/u2 + v2. 

2. Flat system response to avoid amplitude distortion: 

p 

|tfoH2(|#i(o)|2 + E I 5 »! 2 ) + \°o{v)\2 = i (2.23) 
P = ] 

3. Recursion. The low-pass channel of the system must be unaffected by the iteration 
process: 

| / / 1 ( v / 2 ) | 2 ( | / / , ( v ) | 2 + E | B p ( v ) | 2 ) = | t f , (v /2 ) | 2 (2.24) 

A sufficiënt condition for (2.24) to hold is that the decomposition/reconstruction filter bank 
has unity gain for low frequencies: 

|#,(v)|2 + £ | B » | 2 = l. 
/> i 
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In this case, (2.23) implies that the pre and post-processing steps must also have a unity gain, 
that is. 

\H0(v)\2+\Go(v)\2 = l. 

Typically, HQ(V) = Hi(v/2), so that the initial low-pass 'shape' of the filter is the same as that 
used within the iteration. Thus, during the iteration H^(v/2) plays the role of the initialization 
filter H0(v). 

The angular constraint on the band-pass filters Bp requires these filters to form a steerable 
basis1 [138]. In the simple case where the basis functions of the decomposition are directional 
derivative operators, the angular constraint can be expressed as 

Bp(v) = B(v)(-icos(e-9p))
P~\ 

where i = y/— 1, 9 = arctan(v/«), 6P = TT2^ - for p = 1 , . . . , P, and 

B{v)=\T\Bp{v)\2 

\ P = I 

The pyramid can be designed to produce any number of orientation bands P , resulting in 
an overcomplete transform with a redundancy factor of 4 P / 3 . 

2.5.5 Gradient pyramid 

A gradient pyramid [18] is obtained by applying a gradient operator to each level of the Gaussian 
pyramid {xk}. k = 0 , . . . , K. Each image xk is filtered by a set of four oriented gradient filters gp, 
p = 1 , . . . . 4. The resulting filtered bands correspond to the detail images y + 1 ( ' | p ) , p = 1 , . . . . 4, 
representing the horizontal, vertical and the two diagonal directions. To reconstruct the original 
image from this gradient decomposition, a Laplacian pyramid is constructed as intermediate 
result. First, a (derivative) synthesis filter gp is applied to yk+1(-\p), p = 1 , . . . , 4. A Laplacian 
pyramid { y ^ 1 } , can then be obtained by summing up, at each level, the filtered resulting 
images. Fig. 2.14 illustrates one level of the gradient pyramid transform. Here, h is the low-
pass filter used to construct the Gaussian pyramid {xk}, k = 0 , . . . , K, and h its corresponding 
synthesis filter. In [18]. the filter h is assumed to be of the form h = h * h with h being a 3 x 3 
binomial filter. Then, it can be shown that perfect reconstruction is possible by taking 

gp = (1 + h) * dp and gp = --dp, 

where dp, p = 1 , . . . , 4, are the derivative filters: 

'A set of filters forms a steerable basis if they are rotated versions of each other and a version of the filters 
at any orientation may be synthesized as a linear combination of the basis filters. The simplest example of a 
steerable basis is a set of P directional derivatives of order P — 1. 

* / • * 
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Figure 2.14: Gradient pyramid transform (analysis) and its inverse (synthesis). 



Chapter 3 

Adaptive update lifting: the axiomatic 
framework 

Multiresolution (MR) representations, such as pyramids and wavelets, provide a powerful tool 
for the analysis of signals, images, and video sequences. Classical MR transforms lead to 
an isotropic smoothing of the signal when going to lower resolutions. However, for various 
applications there is a strong demand for a more 'high-level' analysis and thereby for MR 
representations that take into account the characteristics of the underlying signal and do leave 
intact or even enhance certain important signal characteristics such as sharp transitions, edges, 
singularities, local extrema and other geometric structures of interest. The importance of 
such 'adaptive' or 'data-driven' representations has led to a wealth of new directions in MR 
approaches such as bandelets, ridgelets, curvelets, morphological wavelets, etc., which go beyond 
standard wavelet theory. These systems combine ideas of multiresolution analysis with notions 
of geometric features and structures in order to build decompositions which are suited to a given 
task. Often, this can be achieved by making the decomposition dependent on the underlying 
data. 

In this chapter, we propose a technique for building adaptive wavelets by means of an 
adaptive update lifting step followed by a fixed prediction lifting step. The adaptivity consists 
hereof that the system can choose between different update filters, and that this choice depends 
on the information locally available within the input bands (e.g., the gradient of the original 
signal). In this way, only homogeneous regions are smoothed while discontinuities are preserved. 

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 introduces the idea of adaptive wavelets 
and recalls some of the existing approaches in the literature. Section 3.2 presents a general 
framework for building non-redundant adaptive wavelets by update lifting. The rest of the 
chapter deals with a special class of adaptive update lifting scheme where the system can 
choose between two different update steps depending on the local gradient of the signal. After 
giving some mathematical notions in Section 3.3, the update filters and the decision function 
which triggers the choice of these filters are discussed in more detail in Section 3.4. Necessary 
and sufficient conditions for perfect reconstruction of such an adaptive system are derived in 
Section 3.5. 

43 
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3.1 Adaptive wavelets: existing approaches 
Originally, wavelet transforms were linear, and their construction was based on classical tools 
from functional and harmonic analysis such as the Fourier transform. However, classical wavelet 
transforms are not always suitable to analyze discontinuities encountered in real-world signals, 
in the sense that they perform a uniform smoothing which does not take into account the 
geometric structure of the signal. Moreover, such discontinuities (e.g., sharp transitions in one-
dimensional signals and edges in images) tend to give rise to large coefficients in their proximity, 
which is very undesirable in coding and compression applications. This has motivated a growing 
interest in finding new representations able to preserve important singularities in the signal 
while providing a compact representation. 

Indeed, for most tasks in signal and image processing, such as texture analysis, segmenta
tion, compression, denoising and deconvolution, it is of paramount importance that the repre
sentation at hand takes into account the geometric nature of the underlying signal. In other 
words, MR representations must adapt themselves to the signal structure. This can mean, for 
example, that the filters constituting a wavelet decomposition are 'shaped' or 'steered' by the 
input data. One can find several approaches to introduce some kind of adaptivity into an MR 
decomposition. In what follows we discuss some of these approaches. 

A first approach to adaptivity is to use arbitrary subband decomposition trees (wavelets 
packets or local cosine bases) to choose a basis depending on the signal. The best basis algo
rithm [168], for example, selects a wavelet basis by minimizing a concave cost function such as 
the entropy or an /p-norm. To further characterize the space-varying characteristics, the spa
tially adaptive wavelet packets were introduced in [72,118] by performing a spatial segmentation 
and adapting the wavelet packet frequency decomposition to each spatial segment. Similarly, 
adaptive local cosine basis decompositions [32] as well as jointly adaptive space and frequency 
basis decompositions [73] have been proposed for a better space-frequency representation. In 
such approaches, the filter coefficients are fixed for an entire block of data as the optimization 
criterion is a global one. However, using a single prototype filter may not characterize well the 
local variations of the signal. 

Another approach is to look for bases that are capable of 'tracking' the shape of the dis
continuities. This has led to construction of functions whose support has a shape that can 
be adapted to the regularity of the signal being analyzed. Donoho [50] studies the optimal 
approximations of particular classes of signals with an overcomplete collection of elementary 
functions called wedgelets. His construction is based on a multiscale organization of the edge 
data. Another construction due to Donoho [51] are the ridgelets. These are elongated functions 
especially suited for object discontinuities across straighl lines. Motivated by the problem 
of finding efficient representations of objects with discontinuities along curves, Candès and 
Donoho [23] introduced yet another representation system, the curvelet transform. Curvelets 
are based on multiscale ridgelets combined with a spatial band-pass filtering operation to iso
late different scales. It has been shown that, under certain assumptions, curvelet frames have 
optimal approximation properties for two-dimensional functions which are piecewise constant. 
This has led to different constructions and applications for the curvelet transform [24,142]. 

Recently bandelets have been proposed by Le Pennec and Mallat [88]. They construct 
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orthonormal bases of wavelets which take advantage of the 'regularity of edges' in images. 
Singularities are first detected with so-called foveal wavelets, and then chained together to form 
edge curves. The foveal coefficients are then decomposed with standard wavelet bases. The 
resulting wavelets have their support in a band surrounding the edge curve, hence the name 
bandelet. 

Another MR representation for images which incorporate a specific geometric treatment of 
edges is proposed by Cohen and Matei [31]. Their approach is based on the nonlinear MR 
representation of Harten [67] while incorporating edge detection within the same transform. 

Chan and Zhou [26] extend the essentially non-oscillatory (ENO) technique1 [68] to modify 
the standard wavelet transform near discontinuities. Instead of changing the filter coefficients, 
they choose to change the input signal in the proximity of discontinuities through an extrapo
lation procedure. By recording these changes, the original signal can be recovered at synthesis. 

The introduction of the lifting scheme by Sweldens [146-148] opened the way to the design 
of nonlinear wavelet transforms [46,55,57,65,66,70]. In all these approaches, the flexibility and 
freedom offered by the lifting scheme were merely used to replace linear filters by nonlinear 
ones, such as those deriving from mathematical morphology. A severe limitation is that the 
filter structure is fixed, and thus cannot cope always with the sudden changes in the input 
signal. To overcome this problem, various lifting schemes with space-varying prediction filters 
have been proposed. 

Trappe and Liu [160] build adaptivity into the prediction step of the lifting scheme. Their 
aim is to design a data-dependent prediction filter to minimize the predicted detail signal. They 
distinguish two different approaches. Their first approach is global in the sense that the l2-
norm of the entire detail signal is minimized using Wiener filter theory. Their second approach 
is based on the classical adaptive filter theory for designing time-varying filter banks [69]. It 
uses a local optimization criterion and, in this case, the coefficients of the prediction filter 
vary over time (or space). Here the filter coefficients at a given location n are updated using 
the approximation signal x and the predicted detail y' at location n — 1. In this scheme, 
perfect reconstruction is automatic. A similar approach had been earlier proposed by Gerek 
and Qetin [60,61]. These latter approaches are causal in the sense that the computation of the 
detail signal at a given location depends 'only' on previously computed detail samples. That 
is, the detail sample y(n) is not used for determining the prediction filter at location n. This 
differs from our scheme, to be introduced in the next section, where both x(n) and y(n) are 
used for the computation of the filter coefficients. 

Claypoole et al. [29,30] propose an adaptive lifting scheme, which they call space-adaptive 
transform,, which lowers the order of the approximation near jumps to avoid prediction across 
discontinuities. In [30], the choice of prediction filter depends only on the approximation 
signal and thus, this approach still fits within the classical lifting framework (where perfect 
reconstruction is guaranteed), albeit that the lifting operator is nonlinear in this case. The 
approach presented in [29]. however, does not fit. within the classical lifting scheme as the 
prediction step does require input from both channels. To guarantee perfect reconstruction at 

'The basic idea behind an ENO scheme is to construct a piecevvise polynomial approximation of a given 
function by using only information from smooth regions. 
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synthesis, one has to keep track of the filter choices made at each sample. As a consequence, 
the resulting decomposition is no longer non-redundant. 

Our approach resembles the approach by Claypoole et al. [29] in the sense that it does not 
fit in the classical lifting scheme either. However, we choose our scheme in such a way that 
no bookkeeping is required. At the synthesis step we will still be able to recover the decision, 
i.e., the choice of the filter, made at the analysis step. Therefore, an important feature of our 
adaptive representation is that it is neither causal nor redundant. 

3.2 General framework for update lifting 

Assume that an input signal x°: 1d —> H , henceforth denoted by :r0. is decomposed into two 
components x and y. where possibly y comprises more than one band, i.e., 

y = {y(-\i) y(-\P)} w i t h P > i . (3.i) 

The bands x,y(-\l),... ,y(-\P), which generally represent the polyphase components of the 
analyzed signal a*o, are the input bands for our lifting scheme. In any case, we assume that 
the decomposition XQ •—» (x. y) is invertible and hence we can perfectly reconstruct. x0 from its 
components x and y. The first signal x will be updated in order to obtain an approximation 
signal x' whereas y ( - | l ) , . . • ,y(-\P) will be further predicted so as to generate a detail signal 
y' = {y' (:\l)..... y' (-\P)}. In our lifting scheme, the update step is adaptive while the prediction 
step is fixed. This implies that the signal y can be easily recovered from the approximation x' 
and the detail y'. The recovery of x from x' and y is less obvious. Henceforth, we concentrate 
on the update lifting step. 

The basic idea underlying our adaptive scheme is that the update parameters depend on the 
information locally available within both signals x and y, as shown in Fig. 3.1. In this scheme D 

Figure 3.1: Adaptive update lifting scheme. 

is a decision map which uses inputs from all bands, i.e., D = D(x, y) = D\x,y(-|l),....y{-\P)). 
and whose output is a decision parameter d which governs the choice of the update step: for 
every possible decision d of the decision map, we have a different update operator Uj and 
addition 0 r f . More precisely, if dn is the output of D at location n G Zd. then the updated 
value x'(n) is given by 

x'(n) = x(n) (Bdn U^y^n) = x(n) © ^ Udn{y(-\l),.. ..y(-\P))(n), (3.2) 
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and can be inverted by means of 

x(n) = x'{n) Qdn Ud„(y)(n) = x'(n) Qdn Udn ( j , ( . | l ) , . . .,y(-\P))(n), (3.3) 

where Qd denotes the subtraction which inverts ©d. Thus, presumed that d is known for every 
location n , we can recover the original signal x, and hence have perfect reconstruction. 

The invertibility of such a scheme is far from trivial if we want to avoid the overhead of 
storing the decision map (i.e., the decision parameter dn for every n). The reason is that 
dn = D(x,y)(n) depends on the original signal x while at synthesis we do not know x but 
'only1 its update x'. In general, this prohibits the computation of dn and in such cases perfect 
reconstruction is out of reach. However, as we will show later, under some special circumstances 
it is possible to recover dn from x' and y = { y ( - | l ) , . . . , y(-\P)} by means of a so-called posterior 
decision map D'. Obviously, this map needs to satisfy 

D'(x',y) = D(x,y), 

for all inputs x, y = {(/(- |1) , . . . , y{-\P)}, with x' given by (3.2). It is obvious that this condition 
is satisfied if the decision map depends only on y, since then we can choose D' = D. For that 
reason, we reckon the case where D depends only on y among the non-adaptive lifting schemes. 
In the sequel we shall only consider schemes which are truly adaptive. 

We assume that at each location n € Zd the update step depends only on x(n) and N 
samples from signal y, say y(n + lj\pj), where lj 6 Zd and pj € {1, P} for j — l,...,N. 
We use the notation: 

tjjin) =y{n + lj\pj), j = l,...,N. 

Note that we have some freedom in labeling the values y(n + l\p) by j . Fortunately, the specific 
choice of the labeling is of no importance. We give two examples to illustrate this notation. 

E x a m p l e 3 .2 .1 . First we consider the one-dimensional case with only two input bands x and 
y (hence P = l ) . Assume that samples x0(2n). x0(2n + 1) of the original signal correspond with 
samples x(n),y(n), respectively and that x(n) is updated with its two neighbors y(n - 1) and 
y(n). Thus, N = 2 and we could, for example, label yx(n) = y(n — l) and y2(n) = y(n) as shown 
in Fig. 3.2. Obviously another choice is yi(n) = y(n) and y2(n) = y(n - 1). Note that in both 
cases the labelings are not one-to-one: for example, for the former choice, y-2(n) = yi(n + 1). 

3/i (rc) •*(") Vzin) 

x0{2n - 1) x0(2n) x0(2n + 1) 

Figure 3.2: Example of indexing the input samples for one-dimensional signals. 

E x a m p l e 3.2.2. Next, we consider two-dimensional signals as depicted in Fig. 3.3. Here, 
we assume a decomposition with P = 3 corresponding with a square (i.e., 2 x 2 ) sampling 
structure. The geometrical interpretation of the three last band signals is as follows (see also 
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y(n-a-b\3) 

y(n-b\l) 

y(n-b\3) 

y(n-a\2) 

x(n) 

y(n\2) 
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y(n\i) 

y(n\3) 

( 2 m - l , 2 n - l ) 
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(2m, 2n+l) 

(2m+l,2n+l) 

Figure 3.3: Left: coordinates for two-dimensional signals. Right: location of the input signals x and 
2/(-|l), -i/(-|2), 2/(-|3) after square sampling. Here a = (1,0)T and b — (0,1)'1. 

the right diagram in Fig. 3.3): after prediction, y(-|l),y(-|2) will represent the detail bands 
capturing vertical and horizontal details, respectively. The interpretation of y{-\3) is somewhat 
less intuitive. After prediction, it leads to what is usually called the diagonal detail band. 

Let us assume that x(n) is updated with its eight, horizontal, vertical and diagonal neighbors. 
This involves the samples (starting at the east and rotating counter-clockwise): y(n\l),y(n -
a\3),y(n — a\2),y(n-a — b\3),y(n-b\l),y(n-b\3),y(n\2) and y{n\3). Here a, b are the unit 
row and column vectors (1 .0)T and (0,1)T , where the superindex 'T ' denotes transposition. In 
this example, choosing a counter-clockwise labeling direction, we get y\{n) = y{n\l), y^zin) = 
y(n — a |3) , jfe(ra) = y(n - a |2) , etc., as depicted in Fig. 3.4. Again, this labeling is not 
one-to-one: e.g., y2(n) = y8{n — a). 

3.3 Intermezzo: seminorms 

Before we give an explicit expression for the update step and examine the question under which 
assumptions it is invertible, we need to introduce the concept of seminonn and other notions 
that we will need in the sequel. 

Def in i t ion 3 .3 .1 . Let V be a vector space over IR. A function p: V —> B.+ is called a seminorm 
if the following two properties hold: 

(i) p{Xv) = \X\p{v), v e V, A e IR 

(ii) p{vi + v2) < p(vi) +p(v2), v{.v2 e V. 

This last inequality is called the triangle inequality. 
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Sfe(n) 
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ys(n) 

Figure 3.4: Example of indexing the input samples for two-dimensional signals. 

A large class of seminorms on R/ is given by the expression 

i 

p(v) = (52 \aIv T..\Q\1/<1 (3.4) 
i=l 

where a; € R ^ , i = 1 , . . . , I, and q > 1. By a T v we mean the inner product of the vectors a 
and v. 

For example, if q = 1 and ƒ = 1, we get 

p(u) = | a T v | , 

which we simply refer to as weighted vector seminorm. The seminorms given by 

r , f . . \ i / 2 p(v) = (vTMv) (3.5) 

where M is a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix, are called quadratic seminorms. It is 
not difficult to show that they belong to the family given by (3.4) with q = 2. Indeed, if M is 
a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix, we can write [76]: 

N 

M = J2 ^iUiuf, X, > 0, 
< i 

where {A, | 1 < / < N} are the eigenvalues of M and {u,: | 1 < i < N} are the (orthogonal) 
eigenvectors of M. The expression (3.5) becomes 

p{v) = vT(^2XiUiuJ)v 

1/2 N 1/2 

E* I T 12 
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Now, if we take a, = \f\,Uj, we get (3.4) with q = 2 and I = N. 
Recall that p is a norm if, in addition to (i)-(ii) in Definition 3.3.1, it satisfies p(v) = 0 if 

and only if v = 0. Obviously, every norm is a seminonn but not vice versa. In particular, the 
seminorm given in (3.5) is a norm when M is a symmetric positive definite matrix. A special 
case is the /2-norm which results when M is the identity matrix. The well-known /''-norms 
(1 < q < oc) are obtained from (3.4) with / = N and {a, | 1 < i < N) being the canonical 
basis2 of IRA. 

Let V be a vector space with seminorm p. For a linear operator A: V —» V we define the 
operator seminorm p(A) and the inverse operator seminorm. p~l(A) as 

p(A) = sup{p(Av) \ v e V and p(v) = 1} 

p"l(A) = sup{p(v) | v € V and p{Av) = 1 } . 

In the last expression we use the convention that p _ 1 ( ^ ) = °°- if p{Av) = 0 for all v e V. 
unless p is identically zero, in which case both p(A) and p _ 1 ( ^ ) a r e z e r 0 - Throughout the 
remainder, we will discard the case where p is identically zero and. consequently, we will always 
have p - 1 (A) > Ü. 

We list some properties of these two notions in the following proposition. 

Propos i t ion 3.3.2. Let V' be Hilbert space, let p: V —» R+ be a seminorm and A: V —* V be 
a bounded linear operator. 

(a) p~l{A) =p(A~1) if A tö invertible. 

(b) The following two conditions are equivalent 

(i) p(A) < oo 

(ii) p(v) = 0 implies p(Av) = 0 for v G V'. 

(c) The following two conditions are. also equivalent 

(i) p-\A) < oo 

(ii) p(Av) = 0 implies p(v) = Ü for v € V'. 

(d) p(Av) < p(A)p(v) ifp(v)^0. 

(e) p(v) < p-1{A)p{Av) ifp(Av)^Q. 

Proof. The proofs of (a), (d) and (e) are straightforward. We prove (b) and (c). 
(/;): Assume (/), that is p(A) < oc. Now suppose that there exists a v e V such that 

p[v) = 0 and p(Av) ^ 0. We show that this gives rise to a contradiction. Fix a vector w € V 
with p(w) = 1. If A G K, then 

p(Xv + w) < \X\p(v) + p{w) = 1. 

2The vectors a, € IRjV, i = I. Ar, are said to be a canonical basis of IRA if a\ = (1.0 ,0) T , a2 = 
(0.1.0. ...A))'1' aN = (0 0, l)7 ' . 
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and also 

1 = p(w) < p(Xv + w)+ p(-Xv) = p(Xv + w), 

which means that 
p(Xv + w) = 1 for every A € R . 

By definition, 

p(A) > p(A(Xv + w)) > p(XAv) - p(Aw) = \X\p(Av) - p{Aw). 

Letting |A| —> oo, we arrive at the conclusion that p(A) = oc, a contradiction. 
Assume now that (n) holds. Define V0 C V as V0 = {v €. V | p(v) = 0} and V\ = VQ-. 

It is easy to see that for any « e V w c have p(v) = p(vi) where V\ is the projection of v on 
V'i. Obviously p defines a norm on the closed subspace V\. The decomposition of V into VÓ 
and Vi gives rise to a decomposition of the operator A into Atj where Atj maps Vj into Vt, for 
i,j = 0 ,1 . Thus we can write 

Av = (AQOV0 + A01Vi) + (A10v0 + Anvi), 

where the first and second expression between brackets lies in V0 and Vu respectively. The 
condition in (it) obviously means that ^4io = 0. It is then evident that 

p(A) = sup{p(Anvi) | p{vi) = 1} , 

and this coincides with the norm of An on \\ which, by definition, is finite. This proves (b). 
(c): This proof is very similar to that of (6). In the second part of the proof where it has to 

be shown that p~l{A) < oo, it is found that Aw = 0, An is invertible, and p~1{A) = p{A^), 
which is finite. • 

3.4 Choice of decision map and upda te filters 

We return to the framework of Section 3.2, and define the gradient vector v(n) = ( i ' i ( n ) , . . . , 

vN(n))T e R ' v by 

Vj(n) = x(n) - yj (n) , j = l,...,N. (3.6) 

Recall that y.j{n) = y(n + lj\pj), where the samples y(n + lj\pj) are those used by the update 
step. 

We assume that the decision map at location n depends exclusively on the gradient vector 
v(n). Furthermore, in the remainder of this chapter we consider binary decision maps where 
d can only take the value 0 or 1, governed by a simple threshold criterion: if the gradient is 
large (in some seminorm sense) it chooses one filter, if it is small the other. In particular, we 
consider binary decision maps of the form: 

D(X,y)(n)=^ M " ( » » > r 
V A ; (0 . if p(v(n)) <T 

(3.7) 
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where v(n) e 1RV is the gradient vector given by (3.6), p: R A —> IR+ is a seminoma, and T > 0 
is a given threshold. Instead of (3.7) we may also use the shorthand notation 

D{x,y)(n) = [p(v(n)) > T], (3.8) 

where [P] returns 1 if the predicate P is true, and 0 if it is false. 
Not every seminorm can be used to model an adaptive scheme. For example, if p{y{n)) 

depends only on differences i>,(n) - i'j(n), then the decision criterion in (3.7) is independent 
of the value of x(n), as can easily be seen by using (3.6). A simple condition on p which is 
necessary for the scheme to be truly adaptive is 

p{u) > 0, 

where u = (1 , l ) 7 is a vector of length A'. Indeed, it is easy to check that the condition 
p(u) = 0 is equivalent, to the conditio]) 

p(v + Xu) = p(v), v € R A \ A E U. 

Observe that the addition of A to x(n), while keeping all yj{n) constant, amounts to the 
addition of Ait to the gradient vector v(n). If such an addition does not affect the seminorm, 
then the corresponding decision criterion does not depend on .r(n), and hence the scheme is 
non-adaptive. 

A d a p t i v i t y C o n d i t i o n for t h e Seminorm. The seminorm p on R/ satisfies 

p ( w ) > 0 , (3.9) 

where u = ( 1 , . . . , l ) 3 is a vector of length N. 

In the update step given by (3.2) wc need to specify the 'addition' ©d as well as the update 
filter Ud{y)(n), for the values (/ = Ü. 1. Henceforth, we assume that the addition @d is of the 
form: 

x 0 r f u = ad(x + u).. with a,, ^ 0. (3.10) 

Such a choice means in particular that the operation ©,/ is invertible. 
The update filter is taken to be of the form: 

N 

udn(y)(n) = Y,x^:>y^- (3-u) 

i.e., it is a linear filter of length N. The filter coefficients \dn,j depend on the decision dn given 
by (3.8). Combination of (3.2), (3.10). and (3.11) yields 

N 

•r'(n) = adnx(n) + Y,^r,j!)j(n). (3.12) 
j i 
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where 

Pd,j = Cïd^d.j • 

Obviously, we can easily invert, (3.12): 

1 
x(n) = —(x'(n) -^20dnjyj(n)) , 

presumed that the decision dn is known. Since dn depends on the components Vj(n) = x(n) — 
yj(n), j = 1 , . . . , N, and x(n) is not available at synthesis, recovery of dn from x' and y = 
{y(-\l),... ,y(-\P)} is not always possible. Thus, perfect reconstruction is tantamount to the 
recovery of dn, for every location n. from x' and y. Define the value 

N 

Kd = a<i+ ) , Pd,j, d = 0 , 1 . 
3 = 1 

We have the following result. 

Proposi t ion 3.4.1. Assume that the seminorm p on iRA satisfies the adaptivity condition in 
(3.9). A necessary condition for perfect reconstruction is KQ = « i . 

Proof. Assume that «o ^ «i. Let ( e R be such that 

\(KO-KI)Z\>-T-\- ( 3 - 1 3 ) 

p(u) 

Let n be a given location and assume that. x(n) = £ and yj(n) = f for j = 1 , . . . , N. Obviously, 
v(n) = 0 hence dn — 0. It follows immediately that (3.12) gives x'(n) = Ko£- However, if we 
take 2-(n) = £ + n and the same yj(n) as before, then v(n) — rju. Therefore, if \r/\ > T/p(u), 
then dn — 1 and we deduce that x'(n) = «i£ + ci]//. If we choose r/ = (K0 - Ki)£A*i, then, 
because of (3.13), the condition |̂ 71 > T/p(u) is satisfied. For this particular choice, however, 
«i£ + oi?7 = K 0 £ . Thus, we have shown that for the same values of yj(n), two different inputs 
for x(n) may yield the same output. Clearly, perfect reconstruction is out of reach in such a 
case. • 

Henceforth we assume K0 = «i- Obviously, to guarantee true adaptivity we need that the 
update filters for d = 0 and d = 1 are different. 

A d a p t i v i t y C o n d i t i o n for t h e U p d a t e F i l t e r s . The update filters for d = 0 and d = 1 do 
not coincide, i.e., 

p0j^phj for at least one j 6 { 1 , . . . , N}. (3.14) 

Throughout the remainder of this chapter we normalize the filter coefficients so that 

«0 = «1 = 1 • (3.15) 
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Note that such a normalization is possible only in the case where Kd^ 0. A system with Kd = 0 
would, in general, correspond to a prediction operator (i.e., high-pass filtering of .To to obtain 
the detail signal y'). while the condition «d -^ 0 is more appropriate for an update operator 
(i.e., low-pass filtering of Xo to obtain the approximation signal x'). 

Unfortunately, the condition in (3.15) is far from being a sufficient condition for perfect 
reconstruction. In the following section we will be concerned with the derivation of sufficient 
conditions for perfect reconstruction. 

Henceforth, to simplify notation, we will often omit the argument n. Thus we write x, //, in

stead of x(n), y.j{n), respectively, and v = ( t>i, . . . , v^)1 instead of v(n) = (v\ ( n ) , . . . . vN(n)) . 

Now, the update lifting step in (3.12) can be written as 

x' = adx + ^2 PdjVj • (3.16) 
j=\ 

Subtraction of ŷ  at both sides of (3.16) yields 

^(l-flwte-^flyt/i, (3-17) 

where 
v^x'-yi, i=l,...,N. (3.18) 

We call v' = (v[,... ,v'N)T the gradient vector at synthesis, and define the N x N matrix Ad 

by the right hand-side expression in (3.17). i.e., 

/ 1 — Pd,i —Pd,2 —0d,3 • • • —0d,N \ 

—0d,\ 1 — Pdfi ~Pd,3 • • • • 

- f l u -fk'2 '•• '• (3-19) A,,= 

\ —0d,\ ~Pd,2 ~0d,3 • • • 1 — 0d,N/ 

The adaptive update lifting step is described therefore by 

\v' = Adv 

\d=[p{v)>T], 

where p: H A —» JR+ is a given seminorm satisfying the adaptivity condition (3.9). In addition, 
we assume that the adaptivity condition (3.14) for the filters is satisfied, hence AQ ̂  A\. 

Note that the matrix Ad can also be written as 

Ad = I - u / 3 j , (3.20) 

where I is the N x N identity matrix, and u = ( l . . . . , l ) r and (3d = (Pd,it• • • 1 Pd,N)7 are 
column vectors of length N. For its determinant we find, after simple algebraic manipulations. 

N 

det(Af) = 1 - Pau = 1 - J2 #W = Qd' 
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where we have used (3.15). Since we have assumed that ad ^ 0 for d = 0 ,1 , we may conclude 
that Ad is invertible. Moreover, one can easily show that 

-uPd = V 
1 

Oid 

Mda 1 + 

fid, 2 /3d,3 

&C,2 /?d,3 
<*d 

fo.2 
<*d 

V 

Pd.N \ 

1 
Old 

Putting 

(3d=-PJad, 
we find that ^4^1 takes a form similar to that of /l^: 

These expressions will be useful in the derivation of perfect reconstruction conditions. 

3.5 When do we have perfect reconstruction? 

In this section we formulate conditions on the seminorm and the update filters which guarantee 
perfect reconstruction. As a preparatory step, we will ' translate' the perfect reconstruction 
condition into another condition called the threshold criterion, stated in terms of the seminorm. 

Recall that the update lifting step described in the previous section is given by 

V1 = A4V 

d = \p(v) > T]. 

If p(v) < T at the analysis step, then the decision equals d = 0 and v' = AQV. If, on the other 
hand, p(v) > T. then d — 1 and v' = A±v. To have perfect reconstruction we must be able to 
recover the decision d from the gradient vector at synthesis v'. For simplicity, we shall restrict 
ourselves to the case where d can be recovered by thresholding the seminorm p(V), i.e., the 
case that 

d=\p(v)>T] = \p(v')>T']1 

for some T' > 0. We formalize this condition in the following criterion. 

T h r e s h o l d C r i t e r i o n . Given a threshold T > 0. there exists a (possibly different) threshold 
T' > 0 such that 

(i) if p{v) < T then p(A0v) < V: 

{11) \ip{v) > T then p{Ayv) > T'. 

The following result is obvious. 
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Proposition 3 .5 .1 . If the threshold criterion holds then we have perfect reconstruction. 

The corresponding reconstruction algorithm is straightforward: 

1. compute v' from (3.18); 

2. if p(v') < T' then d = 0, otherwise d = 1; 

3. compute x from (3.16), i.e., 

1 -

ad 3=1 

Thus it remains to verify the validity of the threshold criterion. The following result provides 
necessary and sufficient conditions. 

Propos i t ion 3 .5 .2 . The threshold criterion holds if and only if the following three conditions 
are satisfied: 

p(Ao) <oo andp-1(Ai) <oo (3.21) 

p(A0)p-1(Al)<l. (3.22) 

Proof. In this proof, we use the first and the second threshold criterion conditions defined in 
page 55, denoted by (i) and (ii) respectively. 

'if: put T' = P(AQ)T; we show that the threshold criterion holds. To prove (i), assume that 
p{v) < T. lip(v) = 0, then p(A0v) = 0 by (3.21) and Proposition 3.3.2(b). If p(v) > 0, then 
we get from Proposition 3.3.2(d) that 

p(A0v) < p(A0)p(v) < p(A0)T = T'. 

To prove (ii) assume that p(v) > T. From the fact that p~1(Ai) < oo and Proposition 3.3.2(c) 
we conclude that p(Axv) ^ 0 and we get from Proposition 3.3.2(e) that p(v) < p~l(Ai)p(Aiv). 
In combination with (3.22), this gives us 

P^v) ^ JTrh * P(Ao)p(v) > p(Ao)T = T'. 

This concludes the proof of the 'if'-part. 
'only if: to prove that p(A0) < oo, assume that p(v) = 0 and p{A0v) ^ 0. We show that this 

will give rise to a contradiction. Choosing A > T'/p(A0v) we have lAlp^o^) > T'. However 
p(Xv) = \X\p(v) = 0, and we have a contradiction with (i). The fact that p~l(Ai) < oo 
is proved analogously. Thus it remains to prove (3.22). Choose T = 1 and let T' be the 
corresponding threshold given by the threshold criterion. We derive from (i) that p{A0) < T'. 
Now (ii) reads as follows: if p(v) > 1 then p(A]v) > T'. Suppose that (3.22) does not hold, 
i.e., P(AQ)P~1(A\) > 1 (p(A0) ^ 0, otherwise p~1(A{) should be infinite). From the definition 
of p~l(Ax) (see page 50), it follows that there must be a vector v € R.A' with p(Ayv) = 1 
and p(A0)p(v) > 1. Putting v' = p(A0)v, we get p(v') > 1 and p(Aiv') = p(A0) < T' which 
contradicts (ii). Therefore, (3.22) must hold. D 
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Note that the proof of the above proposition shows that it is sufficient to choose T' = p(A0)T. 
We have shown that a sufficient condition for perfect reconstruction is the threshold crite

rion, i.e., (3.21)-(3.22). In the next chapter, we will specialize to certain class of seminorms. 
Now, we prove some results related to the specific form of the matrix Ad = I — u0r

d. We start 
with the following auxiliary result. 

Proposi t ion 3.5.3. Let p be a seminorm on IR and let VQ be the kernel ofp, i.e., the linear 
subspace of RN given by 

V0 = {v € RN I p(v) = 0} . 

If A = I - U01 and p(u) ^ 0, then p(A) < 00 if and only if (3 € VQ-. 

Proof, 'if: assume that (3 £ VQ-. Following Proposition 3.3.2 we must show that p(v) = 0 
implies that p(Av) — 0. If p(v) = 0 then v e V0 hence (3Tv = 0. This implies that Av = 
v — u0 v = v and hence that p(Av) = 0. 

'only if: assume that p(A) < 00 and (3 $. VQ^-. Thus there is a v G Vó with (3Tv = 1. Then 
Av = v — u(3Tv = v — u. Since p(u) ^ 0, we have 0 ^ p(u) < p(u — v) +p(v) = p(u — v), and 
therefore p(u — v)= p(v — u)= p(Av) 7̂  0. Since p(v) = 0 we conclude from Proposition 3.3.2 
that p(A) = 00, a contradiction. This concludes the proof. • 

We now investigate the eigenvalue problem Av = Av with A = I — up . This can be 
written as v — U01 v = \v. We have to distinguish the cases A = 1 and A ^ 1. If A = 1 we 
find flTv = 0 and from A ̂  1 we get that v is a multiple of u. Thus we arrive at the following 
result. 

Lemma 3.5.4. Let A = I - u(3T and a = det{A) = 1 - (3ru. 

(a) If a = 1 then A has only one eigenvalue A = 1; the eigenspace is the hyperplane flTv = 0. 

(b) If a 7̂  1 then A has eigenvalues l , a . The eigenspace associated with eigenvalue A = 1 is 
the hyperplane f3Tv = 0, and the eigenvector associated with X = a is u. 

Note that in both the cases (o) and (b) we have Au — au. We apply this result to the matrix 
Ad given by (3.19) or, alternatively, by (3.20). Assuming p(u) > 0 (see (3.9)), we get that 

p{Ad) > p{Adu)/p(u) = \ad\ 

p-\Ad) > p(u)/p(Adu) = \ad\-
1. 

On the other hand, if there exists a v with {3dv = 0 and p(v) ^ 0 then 

p{Ad)> I and p-^Ad)^ 1. (3.23) 

Thus we arrive at the following necessary conditions for the threshold condition to hold. 

Proposi t ion 3 .5.5. Assume that the seminorm p satisfies the adaptivity condition p(u) > 0. 
(a) The threshold criterion can only be satisfied ?ƒ |a:o| < |a:i|. 
(b) Assume in addition that P(VQ) ^ 0, p(vi) ^ 0 for some vectors vd with 0^vd = 0 for 
d = 0 ,1 , then the threshold criterion can only be satisfied if |or0| < 1 < | a i | . 
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Proof. The threshold criterion can only hold if (3.22) is satisfied, that is p(AQ)p-i(Al) < 1. If 
p(u) > 0, then we have p(Ao) > |QO| and p~l{Ay) > | ö i | - 1 . Thus a necessary condition for 
(3.22) to be satisfied is \a0\ • \cvi\~l < 1- This proves (a). 

To prove (b), assume that for d = 0,1 we have p(vd) ^ 0 for some vj with /3dVd = 0. Since 
both P(AQ) and p~l(A\) are at least 1 by (3.23), we conclude that |QO| < 1 and | Q I | _ 1 < 1. 
This concludes the proof. D 

Before considering a number of special cases in the next chapter, we observe that the problem 
becomes trivial if N = 1. In this case there is, apart from a multiplicative constant, only one 
seminorm, namely p(v) = \v\. Now the threshold criterion holds if and only if |Q ( ) | < |o i | . 
Henceforth we restrict ourselves to the case N > 1. 



Chapter 4 

Adaptive update lifting: specific cases 

In the previous chapter we have presented an axiomatic framework for adaptive wavelets con
structed by means of an adaptive update lifting step. The adaptivity consists hereof that the 
update filter coefficients are triggered by a decision parameter. In particular, we have stud
ied the case where this decision is binary and is obtained by thresholding the seminorm of a 
local gradient vector computed from the input signals to the system. The lifting scheme can 
therefore choose between two different update linear filters: if the seminorm of the gradient 
is above the threshold, it chooses one filter, otherwise it chooses the other. At synthesis, the 
decision is obtained in the same way but using the gradient computed from the bands avail
able at synthesis (the updated approximation band and the unmodified detail bands). With 
such a thresholding-decision scheme, perfect reconstruction amounts to the threshold criterion, 
which says that the seminorm of the gradient at synthesis should be above the threshold only 
if the seminorm of the original gradient is. In Section 3.5, we stated necessary and sufficient 
conditions for the threshold criterion to hold. 

In this chapter, we investigate perfect reconstruction conditions for several decision scenar
ios. First, we assume a binary decision map and linear filters as described in Section 3.4. We 
analyze different seminorms and derive sufficient conditions for perfect reconstruction stated in 
terms of the filter coefficients. We study the weighted seminorm in Section 4.1, the quadratic 
seminorm in Section 4.2, and the ^-norm as well as the /°°-norm in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, 
however, we consider the case where the decision map is not binary but continuous. In par
ticular, we investigate the case where the decision equals the ^-norm of the gradient vector, 
corresponding with a possibly infinite collection of update filters. In Section 4.5, we consider 
other alternatives which do not fit either into the specific cases previously described, but which 
extend the general framework proposed in Section 3.2 by allowing other decision maps and 
update filters. 

59 
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4.1 Weighted gradient seminorm 

4.1.1 Per fec t r econs t ruc t ion condi t ions 

Recall that , for the choice of decision map and update filters we have made so far. the update 
lifting step can be written abstractly by 

v' = A,,v 

d = \p(v) > T), 

where d € {0,1} is the decision parameter which triggers the update step: 

A' 

x = adx + ^2 Pdjyj • (4.1) 
i=i 

Recall also that we assume 

N N 

Q'o + Y^ #>rf = Ql + 5Z & J = 1 

3=1 j = l 

with c\d ^ 0 for both d — 0 ,1 , and 0QJ ^ 0ij for some j € { 1 , . . . , N} (adaptivity condition 
for the update filters; see (3.14)). In this framework, perfect reconstruction is guaranteed if 
conditions (3.21)-(3.22) are satisfied. We remind that these are necessary and sufficient condi
tions for the threshold criterion to hold, hence sufficient conditions for perfect reconstruction. 
Moreover, since Ad = I — u0l

d is invertible, we can rewrite these conditions as 

p{A0) < oo and p(A^) < oo (4.2) 

p(A0)p(Aïl)<l. (4.3) 

In this section, we consider the situation where p is given by 

p(v) = \aIv\, w i t h a ^ O . (4.4) 

Since v is a gradient vector, we call this seminorm the weighted gradient seminorm. Note that 
the adaptivity condition p(u) > 0 holds if and only if aTu ^ 0, i.e.. 

We establish necessary and sufficient conditions for the threshold criterion to hold. 

L e m m a 4 .1 .1 . Letp be the weighted, gradient seminorm defined in (4.4) and let A be the matrix 
A = I - u(3T, where u,(3 e MN. 

(a) a1 u = 0 implies p{A) = 1. 
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(b) Assume aTu ^ 0, 

(i) if a, (3 are collinear, then p{A) = \a\, where a = 1 — (31 u; 

(ii) if a. (3 are not collinear, then p(A) = oo. 

Proof. From the definition of a matrix seminorm (see page 50) we have 

p(A) = sup{\aTAv\ | D G R f t ' and \aTv\ = 1}. 

Therefore, in order to calculate this seminorm we have to find the supremum of |a T Ai; | under 
the constraint | a T v | = 1. 

Assume aTu = 0. Then, 

| a T ^ v | = \a
T(I - u(3T)v\ = \aTv - aru(3Tv\ = 1. 

This proves (a). 

Now, assume a1 u ^ 0. We distinguish two cases, namely (3 and a are or are not collinear. 
(i) (3 collinear with a. In this case we can write (3 = ya for some constant 7 6 R. and we 

get 

\aTAv\ = \aT{I - u0r)v\ = \arv - ~faTuaTv\ = |1 - -)'aTu\\arv\ = |1 - (3Tu\ = \a\. 

This yields that p(A) = |a | . 

(ii) f3 not collinear with o. In this case we can express {3 = -ya + c with aTc = 0 and c ^ 0. 
Let us choose v such that a1 v = 0 and cTv / 0. Then, p(v) = \arv\ = 0 and 

p(Av) = |aT ,4v| = \aTucTv\ ^ 0. 

From Proposition 3.3.2(b) we conclude that p(A) = 00. D 

Thus we arrive at the following result. 

Proposi t ion 4.1.2. If p(v) = \aTv\: then the threshold criterion holds if and only if one of 
the following two conditions holds: 

(a) aru = 0 (in which case the adaptivity condition p(u) > 0 is not satisfied); 

(b) (30, (3i, a are collinear and \a0\ < | a i | . 

Proof If aru = 0, we conclude from Lemma 4.1.1 that p(A0) = p(A~[x) = 1. This holds 
independently whether (3d and a are collinear. Clearly, conditions in (4.2)-(4.3) are satisfied. 

Consider now the case where aTu ^ 0. If (3d and a are collinear, the previous lemma yields 
that p(A0) = \a0\ and p{Ajl) = \ai\~1. Thus, from (4.2)-(4.3) we conclude that the threshold 
criterion holds if and only if |a 0 | < |Q'I|. 

If (3d and a are not collinear, Lemma 4.1.1 yields that p(Ad) = 00 and, consequently, the 
threshold criterion cannot hold. • 

file:///ai/~1
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Therefore, if the adaptivity condition on the weighted gradient seminorm is satisfied, the 
threshold criterion holds if and only if there exist constants 70,71 € IR such that 

N N 

11 —70 Y ^ cij\ < 11 — 71 2~) ajI a n d Pd,j = ldaj f° r d = 0,1 and j = 1 , . . . ,N. 
3=1 J = I 

E x a m p l e 4.1.3 ( C h o o s i n g t h e u p d a t e filter coefficients). Consider the seminorm p(v) = 
\arv\ with Yljaj 7̂  0, where ^ . denotes the summation over all indices j . Following Proposi
tion 4.1.2, we must choose (3d = 7^0, such that 

| l - 7 o $ 3 a j l < | l - 7 i $ ^ a j l -
j j 

The obvious question is how to choose the parameters 71, 70 such that the resulting filters have 
the 'right behavior'. What should be meant by 'right behavior' is, of course, strongly dependent 
on the goal of the filtering. In most practical cases, the updated signal x' should be a coarser 
representation of the original XQ where important features such as edges have been preserved 
(or perhaps even enhanced). while noise has been reduced and homogeneous regions have been 
simplified. Thus, we follow the premise of smoothing the signal to a certain degree (to reduce 
noise and avoid aliasing) but without blurring the edges (to preserve the most important visual 
features). 

For example, for d = 1, in which case the gradient is large1, we may choose not to filter at 
all, i.e.. x' = x in (4.1). This can be achieved by choosing 71 = 0, which yields (3l = 0; hence 
a i = 1. In more homogeneous areas, where d = 0. we choose 70 in such a way that a low-
pass filtering is performed. For instance, we may require that a given noise rejection criterion 
is maximized. If we assume that the input signal is contaminated by additive uncorrelated 
Gaussian noise, then it is easy to show2 tha t we must choose 

7o = 7 (4.5) 

for minimizing the variance of the noise in the approximation signal x'. This leads to |QO| = 

( E j a j ) / G V ' j + (Ejai)2) ^ l H e n c e ' i f Kl ^ L Proposition 4.1.2(b) is satisfied and we 
do have perfect reconstruction. 

Obviously, an important parameter is the threshold T which sets the frontier between 'high 
gradient' or 'edge' (d = 1) and 'homogeneous region' or 'non-edge' (d = 0). Thus, T should 
be chosen carefully depending on the input signals, the seminorm, and the degree of 'edge-
preservingness' one wishes to achieve. 

'Strictly speaking, d = 1 occurs when the seminorm of the gradient v is above a given threshold T. For 
simplicity in our exposition, we say that the gradient is large when d = 1, and small when d = 0. We also make 
the implicit assumption that d = 1 corresponds to sharp transitions in the signal, while d = 0 corresponds to 
homogeneous or smooth regions. 

2Under such assumptions, the variance of the noise after the update lifting step is proportional to (1 -
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Throughout the remainder of this subsection we deal with one-dimensional signals x0 which 
are decomposed into two bands x and y (hence P = 1 in (3.1)). Furthermore, we consider 
x(n) — Xo(2n) and y(n) = Xo(2n + 1). So far, we have assumed that the gradient vector is 
indexed by j = 1 , . . . , N, that is, v(n) = ( t ' i ( n ) , . . . , i?/v(rc)) . In this subsection, however, we 
assume that 

v(n) = (v-K(n),v-K+1(n),..., v_i(n), v0{n), vi{n),...,vL-i(n),vL(n)) 

where 

Vj(n) = x(n) - y(n + j) for j = - A " , . . . , 0 , . . . , L . 

An illustration is given in Fig. 4.1. With every coefficient vector a G JR./C+L+1 in (4.4) we can 

'•...(") >,(«) 

Xff.2n-3) x,p.n-l) ,t„(2n) .v„(2"+/) -t„(2n+J) 

Figure 4.1: Indexing of the gradient vector. 

associate a filter A a which maps an input vector (y(n - A ) , . . . , y(n - 1), x(n), y{n),..., y(n + 

L))T, or equivalently, (x0(2n-2K+l),... ,xo{2n-l),x0(2n),x0(2n+l),... ,x0(2n + 2L + \))T 

onto an output value 

L L 

Aa(x0){2n) = ^ ajvAn) = Yl flj(-ro(2n) - x0(2n + 2j + 1)) . (4.6) 
j=-K j=-K 

It is possible to choose the coefficients in such a way that it corresponds with an A'th-order 
discrete derivative filter for every N with 

N < L + K + 1. 

For N = 1 and K = L = 0, the value A(x0)(2n) = v0(n) = xQ(2n)-x0{2n+l) is the first-order 
derivative. For N = 2 (with K = 1 and L = 0) and a_i = a0 = 1, we arrive at the expression: 

A(x0)(2n) = v0(n) + vi{n) = 2x0(2n) - x0(2n - 1) - x0(2n + 1), 

which is a second-order derivative; see also Example 4.1.5 below. 
We denote by .4/v, with N > 1, the coefficient vectors a e ]RK+L+1 for which the corre

sponding filter A a in (4.6) corresponds with an A'th-order derivative filter, or equivalently. 
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rejects signals that are polynomial of order less or equal than A' — 1. The latter means that for 
all n e Z, 

/. 
^2 aj[(2n)k-(2n + 2j + l)k] = 0 for k = 0 , . . . , A r - 1, 

} = -!< 

which is satisfied if and only if either N = 1, or N > 1 and 

L 

Y2 %(2j + l)k = 0 for k = l,...,N-l. 
j=-K 

Consider the function Qa given by 

L 

Qa(z)= J2 ajil-z2^). 
j=-K 

The proof of the following result is straightforward. 

L e m m a 4.1.4. a e AN if and only if Qa has a zero at z = 1 with multiplicity N. 

We next consider the case N > 1. Obviously, Qa has a zero of multiplicity N if and only if 
Q'a (the derivative of Qa with respect to z) has a zero of multiplicity N — 1. Now 

/. 

Q'a(z)=~ E «;(2.7 + l ) ^ \ (4-7) 
3=-K 

and if Q'a has a zero at z = 1 with multiplicity N — 1, then we can write 

Q ^ ) = ( z - l ) J V - 1
2 - 2 ^ ( z ) , (4.8) 

with i?(l) T^O and 
2(L+A')-/V+1 

From the fact that Q'a is even (see (4.7)), we conclude that 

(z - lf-'R(z) = (-l)N-\z + if-'Ri-z). 

This yields that R can be written as 

L+K+l-N 

R(z) = (z + lf~1 Y, <&*• (4-9) 
i=0 
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Substitution of (4.9) into (4.8) yields 

L+K+l-N 

Q'a(z) = z -^V-l )*- 1 E *** 
i=0 

N~X /AT i \ L+K+l-N '1-1 / \r l \ 1-. + A+1—iV 

E f v - i )(_1)W-.-, E „ 
1=0 N 7 i=0 

Recall that L + K+1>N>1. Replacing the summation variable i by j = i + 1 , we get 

L+K min{/V-l.j} . . 

oiw = *-2KE E r^k-D^-W' 
L m\n{N-l,j+K) 

= E E , * (-ir-w-i** 
'A/ 

i=-*T(=max{Oj-£ . - l+ iV} 

In combination with (4.7), this yields the following expression for the coefficients a3 

l=max{0,j-L-l+N} 

H N = L + K + 1, this expression reduces to 

I I Qj+K-l 

-(2i + l)a,= (J + £)(-l)'-V 
In particular, if K = L and TV = 2L + 1 (odd-length filter), we get (setting q0 = -1) 

{-l)L+jf 2L \ , s 

and if K = L + 1 and iV = 2L + 2 (even-length filter), we get 

'-1)L+J / 2L + 1 \ 
4.11 

2j + 1 \ £ + J + 1 

In the two previous cases, it can be shown that Y^=-Kai ¥" 0 and hence the adaptivity 
condition on the seminorrn is satisfied. Indeed, in both cases this expression represents the 
sum of an alternating series whose terms have decreasing absolute values. As the first term is 
positive, the sum is nonzero. 

Note that if a e A AT, then the corresponding decision map does not respond to polynomials 
up to degree N - 1, i.e., the corresponding expression \aTv(n)\ is zero for all n. The use of 
this decision map allows us to smooth 'polynomial' regions of the signal which are distorted by 
low-amplitude noise, and to preserve transitions between such regions which are 'detected' by 
this decision map. In other words, a decision rule given by a iV'th-order derivative operator is 
'sensitive' to changes in signals of order less than or equal to N — 1. 
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E x a m p l e 4.1.5 ( 2 n d - o r d e r de r iva t ive ) . Consider the case where A' = 1. L = 0 and N = 2. 
Then expression (4.11) yields a = ( o_ i , a 0 ) r = (1,1)T . From Proposition 4.1.2 we conclude 
that the threshold criterion holds if /30 = ")0(1, l ) r and /3, = 7,(1 . I ) 7 with 

| l - 2 7 o | < | l - 2 7 l | . 

Choosing 71 and 70 as in Example 4.1.3, we get ai = 1, /3j = 0 and oto = | . /30 = g(l ,1) . 

4.1.2 Simulations 

In this subsection we show some simulation results using the weighted gradient seminorm 
p(v) = \a'v\. In all cases, we choose filter coefficients ad, f3d such that the threshold criterion 
holds. Note that given the weight vector a, once the parameters 70, 71 are chosen, the filters 
are determined. 

The threshold T is chosen rather heuristically. with its value depending on the test signal 
and the seminorm value p(u). 

For clarity of presentation, the decomposition signals and decision maps have been rescaled 
to the size of the original input signal. When displaying images, the gray values of the samples 
(pixels) have been scaled between 0 and 255 (histogram stretching). 

We apply the adaptive schemes to one-dimensional (ID) signals as well as two-dimensional 
(2D) signals, i.e., images. In this latter case, we consider two different sampling schemes, 
namely, the quincunx and the square (2 x 2) sampling schemes. The output images (approxi
mation, detail and decision map) are shown at level 2 for the quincunx case and at level 1 for 
the square case. At those levels, the output images have been reduced by a factor of two both 
in the horizontal and in the vertical direction. However, as mentioned above, we rescale them 
to the original input image size for displaying purposes. 

I D case 

We consider, as in the last subsection, x(n) = x0(2n), y(n) = x0(2n + 1), and a gradient 
vector v(n) with components Vj(n) = x(n) - y(n + j), j = - A , . . . , L; see Fig. 4.1. We give 
two examples. In both cases, we choose the update filters following the criteria proposed in 
Example 4.1.3. We consider N = 4, with A = 2 and 1 = 1. After the update lifting step, a 
fixed prediction step of the form: 

y'(n) = y(n)-±(x'{n) + x'(n + l)) (4.12) 

is applied. The overall scheme can be iterated over the approximation signal yielding an adap
tive multiresolution decomposition. 

E x p e r i m e n t 4.1.1 ( S e m i n o r m p(v) = \uTv\ for I D , N = 4 - Fig . 4.2) 
First we consider the case where a = it = (1 ,1 ,1 , l ) 7 - Proposition 4.1.2 yields that we must 
choose (3d = 7d(l, 1,1, l ) 7 for some constants 70,71 such that 

| l - 4 7 o | < | l - 4 7 l | . 
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For d = 1, we choose 71 = 0 and thus (31 = 0. For d = 0 we choose 70 as in (4.5): 

70 = 1/5 and hence 80 j = 1/5 for all j . 

Note that since a0 = 1 - X ^ = _ 2 1/5 = 1/5, for low-gradient regions where d = 0 the approxi
mation value x'(n) is computed by averaging the samples y(n — 2),y(n — 1), x(n), y(n),y(n + 1). 
In other words, the equivalent analysis low-pass filter is an average filter. For high-gradient 
regions where d = 1, x'(n) = x(n), i.e., the equivalent filter is the identity filter. 

The input signal (a fragment of the 'leleccum' signal from the wavelet toolbox in Matlab) 
is shown in Fig. 4.2(a). The approximation and the detail signals are depicted in Fig. 4.2(b) 
and (c), respectively, for the first, second and third level of the decomposition. These levels3 

are displayed from bottom to top in each subfigure. A threshold of T = 18 has been used. The 
vertical dotted lines in Fig. 4.2(b) represent the locations where the decision map returns d = 1. 
For comparison, the decompositions obtained for both non-adaptive cases corresponding with 
fixed d = 0 and d = 1 are shown in Fig. 4.2(d)-(e) and Fig. 4.2(f)-(g), respectively. 

Observe that the adaptive scheme tunes itself to the local structure of the signal: it yields 
a smoothed approximation signal except at locations where the gradient is large (i.e., d = 1). 
The scheme 'decides' that these locations correspond with sharp transitions in the signal and it 
does not apply any smoothing. Therefore, the adaptive scheme is capable of 'recognizing' the 
edges and preserving them, while simultaneously smoothing the more homogeneous regions. 
As a consequence, the detail signal remains small except near discontinuities. There, the detail 
signal shows only a single peak, avoiding the oscillatory behavior one encounters in the non-
adaptive case with fixed d = 0. This oscillatory behavior can be noticed by carefully inspecting 
the details at the finest resolution level. 

E x p e r i m e n t 4.1.2 ( T h i r d o r d e r de r iva t ive s e m i n o r m for I D - F ig . 4.3) 
Next, we choose a such that the decision map does not respond to polynomial regions of order 
3. This gives a = ( — 1/3,3,3, —1/3)T. Choosing 71 = 0 and 70 as in (4.5), we get 

70 = 4/35 and hence fd0 = (4 /35)a . 

We consider the input signal depicted in Fig. 4.3(a). This signal contains constant, linear and 
quadratic parts, plus uncorrelated Gaussian noise with variance 0.01. Figures 4.3(b)-(d) show 
the approximation signal at three subsequent levels of decomposition using a threshold T = 3.4. 
As before, the vertical dotted lines show the locations where the decision map equals d = 1. 
Again, we can observe that the adaptive scheme smooths the homogeneous regions but does 
not introduce intermediate points during sharp transitions. This allows removal of the noise 
while keeping the edges unaffected even at coarser scales. 

2D case: q u i n c u n x s a m p l i n g s cheme 

First we consider 2D signals that are decomposed into two bands x and y corresponding to the 
polyphase decomposition in a quincunx sampling scheme. Here, the signals x and y are defined 

3Recall that higher levels correspond to coarser approximation and detail signals, and that the wavelet 
representation of the original signal is given by the coarsest approximation signal along with all the detail 
signals. 
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" ( f f '2° 'W " " " ( g ) " 

Figure 4.2: Decompositions (at levels I, 2 and 3) corresponding with Experiment ^.1.1. (a) Original 
signal; (b)-(c) approximation and detail signals in the adaptive case using a threshold T = 18; (d)-(e) 
approximation and detail signals in the non-adaptive case with d = 0; (f)-(g) approximation and detail 
signals in the non-adaptive case with d = 1. 
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(c) (d) 

Figure 4.3: Adaptive decomposition with polynomial criterion of order 3 corresponding with Experi
ment 4.1.2. (a) Original signal; (b)-(d) approximation signals at levels 1, 2 and 3 using a threshold 
T = 3.4. The vertical dotted lines show the locations where the decision map equals 1. 

at all points n = (m, n)T with m + n even and odd respectively. We use the labeling shown in 
Fig. 4.4 (where the argument n has been omitted). The adaptive update lifting step is followed 
by a fixed prediction step of the form: 

! 4 

y'(m, n) = y(m, n) - - ^ ^(m, n), (4.13) 
j=i 

where m + n is odd and x'j(m, n), j = 1 , . . . ,4 , are the four horizontal and vertical (updated) 
neighbors of y(m,n). Repeated application of this scheme with respect to the approximation 
image yields an adaptive multiresolution decomposition. 

E x p e r i m e n t 4.1.3 (Laplac ian der iva t ive s e m i n o r m for 2D q u i n c u n x - F ig . 4.5) 
Consider the case where p models the Laplacian operator, that is, 

4 

3=1 
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Figure 4.4: Indexing of samples for a quincunx sampling structure centered at sample x. 

In this case, Proposition 4.1.2 amounts to pd.j = Id for j = 1 , . . . ,4 and |1 - 4A0| < j 1 — 4->'L|. 
By choosing ax < 1, we ensure that, in any case, a low-pass filtering is performed, albeit with 
a varying degree of smoothness depending on the decision d. We take 70 = 1/5 and 71 = 1/20. 

We consider as input image the synthetic image shown at the top left of Fig. 4.5, and 
compute two levels of decomposition using a threshold T = 20. The decision map associated 
with level 2 is depicted at the top right. The black and white regions correspond to d = 0 and 
d = 1, respectively. Thus, the decision map displayed here shows the high-gradient regions (i.e., 
d = 1) of the approximation image at level 1 (not shown). The corresponding approximation 
and detail images are depicted in the middle row. For comparison, the decomposition images 
obtained in the non-adaptive case with fixed d = 0 are shown in the bottom row. One can 
appreciate that in the adaptive case the edges are not smoothed to the same extent as in the 
non-adaptive case. 

2 D case : s q u a r e s a m p l i n g s c h e m e 

Next, we consider a 2D decomposition with 4 bands corresponding with a square sampling 
structure as depicted in Fig. 4.6. Observe that this decomposition has the same structure as the 
one in Fig. 3.3. Howrever, we have adopted a new notation yv,yh.AJd of the y-bands, replacing 
y(-\l),y(-\2),y(-\3). This reflects the fact that, after the prediction stage, the corresponding 
outputs y'r.y'h,y'd are sometimes called the vertical, the horizontal and the diagonal detail 
hands, respectively. 

The input images x,yv,yh,yd are obtained by a polyphase decomposition of an original 
image x0, tha t is: x(m, n) = x0(2m, 2n), y„(m, n) = xo(2m, In + 1), y/,(m, n) = x0(2m + 1,2n), 
y(i{m, n) = x0(2m+1. 2n 4-1). We label the eight samples surrounding x(m, n) by yj(m, n). j = 
1 . . . . . 8; see also Fig. 4.6. 

In the experiment below, we compute the detail signals y'hiy'v,yd with a prediction scheme 
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Figure 4.5: Decompositions (at level 2) corresponding with Experiment 4-1-3. Top: input image 
(left) and decision map (right) using a threshold T = 20. Middle: approximation (left) and detail 
(right) images in the adaptive case. Bottom: approximation (left) and detail (right) images in the 
non-adaptive case with d = 0. 
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Figure 4.6: Indexing of samples in a 3 X 3 window centered at xo(2m.2n). 
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as depicted in Fig. 4.7. with Ph(x') = Pv(x') = x' and Pd{x',y'h,y'v) = x' + y'h + y'v. This yields 

Vh = Vh ~ x 

y[. = yv - x' 

y'd = Vd - x' - y'v - y'h 

(4.14) 

(4.15) 

(4.16) 

Alternatively, y'd = yd + x' - yv - yh. Note that the resulting 2D wavelet decomposition is 
non-separable. 

UPDATE PREDICTION 

Figure 4.7: 2D wavelet decomposition comprising an adaptive update lifting step (left) and three 
consecutive (fixed) prediction lifting steps (right). 

E x p e r i m e n t 4.1.4 ( S e m i n o r m p(v) = \arv\ for 2 D squa re , N = 8 - F ig . 4.8) 
Consider the seminorm given by 

p(v) = la1 v\ = 

where ai + a2 H h a8 ^ 0. Note that this last condition guarantees the adaptivity condition 
for the seminorm. Recall that this condition is necessary for the scheme to be truly adaptive: 
if it is not satisfied, then p(v) does not depend on x. According to Proposition 4.1.2, we choose 
the filter coefficients 

Pd = Ida with |1 - 7o J ^ aA < |1 - ^ ^ a,-|. 
J'=l 3=1 

We have seen that for the ID case, one can choose the coefficients a, in such a way that the 
decision map 'ignores' polynomials up to a given degree; the seminorm p(v) corresponds with 
a derivative filter in this case. It is easy to see that this can be extended to 2D images. For 
example, the expression \x-yh-yv + yd\ corresponds with a first-order derivative with respect to 
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both horizontal and vertical directions. To obtain this expression, one must choose a\ = a4 = 1, 
a8 = — 1 and a, = 0 for the other coefficients. For the second-order derivative (with respect to 
both directions) we can take a\ = a-i = az = a± = 1 and as = a§ = a7 = a8 = —1/2. In this case 
Yf=i ai = 2 anc* w e must choose 70,71 such that |1 — 270] < |1 — 2711. In this experiment we 
consider this latter choice of a, i.e., a = (1 ,1 ,1 ,1 , — 5 , - 5 , —§, - | ) T , and we use 70 = 1/4 and 
7! = 0 . This means that for smooth regions where d = 0 we compute x' as a weighted average 
of x and its eight horizontal, vertical and diagonal neighbors, whereas for less homogeneous 
regions where d = 1 we do not perform any filtering, i.e., x' = x. 

As input image we take the synthetic image depicted at the top left of Fig. 4.8. In the 
second row we show the approximation and the horizontal detail images, at level 1, using a 
threshold T = 10. The corresponding decomposition images obtained in the non-adaptive case 
with fixed d = 0 are shown in the bottom row. Note that the adaptive scheme yields an 
approximation which preserves well the edges, and a detail image with less oscillatory effects 
than its non-adaptive counterpart. Note also from the decision map that the filter A a does not 
'see' horizontal and vertical edges. Such edges are well preserved in the adaptive as well as in 
the non-adaptive case. 

4.2 Q u a d r a t i c s e m i n o r m 

4.2.1 Perfect reconstruction conditions 
In this section we consider the case where p is a quadratic seminorm of the form: 

p(v) = (vTMv)1/2 , v e JRN , (4.17) 

where M is a N x Ar symmetric positive semi-definite matrix. Before we treat this general case, 
we deal with the classical /2-norm, also called the Euclidean norm. Thus M = 7, where I is 
the N x ./V identity matrix. Note that in this case p(u) = A r l / 2 , hence the adaptivity condition 
for the Euclidean norm is satisfied. We start with the following auxiliary result. 

L e m m a 4 . 2 . 1 . Let p2 be the quadratic norm given by p-i{v) = ||v|| = (v\ + ••• + v2
N)ï and let 

A be the matrix A = I — U01. where u , / 3 e iRA'. 

(a) Ifu,(3 are collinear, then p2{A) = \\A\\ = max{l , | a | } , where a = 1 — (3Tu. 

(b) Ifu,/3 are not collinear, then p-2{A) > 1. 

Proof, (a) If u, (3 are collinear, i.e., (3 = fiu for some constant /i G H , then the matrix 
A = I - fiuu1 is symmetric and we get that P2(A) = \\A\\ is the maximum absolute value of 
its eigenvalues [4]. According to Lemma 3.5.4, these eigenvalues are 1 and a. Thus p-2{A) = 
max{l , | a | } . 

(b) If u, (3 are not collinear, then we can decompose (3 as (3 = /JU + c where c ^ 0 is 

orthogonal to u. Now 

Ac — (I - uf37)c = c - u(/iu + cj1 c = c - (cTc)u = c - | | c | | 2 n, 
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Figure 4.8: Decompositions (at level 1) corresponding with Experiment 4-1-4- Top: input image (left) 
and decision map (right) using a threshold T = 10. Middle: approximation (left) and horizontal detail 
(right) images in the adaptive case. Bottom: approximation (left) and horizontal detail (right) images 
in the non-adaptive case with d = 0. 
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whence we get that | |Ac||2 = | |c| |2 + A'||c||4, where we have used that | |u| |2 = AT. Therefore 

p2(A)>Pc||/| |c|| = (l + JV||c||2)^>l, 

which concludes the proof. • 

Proposi t ion 4.2.2. Let p = p^ be the Euclidean norm. Then the threshold criterion holds if 
and only if u,f30,f3i are collinear and \a0\ < 1 < | a i | . 

Proof. We have A0 = I - u/3^ and Aj1 = I - u/3[ where (3\ = -a^l(3x. From the previous 
lemma we infer that p(A0) > 1 and p(A~[l) > 1. Now (4.2)-(4.3) yield that the threshold 
criterion holds if and only if p(A0) = p(Aïl) = 1. First, this requires that u,^0,/31 are 
collinear. Then p{A0) = max{l , | ao |} and pCAr/1) = max{l , |o t i | - 1 }; here we have used that 
1 — {3[Tu = 1 + a^"1(l - a i ) = of1 . Reminding that Q^ ^ 0 for d = 0 .1 , we obtain that the 
threshold criterion holds only if |a 0 | < 1 < |oti|. This proves the result. D 

Now we are ready to consider the more general case in (4.17) with M an arbitrary N x N 
symmetric positive semi-definite matrix. Thus, M can be decomposed as 

M = QAQT, (4.18) 

where Q is an orthogonal matrix (i.e., QTQ = QQT = I) and A is a diagonal matrix with 
nonnegative entries, the eigenvalues of M. The columns of Q are the (orthogonal) eigenvectors 
of M. Define n as 

n = rank(M) = rank(A) < N. 

Without loss of generality we can assume that 

A = ( A
( » ° ) , (4.19) 

where An is an n x n diagonal matrix with strictly positive entries. Note that An = A if and 
only if n = N. The corresponding decomposition of Q is given by 

Q = (Qi Qz) • (4-20) 

where Qi, Q2 are N x n and N x (N - n) matrices, respectively (when n = N, we shall adopt 
the conventions: Q — Qi and Q2 = 0). Here the columns of Qi are the eigenvectors of M 
corresponding to the positive eigenvalues contained in A u . Observe that, instead of (4.18), we 
can also write 

M = Q1A11Qj. 

The N x n matrix Qi is semi-orthogonal in the sense that Q[Q\ = I. 
After these mathematical preparations, we formulate our results concerning the quadratic 

seminorm of an N x N matrix A. 
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L e m m a 4.2 .3 . Let p be the quadratic seminorm given by (4.17), let M be decomposed as 
in (4.18) and let A be an N x N matrix. Then, 

p(A)=l\mQUQ^h if<XAQ2=o (421) 
loo otherwise. 

where || • || is the standard Euclidean norm and A n , Q i , Q 2 , are defined as in (4.19)-(4.20). 
In particular. i / r ank (M) = rank(A) = N, then 

p(A)=\\Ak}rAQA-l2\\. (4.22) 

Proof. To compute p(A) we have to maximize (vTArMAv)ï under the constraint v'J Mv = 
1. Substituting w = QTv, this amounts to maximizing (w1QTA'1QAQl'AQw)? under the 
constraint wTAw = 1. Define the matrix B = QTAQ; then 

where Bn is an n x n matrix. The expression we have to maximize is (wT BT ABw)*. A simple 
computation shows that 

BTAB = (Bu^-uBn BjyAnBv2 

\Bl2AnBu B].2AnBy2 

Decomposing w = (wi w2)
T, with wy e B " and w2 € JRA'~n, we get 

wrBTABw = wjB^AnBnWi + 2w\ B1
uAnBl2w2 + w^ B1

T
2AnBl2w2 . (4.23) 

Furthermore, the constraint wTAw = 1 amounts to w'(AnWi = 1. This constraint only 
involves W]_ and not w2. This means that maximization of (4.23) yields oo unless Bv2 = 
QjAQ2 = 0. This proves the second equality in (4.21). 

Let us henceforth assume that BV2 = 0. Thus 

(p{A)) = mux {wj B^ An Bnw^wj A nw{ = 1} 

., _ i i i _ i 
= max{s ï 'An

J£jr
1A1

2
1A1

2
1.B11A11

2s | sTs = 1} 

= max{ | |Af 1 B„A 1 7s | | 2 | | | s | | 2 = 1} , 

i 

where we have substituted s = A^Wi. This yields 

p(A) = HA^nA^II = ||4iQr^iAn*ll, 
which had to be proved. 

Finally, if rank(M) = N then A n = A, Qx = Q and Q2 = 0, and thus (4.21) reduces 
to (4.22). D 
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Wc apply this result to the matrix Ad = I - uf3d, d = 0 ,1 . Then 

Q]'AdQ2 = Qfg2 - QTMQT
2(3d)

T = -<fiu{QlPAT, 

since QjQ2 = 0 by the orthogonality of Q. Therefore, QjAdQ2 = 0 if either (i) Qju = 0 or 

(ii) Q72pd = 0. In case (i) we have p(A0) = p(Ax
l) = | |Af xQjQXA^\\ = 1 and the threshold 

criterion holds. Note, however, that we have p(u) = 0 and consequently the adaptivity condition 
on the seminorm does not hold in this case. We now consider case (ii) where Q2/3d = 0. We 
compute p(A0) and p(A^1) in this case: 

p(A0) = \\AlQKl - uP^Q^hl = \\I ~ ÜPÏW, 
i _ _i 

where ü = Aj^Qfu and /30 = An
2Q\(30 are «-dimensional vectors. We conclude from 

Lemma 4.2.1 that p(A0) > 1 if u./30 are not collinear and that p{A0) = max{l , | a 0 | } , with 
- T _ . _ ~ 

Q.Q = 1 — (3QÜ, if u./30 are collinear. Here we have assumed that n > 1 (the case n = 1 will be 
treated on page 78). Substitution of €t,/30 yields 

a0 = l-u'Q,Ql(3Q. 

A similar computation shows that p(A\x) > 1 if ü , 3 i are not collinear, where /3j = A^Qj(3u 

and that p(A^l) = max{l , l a i l - 1 } if ü,(3x are collinear. Here 

al = (l + -uTQiQl'(31)-
i. 

a i 

L e m m a 4.2.4. If Q\u ^ 0, the following two assertions are equivalent: 

(i) Mu,(3d are collinear 

(ii) u.0d are collinear and Q2Pd = 0. 

Proof. Assume (i). We have Mu / 0 (otherwise QjMu = AuQ'u = 0) and then (3d = 
p,dMu = ^dQ\AnQ'{u, where (id e H. Since Q\'Q{ = 0, we find that Q2fid = 0. Furthermore, 

_ I . . i 
Pd = h-i\2Q'Pd = L*>dAuQ{u = fidü, where we have used that QjQ] = I. 

Assume (ii): Q7
2l3d = 0 is equivalent to (3d e Ran(Q2)-

L = Ran(Qi), i.e., /3d = Qi£ d , where 
—i , i 

£d G 1R". Since ü and f3d are collinear, we have j3d = /.idü, that is An
2Q'(f3d = /j,dA'X]Qlu, 

which yields £d = pdAnQl'u, and hence f3d = PdQ\^\\Q\u = fj,dMu. This concludes the 

proof. • 

Therefore, if /3d = (idMu with \id 6 ÏÏI, we get 

&o = 1 - u T Q i Q [ / 3 0 = 1 - ^uTQxAnQ'[ u = 1 - uT/3Q = cx0 

and 
«i = (1 + - ^ g . Q ' f ^ ) - 1 = (1 + — u 7 ^ ) - 1 = (1 + - ( 1 - a , ) ) " 1 = «i : 

O i OJl Q i ' 

hence p(A0) = max{l, \a0\} and p(A^1) = max{l, | a i | - 1 } . Thus, we arrive at the following-
result. 

file:////AlQKl
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Propos i t ion 4.2.5. Let p be the quadratic seminorrri given by (4.17), let M be decomposed as 
in (4.18), and assume that n = rank(.U) > 2. Then the threshold criterion holds if and only if 
any of the following two conditions holds: 

(a) Q[ u = 0 (in which case the adaptivity condition p(u) > 0 is not satisfied); 

(b) (30, P1, Mu are collinear and |QO| < 1 < | a i | . 

If n = 1, then it follows that M = aaT, where a £ H ' . a ^ 0. In this case, p(v) — 

[yl Mv) = \aTv\ for all v € Ri: . which yields the weighted gradient seminorm studied 

in Section 4.1. 

Observe that Proposition 4.2.2, where p corresponds to the Euclidean norm, is only a special 
case of the last proposition. The following example illustrates two other cases. 

E x a m p l e 4 .2 .6 . (a) Consider first the case where M = A with A a diagonal matrix with 

strictly positive entries Mjj = Xj for j = 1 . . . . , N. Note that in this case we can write 

p(v) = [yr Mv) as 

/ N \ xl'2 

•2. 
3 

which can be regarded as a (positive) weighted Euclidean norm. Obviously, if Xj = 1 for all j , 
i.e., M is the identity matrix, then we are back at the standard Euclidean norm. According 
to Proposition 4.2.5, the threshold criterion holds if and only if there are constants u0^ti such 
that Pd.j = Vd^j for d = 0.1 and j = 1 A', and 

|1 - /xo(Ai + • • • + XN)\ < 1 < |1 - /ii(Ai + • • • + XN)\. (4.24) 

If we assume that the input signal is contaminated by additive uncorrelated Gaussian noise, it 
is easy to show (as in (4.5)) that we must take 

I'd = _ .. \ 1 . 2 (4-25) 

for minimizing the variance of the noise in the approximation signal. Here ^ • denotes summa
tion over all indices j . If we take /J.0 as in (4.25), it is then obvious that the first inequality in 
condition (4.24) is satisfied. Choosing, for example, ji\ = 0, we do have perfect reconstruction. 

(/;) Consider the same case as in (a) hut with A j , . . . . A„ strictly positive and An+i = • • • = 
A-v = 0. The threshold criterion requires that (3d is collinear with Mu. This means that 
Pd,n+i = • • • = 0d,N = 0. In other words, the order of the update filter, initially assumed to be 
equal to N, is only n, and we are now back in the situation described in (a). 
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4.2.2 Simulations 

In this subsection we show some simulation results using the quadratic seminorm p(v) = 
(yTMv) . For simplicity, we consider the case where M is a diagonal matrix with strictly pos
itive entries such as in Example 4.2.6(a). The remarks made at the beginning of Section 4.1.2 
apply also here. 

I D case 

As in Section 4.1.2 for the ID case, we assume x(n) = xQ(2n), y(n) — a.-0(2n -I- 1) and a 
gradient vector v(n) indexed as in Fig. 4.1. As before, a fixed prediction of the form y'(n) = 
y(n) — | (x ' ( n ) + x'(n + 1)) is applied after the update step. 

E x p e r i m e n t 4.2.1 ( Q u a d r a t i c s e m i n o r m for I D , N = 4 - F ig . 4.9) 
We repeat experiment 4.1.1 but with the weighted Euclidean norm given by 

/ 1 \ V 2 

p(v) = J2 V ; ) with weights (A_2, A_i, A0) Xi) = ( - , 1,1, - ) , 

or equivalently, M = d iag ( | , 1,1, | ) . Following Example 4.2.6(a), we see that the threshold 
criterion holds if (3d = /irf(|, 1,1, | ) , with 

8 8 
|1 - ö^ol < 1 < |1 - ÖA*I| • 

We take //i = 0 and compute /.to from (4.25), which yields /.IQ = 2/7. 
Again, we can observe from Fig. 4.9 that the adaptive scheme tunes itself to the local 

structure of the signal: it 'recognizes' and preserves the discontinuities, while smoothing the 
more homogeneous regions. This results in a detail signal which is small in homogeneous 
regions. Near singularities, however, the detail signal comprises a single peak, thus avoiding 
the oscillatory behavior exhibited by the non-adaptive case with fixed c/ = 0. 

E x p e r i m e n t 4.2.2 ( Q u a d r a t i c s e m i n o r m for I D , N = 6 - F ig . 4.10) 
Now we assume M = d i ag ( | , | , 1 , 1 , | , | ) . As in the previous example, in order to satisfy the 
threshold criterion (and hence guarantee perfect reconstruction), we must take fid,j = /'r/A;, 
j = — 3 . . . . . 2, for d = 0 ,1 , and choose constants //,o, m such that (4.24) holds. Here, we choose 
these constants such that the equivalent filter is a low-pass filter with a 0 = <#o,o = A),-i for 
d = 0, and the identity filter for d=\. More precisely, we choose 

2 

flQ = (1+ J ! A^_ 1 a m l 'l] = ü -
J=-3 

Fig. 4.10 shows the approximation signals at three subsequent levels of decomposition, for three 
different thresholds as well as for the non-adaptive scheme with fixed d = 0. By varying the 
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Figu re 4 .9: Decompositions (at levels 1, '2 and 'S) corresponding with Experiment 4-2.1. (a) Original 
signal; (b)-(c) approximation and detail signals in the adaptive case using a threshold T = 18; (d)-(e) 
approximation and detail signals in the non-adaptive case with d = 0; (f)-(g) approximation and detail 
signals in the non-adaptive case with d = 1. 
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threshold T, the adaptive system can be tuned to one of its non-adaptive counterparts (fixed 
d = 0 or d = 1). If T is very small, the adaptive system will behave more or less as the 
non-adaptive scheme with fixed d = 1 (not shown). If T is increased, the decision map will 
attain the value 0 more often, meaning that it behaves increasingly as the non-adaptive scheme 
with fixed d = 0 (Fig. 4.10(e)). Obviously, this general observation is valid for all the adaptive 
schemes described so far. 

Figure 4.10: Decompositions (at levels 1, 2 and 3) corresponding with Experiment 4.2.2. (a) Original 
signal; (b)-(c) approximation in the adaptive case using a threshold T = 15 and T = 20; (d)-(e) 
approximation in the adaptive case using a threshold T = 30 and non-adaptive case with d = 0. 
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2 D case : q u i n c u n x s a m p l i n g scheme 

In the following two examples we use a quincunx decomposition as depicted in Fig. 4.4. As in 
Experiment 4.1.3 (see (4.13)), the prediction of each sample y(m,n) is computed by averaging 
its four horizontal and vertical updated neighbors. 

E x p e r i m e n t 4 .2 .3 ( Q u a d r a t i c s e m i n o r m for 2D q u i n c u n x , N = 4 - F ig . 4.11) 
Consider the Euclidean norm and N = 4. Proposition 4.2.2 implies that 6dj = 0a for j = 
1 .4. and condition |ao| < 1 < |o'i| reduces to 

| l - 4 j 0 b | < 1 < |1 - 4 f t | . 

A possible solution is /?0 = 1/5 and fa — 0. This choice means that in homogeneous areas 
where d = 0. the approximation signal x is averaged with its four neighbors whereas in the 
vicinity of singularities where d = 1. no filtering is performed. 

As input image we choose the 'House' image shown at the top left of Fig. 4.11. We take a 
threshold T = 60. The approximation and detail images obtained after two levels of decom
position are shown in the middle row. The corresponding decision map is depicted at the top 
right of Fig. 4.11. The approximation and detail images obtained in the non-adaptive case with 
fixed d = 0 are shown in the bottom row. 

E x p e r i m e n t 4.2.4 ( Q u a d r a t i c s e m i n o r m for 2D q u i n c u n x , N = 12 - Fig. 4.12) 
In this experiment we choose update filters with a larger support, namely the samples labeled 

by </i !j\2 in Fig. 4.4. 
We choose a quadratic norm like in Example 4.2.6(a) where Mjj = \j is the inverse 

value of the distance of the corresponding sample to the center x. This leads to M = 
d i a g ( l , l , l , l , l / \ / 5 , . . . , l / \ / 5 ) , and now the formula in (4.25) yields //0 = J ^ A - Choos
ing juj = 0 . we have 

/ 3 0 = / ! O ( 1 . 1 . 1 . 1 . 4 E . . . . , - ^ ) 7 a n d 0 i = ° -
V5 VD 

As before, the input image is the 'House* image depicted at the top left of Fig. 4.12. We take 
a threshold T = 82.5. The approximation and detail images, after two levels of decomposition, 
are shown in the middle row. The corresponding decision map is depicted at the top right. 
The decomposition images in the non-adaptive case with fixed d = 0 are shown in the bottom 
row. Again, we can observe that in the adaptive case the edges are belter preserved than in 
the non-adaptive case. We note that the improvement is more visible than in the previous 
experiment, which is partly due to the fact that the filter length is larger. 

2 D case : s q u a r e s a m p l i n g scheme 

In the next experiment we consider a 2D decomposition with 4 bands as depicted in Fig. 4.6. 
As in Experiment 4.1.4, we consider the lifting scheme shown in Fig. 4.7 with the prediction 
filters given by (4.14)-(4.16). 
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Figure 4 .11 : Decompositions (at level 2) corresponding with Experiment 4-2.3. Top: input image 

(left) and decision map (right) using a threshold T - 60. Middle: approximation (left) and detail 

(right) images in the adaptive case. Bottom,: approximation (left) and detail (right) images in the 

non-adaptive case with d = 0. 
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Figure 4.12: Decompositions (at level 2) corresponding with Experiment 4-2-4- Top: input image 

(left) and decision map (right) using a threshold T = 82.5. Middle: approximation (left) and detail 

(right) im,ages in the adaptive case. Bottom: approximation (left) and detail (right) images in the 

non-adaptive case with d = 0. 
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E x p e r i m e n t 4.2.5 ( Q u a d r a t i c s e m i n o r m for 2D s q u a r e , N — 8 - F ig . 4.13) 
Here we consider the seminorm 

This corresponds with Example 4.2.6(a) where M = diag(l , 1,1,1, \, | , i , | ) . Thus the thresh
old criterion holds if we choose (3d = \L& ( l , 1,1,1, | , | , \, | ) T . As before, we take \x\ = 0 and 
compute /̂ o from (4.25), which gives po = 6/41. 

The input image is the 'Trui' image shown at the top left of Fig. 4.13. We use a threshold 
T = 49. The approximation and the horizontal detail images, after one level of decomposition, 
are depicted in the middle row, and the decision map at the top right. The corresponding 
decomposition images for the non-adaptive case with fixed d = 0 are shown at the bottom row. 

4.3 / - n o r m a n d P - n o r m 

4.3.1 Perfect reconstruction conditions 

The following result, which applies to the situation where p is a norm rather than a seminorm, 
is straightforward. 

O b s e r v a t i o n 4 .3 .1 . Let /; be a norm and A a bounded linear operator. Then, the adaptivity 
condition p(u) > 0 is satisfied. Furthermore, p(A) < oo. 

In this section we concentrate on the case where p is the /1-norm 

N 

pi(w) = ^ K I . 
3=1 

or the Z°°-norm 

Poo(v) = max If 7-1. 
j=l,,..,N 

Recall that A<i = I - u0'd and that ad = det(Ad) ^ 0. In addition, we assume that N > 1. 

P r o p o s i t i o n 4.3.2. Ifp = p{) then the threshold criterion holds if and only if N = 2, /?o,i, A),2 £ 
[0,1] and either 81<U (5X,2 < 0 or , # u , ft ,2 > 1. 

Proof. From the above observation we have that p(AQ) < oc and p{A\*) < oo. Thus, (4.2)-(4.3) 
reduce to p(Aü)p(A'[1) < 1. The /1-norm of the matrix Ad is given [4] by 

px{Ad) = max( | l - fly| + (N - l)\Pdj\), 

L -
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Figure 4.13: Decompositions (at level I) corresponding with Experiment 4-2.5. Top: original (left) 
and decision map (right) using a threshold T = 49. Middle: approximation (left) and horizontal detail 
(right) images in the adaptive case. Bottom: approximation (left) and horizontal detail (right) images 
in the non-adaptive case with d = 0. 
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and the norm of its inverse is 

P l ( V ) = max (\1 + ?*i\ + (N - 1)IM) . 
J \ ad \Qd\ J 

Therefore, condition pi(Ao)pi(Aj"1) < 1 becomes 

m a x ( | l - fly| + (N- l)\0o,A) • max Ml + ^ | + (JV - 1 ) ^ 
3 3 \ C X i |Q'I 

< 1. 

Recall that N > 2. Let us first observe that for any j = 1 , . . . , JV, we have 

| 1 - / ? O J | + ( Ï V - 1 P O J | = < 

l + N\f3oj\> 1 if A ) j < 0 

1 + ( i V - 2)\/30,j\ > 1 i f O < / 0 b j < l 

[ i V | / ? o , , | - l > l H'A).i> 1 

: f wfe1 > 1 

• * : . , l + ^ l + f i V - l ) 1 ^ lft.jl _ 

if sign/?i j = signai 

= < 

1 + (AT - 2) igjjl > 1 if sign ftj ^ sign a2 and 

l^i | > | A j | 

if sign /?!j T^ sign cx\ and 

|ati| < \PiJ-

ArJfii - i > i 

Thus, p ^ ^ o ) > 1 and p1(^41
1) > 1. Consequently, condition PI(AQ)PI(A1

 L) < 1 can only 
be satisfied when pi(^lo) = Pi(A~[l) = 1. The equality Pi(A0) = 1 implies that for any 
j = 1 , . . . , iV, either /?0j = 0 or N = 2 and 0 < 0Oij < 1. The equality p i ^ f 1 ) = 1 means that 
for any j = 1,... ,N, either 0ij = 0 or JV = 2, sign/?ij 7̂  s ignai and | a i | > \0\j\- From these 
implications, Proposition 4.3.2 follows immediately. D 

Next, we consider p to be the Z°°-norm. We will see that in this case the conditions on the 
filter coefficients are slightly more restrictive than in the previous case. 

Proposit ion 4.3.3. Assume p = p^,, then the threshold criterion holds if and only if N = 2, 
00,1 = 0o,2 e [0,1] and either 0hl = 0l:2 < 0 or 0hl = 0l:2 > 1. 

Proof Again, (4.2)-(4.3) reduce to p(A0)p(Aï1) < 1. The /°°-norm of the matrix Ad is given [4] 

by 

, ( 4 0 = max I |1 - 0dA + ^ \0d,j\ , 

and the norm of its inverse is 

» V = max 1 + — + 2^ T i 

file:///PiJ
file:///0/j/
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Recall that N > 2. The Z^-norm of A0 can be expressed as 

1 + £ \Po,j\ > 1 if 0Qj < 0 for some j = 1 , . . . , N 

PX{A0) = < 
11-/? , HQ.m\ 

= 1 if N = 2 and 0 < ;30,i = /3b,2 < 1 

= 1 if A j = 0 for all j = 1,...,JV 

> 1 otherwise, 

where m = argmin j fioj. Likewise, the Z^-norm of Ax
1 is 

p0o(Aj1)={ 

IA j I > 1 i + E 

H-m 

if sign ai = sign #i.j for some j = 1 , . . . , N 

(= l if <V = 2, / 3 U = 0ii2, s ignai / sign ft j 

and | f t j | ^ la ' i | 

= 1 if 0u = 0 for all j = 1 , . . . , N 

> 1 otherwise. 

A J where m = argmin^ ^ - . Thus, bothp0O(/40) and Poo(-<4i ) values are at least 1, which means 
that condition p<x(Ao)poc(A^1) ^ 1 holds only if p ^ ^ o ) = PociA^1) = 1, which in turn is 
satisfied only under the conditions stated in the proposition. D 

4.3.2 Simulations 
In this subsection we show some simulation results using the Z^norm and the Z^-norm. We only 
consider the ID case with x(n) = X(,(2n) and y(n) — Xo(2n + l). As in previous ID simulations, 
the prediction step is of the form y'(n) = y(n) — \{x'{n) + x'(n + 1)). 

E x p e r i m e n t 4.3.1 ( / ' - n o r m a n d / x - n o r m for I D , N = 2 - Fig. 4.14) 
Assuming N > 1, the threshold criterion can only be satisfied if N = 2. Thus, we consider the 
norms 

P\{v) = \vi\ + \v2\ 
PocM = max{ |u i | , | i ' 2 | } . 

We choose /?o,i = /?o,2 = §) and fttl = ft]2 = 0. Thus, the resulting low-pass filters are the 
average filter for d = 0, and the identity filter for d = 1. The original input signal xQ is shown 
at the top left of Fig. 4.14. The approximation and detail signals, x' and y', are depicted in 
the second row for the Z1-norm, and in the third row for the Z°°-norm. In both cases we have 
taken a threshold4 T — 0.28. The locations where the decision maps return d = 1 are shown 
as vertical dotted lines in the corresponding approximation figures. Since Poo{v) < Pi(v), if 
d = 1 for the Z°°-norm, then d = 1 for the Z1-norm (but not vice versa). The decomposition 
signals obtained for both non-adaptive cases with d = 0 and d = 1 are shown respectively in the 
fourth and fifth rows of Fig. 4.14. As in previous experiments, the adaptive schemes smooth 

4If one would like both adaptive schemes to be comparable, it would be more appropriate to choose different 
thresholds for each norm, e.g., 7\ for p = p\ and T^ = T\/2 for p = p ^ . 
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the signal while preserving the sharp transitions detected by the corresponding decision maps. 
As a consequence, the detail signal remains small except near discontinuities. There, the detail 
signal takes the same value as in the non-adaptive case corresponding with d = 1 and, as a 
result, it avoids the double-peaked detail that one observes in the non-adaptive case with fixed 
d = 0. 

4.4 Continuous decision map 

In the previous sections we have been dealing exclusively with binary decision maps D whose 
output d € {0,1} is obtained by thresholding the seminorm of the gradient vector v € R/v , i.e., 

d = \p(v) > T] . 

In this section, we consider decision maps D whose output d can take values in a continuous 
interval. 

4 .4 .1 P e r f e c t r e c o n s t r u c t i o n c o n d i t i o n s 

Consider an update step of the form: 

x' = adx + /^ ly i + pdt2y2 (4.26) 

where d = D(v), D: HI2 —» V. Here V C 1R is the decision set containing all possible decisions 
d. Note that the decision depends on the gradient vector v = (v\,V2)T but it is not restricted 
to have discrete values, and hence we have filter coefficients ocd,(3d,i,0d,2 £ H for every d € P . 

Using the same notation as in Chapter 3, we define 

ltd = <*d + Pd,l+ Pd,2 • 

L e m m a 4 .4 .1 . In order to have perfect reconstruction, it is necessary that nd is constant on 
every subset V(c) C V given by V(c) = {D(vi,v2) \ V\ — v2 = c], where c € ïït is a constant. 

Proof. Assume that, for some c € R, we have a, b € T>(c) such that na ^ m,. Assume also that 
Vd = (vd,i>Vd,2)T is s u c n that D(vd,i,Vd,2) = d for d = a, b. Choose inputs x — £-f va^ , yY = £ 
and i/2 = £ + va,i - va,2 = t, + c. From (4.26) we get 

x' = aa(£ + vatl)+pailZ + {3ai2(t + c) 

= Ka(£ + va,l) ~ (/3a,l + fiafi)Va,l + Pa,2C 

= Kat + KaVa,l ~ Pa,\Va,\ ~ Pa,2vaa • 

Now, if we take x = £ + v^\ and the same y1} y2 as before, we get 

X' = Kb£ + KhVb.i - 0b,lVbti - 0b,2Vb,2 • 
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r-v 

F i g u r e 4.14: Decompositions (at level 1) corresponding with Experiment 4-3.1. Top: original signal. 

Second and third rows: approximation (left) and detail (right) signals for the I1-norm and the l°°-

norm, respectively, using a threshold T = 0.28. Fourth and bottom rows: approximation (left) and 

detail (right) signals in the non-adaptive cases with d = 0 and d = 1, respectively. 
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Choose £ in such a way that. 

« a £ + KaVa,! - /?fc,iVo,l ~ 0a,2Va,2 = «&£ + «b^fc.l ~ A>,1VM _ &b&>b,2 , 

which is possible since Ka 7̂  «5. Thus, we get that for the same values of yu y2, two different 
inputs for x may yield the same output. This implies that perfect reconstruction is not possible. 

D 

Moreover, if the decision map is of the form: 

d = D(\Vl\ + \v2\), (4.27) 

for D: H + -» V, then 25(0) = P . Thus we arrive at the following result. 

Lemma 4.4.2. Assume that the decision map is given by (4.27). In order to have perfect 
reconstruction it is necessary that KJ does not depend on d. 

As we did for the binary decision map, we assume Kd = 1 and ad 7̂  0 for all d € T>. It is 
straightforward that 

Since .A^ is invertible, we can recover v from 1/ assuming we know the coefficients &d,0d,i,fid,2 
which all depend on d = D(\v\\ + |V21)- This leads to an equation for the unknown decision d. 
In order to have perfect reconstruction, this equation needs to have a unique solution for every 
gradient vector v = (vi, v2)

T € H 2 . 
Henceforth, we analyze the particular case where the decision d equals the /1-norm of the 

gradient, i.e., 

d=\x- yx I + \x - y2\ = h i + M , (4.28) 

corresponding with a possibly infinite collection of update filters parameterized by d. 

Proposi t ion 4.4.3. Assume an update step as in (4.26) where the decision d is given by (4.28). 
Perfect reconstruction is possible in each of the following two cases: 

(a) a^ > 0 for all d > 0, and j3d,\, fld,2 are non-increasing with respect to d. 

(b) ad < 0 for all d > 0, and 0d,\> Pd,2 are non-decreasing with respect to d. 

Proof. Consider an input sample xk whose update is given by 

x'k = adkxk + 0dk,\y\ + Pdk,2V2 , 

and whose corresponding gradient vector is vk = (z& — Vi,Xk — ^2)' • Assume d\,d2 € V. We 
show that a-'i 7= x2 implies that x[ 7= x'2 in both cases (a) and (b) of the above proposition. 
Without loss of generality we may assume y2 > y\ and x2 > X\. For simplicity in the expressions, 
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we introduce the following notation for the coefficients in (3dk and the gradient components in 
vk: 

0dk = (0dk, ldk)
T and vk = {vk, wk)

T . 

A straightforward computation shows that 

4 -x\ = (Qdl - 0d2)A + adl{u)2 - W!) + (ad2 - adl)w2 (4.29) 

= (ld2 - 7di)A + ad2(u2 - wi) + (o,/2 - ctdi H'i , (4.30) 

where A = y2 — j/i- We distinguish three different cases. 
(«) 2/2 > #2 > x\ > y\\ in this case d\ = ri2 = A, which means that the filter coefficients are the 
same for both inputs. Thus, the first and last term of (4.29) are zero, and x'2 — x\ = a/\(w2—wi). 
Since W2 — w\ > 0, we get that Q'A(U.'2 — W\) ^ 0 has the same sign as a&. 
(ii) X2 > Xi > y2 or :r2 > y2 > %\ > V\'- observe that in both cases c/2 > < î. w2 > 0, and 
w2 — W\ > 0. If Qd > 0 and f3d,l'd are non-increasing, then {0di — /3rf2)A > 0, adl(w2 —W\)> 0. 
and (ad2 — adl)w2 > 0. Hence, we get from (4.29) that x'2 — x\ > 0. If ad < 0 and Qd,ld are 
non-decreasing, then all terms in (4.29) are negative, and we get x'2 — x\ < 0. 
(Hi) .x'2 > 1/2 > 2/i > '*-'i: m f his situation we have t>2,w'2 > 0 and Vi,Wi < 0. We distinguish 
between the case where d2 > di and the case where d2 < ^i • If d2 > d\, we can use the same 
argument as in case (ü) . If d2 < di, we use the identity in (4.30). If ad > 0, and @d, 7^ are non-
increasing, all terms in (4.30) are positive and we get x'2 — x\ > 0. On the other hand, if ad < 0, 
and Pd, 7d are non-decreasing, all terms in (4.30) are negative, and we get x'2 — x\ < 0. D 

We point, out that ad > 0 is the case which seems most useful in practice. The corresponding 
scheme decreases the influence of the neighbor samples y\ and y2 when the gradient is large. 
This corresponds to the intuitive idea that sharp transitions (e.g., edges in an image) should 
not be smoothed to the same extent as regions which are more homogeneous. 

So far, we have only derived conditions which guarantee that perfect reconstruction is 
possible, but we have not yet given the corresponding reconstruction algorithm. The lemma 
below will help us to construct such an algorithm. In this lemma we shall only deal with the 
first case in Proposition 4.4.3, tha t is, we assume that ad > 0 for all d > 0, and that 0d<\, 0dt2 
are non-increasing with respect to d. 

L e m m a 4.4.4. Assume that y2 > y\ and let A = y2 — y\ and d = \x — y\\ + \x — y2\. The 
following relations hold: 

x < yx ^^ x' < iji + 3d,2A 

Vi<x<y2 «=> yi + £A ,aA < z' < y 2 - ^ , i A 

x > 2/2 <=> x' > y2 - Pd,i A • 

Proof. Since the three cases cover the entire real axis, it suffices to prove the relations in one 
direction. Here we will prove the implications '=>'. Under the given assumptions we have 
A < d. We can easily establish the following identities: 

x' = x - ddy2v2 - Qd,\V\ 

= V2 + adv2 - pd>1A (4.31) 

= y\ + o-di'! + 0dfiA - (4.32) 
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From (4.32) we get immediately that if and only if advx < 0, i.e., Vi = x — yx < 0, then 
x' < yx + /?d,2A. This proves the first relation. Similarly, (4.31) yields that x' > y2 - 0d,xA if 
and only if adv2 > 0, that is, v2 = x - y2 > 0. This accounts for the third relation. As for the 
second one, when yx < x < y2, we have that d = A. V\ > 0, v2 < 0, and (4.31)-(4.32) yield that 
Vx + .3^2A < x' < y2 - f6AAA. 

D 

Similar results can be obtained for case (b) of Proposition 4.4.3 as well as for the case that 
2/2 < lh-

The previous lemma is essential in the construction of an algorithm which performs the 
inversion step. Note that we do not know the explicit values of ad, /3d j l , /?di2, but we do know 
how to express them as a function of d. Thus, in order to reconstruct x, we first need to recover 
d, and then compute the filter coefficients, after which we can invert (4.26). Let us first restrict 
ourselves to the case yi < y2. Observe that 

x e [yi,y2] ^=> x' e [j/i + 8A,2A, y2 - /3AjlA]. 

Thus, if x' € [j/i + Ax2A, y2 - / ?A, IA] , then 

d = A = y2 - ;/, . 

and reconstruction becomes straightforward. If, however, :r' £ [yx + i3^2A,y2 — PA,IA], then 

9 
d = \yi + J/2 - 2.T| = \yi + y2 (x - pd.xyx - 0d.2y2)\. 

ad 

This can be rewritten as 

ad d=\yx + y2 - 2x' + (3d,x - 0d,2)(yi — 2/2)| • 

Assuming that this latter equation has a unique nonnegative solution (/, reconstruction is 
straightforward. The other cases (Proposition 4.4.3(b) and/or y2 < yx) can be treated sim
ilarly, and we arrive at the following algorithm. 

A l g o r i t h m 

1. Compute A = \y2—y\\. 

2. Compute coefficients a&, PA,I,PA,2 • 

3. Compute the lower and upper limits, Y and Z, as 

Y = mm{yx + f3Ai(y2 - yx), y2 - f3A,x{y2 - yx)} 

Z = max{yx + PAAV2 - Vi),y2 ~ PAA (2/2 - Vi)} • 

(Note: the 'min' and 'max' are needed to cover both cases yx < y2 and y2 < yx.) 
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4. If x' € [y, Z] (which implies d = A) put 

02 = (#A,2 and ft = #A,1 ' 

otherwise 

(4a) compute d by solving 

<*«* d = |.//i + y2 - 2x' + (,8dJ - faa)(yi - lfc)|; 

(4b) put 
ft = A.2 and /?i = /?d,i • 

5. Compute x from 
_ a' ~ Pm - /%2 

x~ l - A - A ' 

E x a m p l e 4 .4 .5 . Consider the case 

fa = &>2 = - ^ T • f4"33) 
(70 + 1 

where 0 < ft < | and a > Ü. It follows immediately that the conditions in Proposition 4.4.3(a) 
are satisfied. Steps (1) to (3) of the above algorithm are straightforward, and they yield the 
coefficients 

* _ / ? - / 3° - / 3° 
PA.1 — «A.2 — A . , — | I I i • 

After computing the boundaries Y and Z , we have to check whether x' belongs to the interval 
[Y, Z\. If it does, we know that d = A, and that ft = A = ftxi- Now we can retrieve z following 
step (5). Otherwise, we must solve the equation given in step (4a) with Q^ = 1 — 2A,i : 

( l - 2 ^ , 1 ) d = | y 1 + y 2 - 2 x ' | . 

Expressing ft,i as a function of d, and denoting r = |yi + y2 - 2x'|, we arrive at the quadratic 
equation od1 + (1 — 2/30 — ra)d — r = 0. This equation has a unique positive solution: 

- ( 1 - 2/3b - m ) + ^ / ( l - 2/3b ~ ra)2 + 4?-a 

2a 

From this d we can compute the filter coefficients 0i = ft := ft.i, and retrieve x using step (5). 

As a particular instance of the continuous case presented in this section, we derive a binary 

scheme such as the one studied in Section 4.3 for the Z^norm. Consider the coefficients given 

by 

'd'J [6hj iid>T 

Proposition 4.4.3 yields the following result. 
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Corollary 4.4.6. Assume an update lifting step as in (4.26) where the decision d is given by 
(4.28) and the coefficients 0d,i,0d,2 are given by (4.34). Perfect reconstruction is guaranteed in 
each of the following two cases: 

(a) a0>0: 0o,i > £ u , (30i2>Pi,2. 

(b) O i < 0 , 0O>1 < /?! , ! , /?O,2</01,2. 

Note, however, that these requirements are not enough if we wish to use the reconstruction 
algorithm described in Section 3.5 (page 56), since the threshold criterion does not hold, i.e., 

M + M >T =#• Ki + |v2| > T 
kl + hl <T & Kl + Kl <T'. 

4 .4 .2 S i m u l a t i o n s 

We consider the case where the coefficients are given by (4.33) in Example 4.4.5, with (30 = | 
and cr = 5. That is, 

3 1 
Pd,l = Pd,2 = - j , . = 1C , , 0 • 

5a + 1 15a + 3 
Note that for small values of d, the resulting low-pass filter approximates the average filter (a = 
P\ = P2 = f ) , while for large values it behaves more like the identity filter (a = 1, fa = Q2 = 0). 
Thus, again we can consider these two extreme cases to be the non-adaptive counterparts of 
the proposed scheme. We use the same input signal and prediction step as in Experiment 4.3.1 
(corresponding with Fig. 4.14). The two bottom rows of Fig. 4.14 correspond with the two 
aforementioned extreme cases. The approximation and detail signals resulting from our scheme 
are depicted at the bottom of Fig. 4.15. The corresponding decision map, which in this case 
equals the / '-norm gradient, is shown at the middle left. On the right, the corresponding 
coefficients /?dj = (3d)2 have been depicted. These figures show clearly that sharp transitions 
are smoothed to a much lesser degree than more homogeneous parts of the signal. 

4.5 Other cases 

Up to this point we have considered linear update filters and two different decision maps based 
on the gradient vector v € TRN. In particular, we have studied the cases where the output of 
the decision map is given by: 

(a) d = \p(v) > T] where p is a given seminorm and T is a threshold; 

(6) d = p(v) where p is the / '-norm and N = 2. 

Nevertheless, we can also think of using nonlinear update filters and/or other decision maps 
while keeping the perfect reconstruction condition. In this section, we give some examples of 
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Figure 4.15: Top: original signal. Middle: decision map d (left) and coefficients d,i,\ = 3d.2 (right). 
Bottom: approximation (left) and detail (right) signals. 

such adaptive schemes. In all cases, as it will be shown, the resulting updated sample x' can 
be written as 

;' = Qd.r + y^ 6djyj with nd = ad + Y, @d.j = 1 for all d e V. 
j = i 

4.5.1 Ranking-based updating 

In this subsection, we give some examples of adaptive update lifting schemes using ranking 
operators such as the minimum and the median operators. 
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Using the minimum operator 

A simple yet intuitive example of an adaptive update lifting step is to update the input 
sample x with the neighbor yj, j G { 1 , . . . , N}, which is closest in value to x. That is, 

x' = ax + (3ys, with s = argmin_, \x — yj\. (4.35) 

It may occur that more than one sample ?/, minimizes this distance. In this case, we consider, 
e.g., the one with lowest j . 

Assume that 

argmirij \x - yj\ = argmin_, \x' - yj\ (4.36) 

with x' given by (4.35). Then, it is obvious that we can recover x by 

x = —(x' — (3ys). with s = argmin^ \x' - yj\. (4-37) 

We show that if (3 6 [0,1), then (4.36) is always satisfied and thus we can invert (4.35). First 
observe that 

\x'- yj\ = \(1 - 0)x + 3ys -y5\= \x - Vj - (3{x -ys)\. (4.38) 

If Vj = Va, then x - tjj = x - ys and 

\x' -Vj\ = (1 -0)\x-ys\. 

If yj 7̂  ys, there are two possibilities: 

(i) \x — yj\ = \x — ys\: thus x — yj = ys — x and 

W -Vil = (l + /3)|*-V.| • 

(ii) \x - yj\ > \x — ys\: from (4.38) it obvious that 

\x' - ljj\ > \x - yj\ - 0\x - ys\ > (1 - ,3)\x - ys\. 

Therefore, if s = argminj|x — yj\ and Q G [0,1), we have that 

\x' - Vj\ > (1 - 6)\x - ys\ for all j € { 1 , . . . , N), 

where the equality holds only if yj = ys. Thus, condition (4.36) is satisfied. 
The above result can be generalized using more than one closest neighbor to update x. As 

an example, we consider the case where N = 2 and the update step is given by 

[ \x + ±?/i if 11'! | < |t>2| 

x' = < \x + \(Vi + y2) if \vi\ = \v2\ 

\x+ \y2 if |ui| > |u2 | , 
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where we have used the gradient notation Vj instead of x - .</,. This scheme has the following 
simple interpretation. The updated sample x' is obtained by averaging the original sample 
x with the neighbor which is closest in value. If both neighbors yx, y2 are equally close, we 
average x with the average of both neighbors. 

This is equivalent to consider the update step x' = adx + 3dtiyi+Pd.2y2 with the three-valued 
decision map 

d= sign (|i»i| - \v2\), 

where sign (0) = 0, and coefficients (3d given by 

/3_ , = | ( l . o r , (30 = \(1,1)T, / 3 + 1 = i ( 0 , l ) T . 

We demonstrate tha t we can recover d at synthesis and therefore have perfect reconstruction. 

If d = - 1 at analysis (i.e.. \v\\ < \v2\). then \v\\ = \\v\\ and we derive that 

which results in d = - 1 at synthesis. If d = + 1 at analysis (i.e., |t'i| > |v2 |), a similar reasoning-
yields \v\\ > \v'2\, and thus d = +1 at synthesis. 
If d = 0 (i.e.. |vi| = K'2|), there are two possibilities: 

(/) yi = y2; it is obvious that \v'x\ = \v'2\, hence d = 0 at synthesis, 

(n) Vx = —v2: then .r' = x, and therefore d = 0 at synthesis. 

E x p e r i m e n t 4 .5 .1 ( U p d a t i n g wi th closest n e i g h b o r s for I D , N = 2 - Fig. 4.16) 
We illustrate the performance of this adaptive system in the ID case where sample x corresponds 
to x(n) = x0(2n) and samples yi, yi t o y ( n - l ) = x 0 ( 2 n - l ) and y(n) = .x0(2n+l) , respectively. 
As in previous ID simulations, we assume a fixed prediction step of the form given in (4.12). 
The input signal is shown at the top left of Fig. 4.16. The middle row shows the decomposition 
results from the adaptive scheme, while the last row depicts the results from the non-adaptive 
scheme with fixed d = 0. 

Using the median operator 

Now, consider the adaptive update lifting step: 

x = a:r + (3z , with z = median {a:, yi,y%, • • •, VN} (4.39) 

and N an even number. We can show that if 13 € [0,1) we can recover x by 

x = —ix' — f3z), with z = median {x', y\,y2,-• • ,VN}-
a 

The proof is straightforward if we observe that 

medianjx, yït y2,..., 3/jv} = median{x', yx, y2, ...,yN}, 
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Figure 4.16: Top: original signal. Middle: approximation (left) and detail (right) signals in the 
adaptive case. Bottom: approximation (left) and detail (right) signals in the non-adaptive case 
with d = 0. 

where Ar is even and x' is given by (4.39). 

Experiment 4.5.2 (Threshold criterion and median-based update for I D , N = 2 -
Fig. 4.17) 
We consider the adaptive update lifting step 

x' = adx + /?dmedian(a;, y\, y2), (4.40) 

where d = \p(v) > T], v € R 2 and p(v) = mm{\vi\,\u2\}. We choose pl = (0 ,0)T and 
(30 = | ( 1 , 1 ) T . Then we can write (4.40) as 

, _ J |rc 4- |median(x, t/i, y2) if d = 0 

(x i f d = l . 

It is easy to check that we can recover the decision at synthesis. 
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The simulation results are shown in Fig. 4.17 where two levels of decompositions and a 
threshold of T = 0.5 have been used. As in the previous experiment, sample x corresponds to 
x(n) = x0{2n) and samples yi, y2 to y(n - 1) = x0(2n - 1) and y(n) = x0(2n + 1). respectively, 
and the fixed prediction step is of the form given in (4.12). The first row of Fig. 4.17 shows the 
input signal (left) and the decision map (right) at level 1. The second row shows the approxi
mation (left) and detail (right) signals at level 2. The vertical dotted lines in the approximation 
subfigure represents the decision map at level 2. For comparison, the decomposition obtained 
for both non-adaptive cases corresponding with fixed d = 0 (median-based filter) and d = 1 
(identity filter) are shown in the third and fourth rows, respectively. One can observe that in 
the adaptive scheme, the approximation signal is smoothed by the median-based filter except 
in those locations where there are sharp transitions (hence d = 1), in which case no filtering is 
performed. This could be useful for detecting sharp transitions while removing noise. 

4 . 5 . 2 S w i t c h i n g b e t w e e n h o r i z o n t a l a n d v e r t i c a l f i l t e r s 

In this subsection we consider 2D signals. We build a decision map that uses two seminorms, 
one governing the horizontal gradient and one for the vertical gradient. Taking N = 4, we 
choose the samples yj in such a way that they correspond with the four horizontal and vertical 
neighbors of sample x. We use the labeling shown in Fig. 4.18. Thus, only the horizontal and 
vertical neighbors y\, y2, yz-, 2/4 are used to update x. Note that this may correspond either to a 
quincunx or to a square decomposition scheme. 

We define 

ph(v) = |vi + vs\ and pv(v) = \v2 + v4\, 

corresponding, respectively, with a horizontal and a vertical derivative filter of second order. 
We choose a binary decision map whose output d is given by 

d=\ph(v)<pv(v)] . (4.41) 

The filter coefficients (3d are chosen as follows: 

Pd = (ft, Id-, ft, Idf for d = 0 , 1 . (4.42) 

For example, if d = 1, then the update of sample x is 

x' = axx + /?i(yn + y3) + 7i(y2 + y*) • 

This case has the following geometric interpretation. If ph(v) < pv{v), and hence d = 1, then 
the vertical derivative 2x - y2 - y4 dominates (in absolute value) the horizontal derivative 
2x - yi - g/3, and in this case we choose the filter in such a way that it causes a stronger 
smoothing in the horizontal than the vertical direction, i.e., 71 < f3\. 

If we can choose the coefficients $o,7o,/3i,7i m s u c n a w a>' * n a* 

\ph(v)<pv(v)] = \ph(v
,)<pv(v')}, 

then we can recover the original decision in (4.41) from the gradient vector at synthesis v', and 
hence perfect reconstruction is possible in this case. 
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F igu re 4.17: Decompositions (at level 2) corresponding with Experiment 4-5-2. Top: original signal 

(left) and decision map at level 1 (right). Second row: approximation (left) and detail (right) signals 

in the adaptive case. Third and bottom rows: approximation (left.) and detail (right) signals in the 

non-adaptive cases with d = 0 (median-based filter) and d = 1 (identity filter), respectively. 
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ys(n) 

2/2 (n) 

x(n) 

lM{n) 

V\{n) 

Figure 4.18: Indexing of samples in a. 3 x 3 window centered at x(n). 

P r o p o s i t i o n 4 . 5 . 1 . To have perfect reconstruction it is sufficient that 

0 < Po < - < 7o < ö and &> + To < « 

0 < 7i < ^ < A < g and ;3i + Ti < 2 ' 

and m £/MS case fae decision d can be recovered at synthesis from d = \ph{v') < p„(t/)j . 

Proof. We introduce the following notation for the horizontal and vertical components of the 
gradient: 

H = Vi + V3 and V = f 2 + v4 , 

and the same for H' and I7 '. A straightforward computation shows that 

H' = (1 - 2 & ) H - 27dV (4.43) 

V" = - 2 / ? d i J + ( l - 2 7 r f ) V . (4.44) 

We will prove that if the decision map returns d = 1, i.e., |/f | < |V|, then it also follows that 
\H'\ < \V'\. The proof for the case where the decision map returns d = 0 is analogous. We 
distinguish four different cases. 

(i) 0 < H < V: then 

0 <V' = 20i{V-H) + (l- 2 7 l - 2/?i)V 

H' = -(l-23l)(V-H) + (l-2ll-2,3ï)V. 

Since (1 — 271 — 2(3{)V is positive and 

0 < (1 - 2(\){V - H) < 28y(V - H), 

it follows that \H'\ < \V'\. 
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(ii) H > 0 and V < 0: thus / / ' in (4.43) comprises two positive terms, whereas V' in 
(4.44) comprises two negative terms. Since 1 — 28\ < 2ftx and 27! < 1 — 27!, it is obvious that 
\H'\ < \V'\. 

(Hi) H < 0 and V > 0: now H' in (4.43) comprises two negative terms and V' in (4.44) 
comprises two positive terms. The same reasoning as in (ii) yields that \H'\ < \V'\. 

(iv) H < 0 and V < 0: from \H\ < \V\ we conclude that -H < -V', hence H - V > 0. 
Now 

H' = (l-2Pl)(H-V) + {l-2p1-2y1)V 

V' = -2p1(H-V) + (l-2/3i-2j1)V. 

Using a similar argument as in (i) we conclude again that \H'\ < \V'\. D 

E x p e r i m e n t 4 .5.3 (Swi tch ing b e t w e e n ho r i zon ta l a n d ver t i ca l filters - F ig . 4.19) 
We choose the filter coefficients like in (4.42) with (30 = 71 = 0 and 3\ = 70 = 1/4. Obviously 
the conditions in Proposition 4.5.1 are satisfied. We consider a 2D square sampling scheme such 
as depicted in Fig. 4.6. After the update step, we perform the prediction as in (4.14)-(4.15). 

We apply this scheme to the original image depicted at the top left of Fig. 4.19. The 
decision map is shown at the top right; the approximation and horizontal detail images are 
shown in the second row. The diagonal detail is displayed in the bottom row, on the left. We 
compare this scheme with the non-adaptive scheme where we perform an isotropic filtering (in 
the vertical and horizontal directions), i.e., 0 = 7 = 1/8. The corresponding approximation 
and horizontal images are displayed in the third row of Fig. 4.19. and the diagonal detail image 
on the right of the bottom row. We can easily see that the approximation image obtained in 
the adaptive case preserves the edges in contrast with the one obtained in the non-adaptive 
scheme. Consequently, the detail images obtained in the adaptive case 'capture' the edges in a 
more compact way that in the non-adaptive case. 
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Figure 4.19: Decompositions (at level 1) corresponding with Experiment 4-5-3. Top: input image 

(left) and decision map (right). Second row: approximation (left) and horizontal detail (right) images 

in the adaptive case. Third row: approximation (left) and horizontal detail (right) images in the non-

adaptive case with d — 0. Bottom: diagonal detail images in the adaptive (left) and non-adaptive 

(right) cases. 



Chapter 5 
Adaptive wavelets in image compression 

The development of image compression methods is an on-going theoretical and practical re
search effort. Video telephony, teleconferencing, accessing images from distant servers, video 
communications as well as many other multimedia applications would not be feasible with
out compression. In addition, most of these applications request new functionalities such as 
object-oriented coding and progressive transmission of information. 

For various reasons wavelet-based image compression algorithms are becoming extremely 
popular, and they have been adopted into the new still-image coding standard JPEG2000. Such 
compression algorithms exploit the ability of wavelet representations to efficiently decorrelate 
and approximate image data with few non-zero wavelet coefficients. Moreover, the multireso-
lution nature of wavelets allows for progressive image coding, a useful functionality for image 
transmission over low bandwidth channels. 

In this chapter, we examine the potential of the adaptive wavelet schemes described in 
Chapter 3 for image compression. Section 5.1 starts with a reminder of basic concepts from 
image compression. In Section 5.2, we discuss briefly wavelet-based image compression. In 
Section 5.3, we point out some limitations of classical wavelets. We mention various new 
approaches that have been recently introduced to overcome such limitations and outline the 
adaptive wavelet schemes proposed in previous chapters. In Section 5.4, we evaluate the ef
fectiveness of our adaptive wavelet schemes by means of an entropy criterion. In Section 5.5, 
we discuss the effects of quantization in the adaptive wavelet scheme. We provide conditions 
for recovering the original decisions at synthesis and we provide expressions that relate the 
reconstruction error to the quantization error. Such an analysis is essential for the application 
of our adapt ive decompositions in lossy image compression algorithms. In Section 5.6 we show 
several simulation results. Finally, in Section 5.7, we give some conclusions and discuss future 
research. 

5.1 Preliminaries 

Compression is a process intended to yield a compact representation of the data by removing, 
or at least reducing, the redundancy present in the original data. For example, in images there 
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is usually a considerable amount of correlation among nearby pixels. Thus, a major ingredient 
of an image compression method is the design of an image representation that captures this 
redundancy and hence reduces the number of bits required to represent or approximate the 
image. In practice, this amounts to a constrained optimization procedure that tries to minimize 
the number of bits while maintaining a certain quality. 

The degree of compression is usually measured by the so-called compression ratio. This is 
denned as the ratio of the number of bits required to represent the image before compression 
over the number of bits required to represent it after compression. The average number of 
bits used to represent each sample value (i.e. pixel) is referred to as the bit rate and is usually 
expressed as bpp (bits per pixel). 

There are two basic kinds of compression schemes: lossless and lossy. Lossless schemes 
compress the image without loss of information so that the original image can be recovered ex
actly from its compressed version. Lossy compression schemes involve some loss of information. 
After lossy compression, the original image cannot be perfectly reconstructed. In return for 
accepting an error in the reconstruction, one can achieve higher compression ratios than with 
lossless compression. 

In lossy compression, the reconstruction differs from the original signal. The difference 
between the original and reconstructed signal is referred to as approximation error or distortion. 
Although there are several approaches to measure such distortion, the most commonly used are 
the mean squared error (MSE) and the peak-signal-to-noise-ratio (PSNR). They are respectively 
defined as: 

M V 

M S E = MÏV ^ ^ ( ; r ( m ' n ) " i ' ( m ' n ) ^ ' ( 5 1 ) 

m=l n=l 

where x is the original image of size M x JV and x is the reconstructed image, and 

P S N R = 1 0 1 o g 1 0 ^ | ^ , (5.2) 

where xmax is the maximum possible intensity value in the image (e.g., xmax = 2b— 1 for images 
with b bits depth). Obviously, smaller MSE and larger PSNR values correspond to lower levels 
of distortion1. However, it is important to note that these distortion measures do not always 
correlate well with image quality as perceived by the human visual system. This is particularly 
true at high compression ratios (i.e., low bit rates). 

In practice, the distortion increases with the amount of compression, that is, distortion is 
a function of (bit) rate. For this reason, plots of distortion D versus rate R are often used 
to analyze lossy compression performance. Rate-distortion theory [37,127,150] is concerned 
with the trade-offs between distortion and rate in lossy compression schemes. One way of 
representing the trade-offs is via a rate-distortion function R{D), which specifies the lowest 
rate at which the signal can be encoded while keeping the distortion less or equal to D. 

In lossless compression, there is no distortion but there is only a limited amount of com
pression that can be obtained, depending on the information content of the image. Intuitively, 

'Other terms related to distortion are fidelity and quality. When we say that the fidelity or quality of a 
reconstructed image is high, we mean that the distortion is small. 
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the amount of information conveyed by the data depends upon its 'randomness'. The more 
randomness, the less redundancy there is among the data and hence the more difficult it is to 
compress it. An extreme case is white noise which is incompressible. The coding efficiency in 
lossless schemes is sometimes characterized by the entropy of the compressed representation of 
the image. 

The entropy of a discrete random variable X is defined as 

ff(X) = -5>(z) log 2 p(z) , (5.3) 

where X is the set of possible outcomes of X. and p(x) is the probability of the outcome X = x. 
The entropy is a measure of the amount of information required on the average to describe the 
random variable. It is an important concept for understanding and developing compression 
algorithms: Shannon's coding theorem [132,133] says that the entropy of X represents a lower 
bound on the average number of bits needed to represent each of its outcomes. 

A typical compression algorithm consists of three steps: transformation, quantization and 
coding. The transformation step applies a transform to the original image so that the resulting 
set of coefficients are more amenable to compression. The transforms are designed to remove 
the statistical correlation and/or to separate irrelevant (e.g., from a perceptual point of view) 
information from relevant information. The transform operation is usually invertible. Quanti
zation is used to discard transform coefficient information that is considered to be 'insignificant'. 
Quantization maps the output set of the transform into a smaller set. In most cases, it is only 
the quantization step that discards information and hence introduces distortion. In the case of 
lossless compression, no quantization is performed. The coding process exploits the statistical 
redundancy in the (quantized or not) transform coefficients. This step is invertible. 

The decompression algorithm simply mirrors the process used for compression. First, the 
compressed image is decoded to obtain the quantized transform coefficients. These are then 
'de-quantized' yielding an approximation of the original transform coefficients. Finally, the 
inverse of the transform used during compression is employed to obtain a reconstructed image. 

The kind of compression schemes described above are also known as transform-based com
pression schemes. Note that the transform step is only one of the three components of such 
compression steps, and that there exists a strong interplay among them. In this thesis, however, 
we are mostly interested in the transform step, and more specifically, in the adaptive wavelet 
transform schemes described in previous chapters. We briefly address quantization, but the 
coding step is beyond the scope of the thesis. 

5.2 Wavelets in image compression 

One popular choice for the transformation step is the wavelet transform, which has proved 
quite effective for image compression [15,47,61,90,125,134]. The effectiveness of wavelets 
stems from the fact that, thanks to their good space-frequency localization, they can provide 
a sparse representation of images with significant wavelet coefficients occurring mostly in the 
neighborhood of edges and other kind of strong transitions. The intuitive explanation is that 
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images typically consist of smooth areas separated by sharp transitions (i.e., edges). Within 
the smooth regions, wavelet coefficients are small (due to vanishing moments and regularity 
properties) and they decay rapidly from coarse to fine scales. In the neighborhood of edges, 
wavelet coefficients are larger and they decay in a slower fashion, but because of their local 
support, relatively few wavelet coefficients are affected by the presence of edges. Thus, wavelet 
decompositions result in few large-amplitude coefficients which, in addition, correspond to 
visually important image features (i.e, edges). 

Another reason to take recourse to wavelets is their multiresolution nature, which facilitates 
functionalities such as progressive transmission and resolution scalability (i.e., a compressed 
bit-stream may be partially decompressed to obtain successively higher resolution versions of 
the original image). 

In addition, wavelet decompositions exhibit dependencies across and within scales which can 
be easily exploited by the quantization and coding steps. For example, if a wavelet coefficient is 
small, then it is likely that its descendants, that is, coefficients corresponding to the same spatial 
location in finer scales, are also small. In such case one may code such wavelet coefficient and all 
its descendants into a single 'zero' symbol. This is the idea behind the so-called wavelet zero-tree 
coders. A well-known example is the embedded zero-tree wavelet (EZW) algorithm developed 
by Shapiro [134], which combines the zero-tree coding with bit-plane coding. 'Embedded' means 
that the coder can stop encoding at any desired rate (progressive transmission). In the EZW 
algorithm this is done by transmitting more important information first. 

5.3 Adapt ive wavelets in image compression 

A key point in the success of wavelets for compression is their good nonlinear approximation 
properties for piecewise smooth functions in one dimension (ID) [47]. Unfortunately, this is 
less true for two-dimensional (2D) functions. Wavelets in 2D are usually obtained by a tensor 
product of ID wavelets. Thus, they are adapted to point singularities and cannot efficiently 
model higher order singularities, like edges in images. To a large extent the same can be said 
for other basic constructions of non-separable 2D wavelets. This intrinsic weakness of classical 
2D wavelets has motivated various researchers to look for novel wavelet representations that are 
better suited for the description of images. Several promising approaches are currently under 
investigation, including compression in the ridgelet and curvelet domain [48]. compression along 
curves using bandelets [88], and edgeprints [53]. In Section 3.1, some of these approaches have 
been discussed in more detail. 

In the same venue, the adaptive wavelet schemes that we have described in previous chapters 
may be regarded as another attempt to overcome the limitations of classical wavelets. In the 
following sections, we investigate the potential of our adaptive schemes in image compression. 
We emphasize that the results reported here concern only a very first research effort and that 
much more investigation will be required to get a good understanding of the potentials of our 
adaptive wavelets schemes. 

We restrict ourselves to the adaptive wavelet schemes described in Section 3.4. That is, an 
input signal x°: Zd —> Hi is split into x, y — {y ( - | l ) , . . . :y(-\P)}. These bands pass through a 
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two-stage lifting system comprising an adaptive update lifting step which returns 

N 

x'(n) = adnx(n) + ^ Pdnjyj(n), (5.4) 
3=1 

with yj{n) = y(n + lj\pj), Pj 6 { 1 , . . . , P } , and a fixed prediction step yielding 

y'j{n)=yj(ri)-Pj{x',y'){n). (5.5) 

The update step is triggered by the outcome dn — D(y{n)) G {0,1} of the decision map D. 
We assume that 

D(v) = \p(v) > T], 

where p is a seminorm, T is a threshold and v e R' v is the gradient vector with components 
Vj given by 

vj{n) = x(n) - yj(n), j = l,...,N. 

For the coefficients in (5.4) we assume that 

N 

ad + ^2 Pd,j = 1 for d = 0 ,1 . 
3=1 

We have seen in Section 3.4 that the gradient vector v' 6 JR. with components v'An) = 
x'(n) — yj(n), j — 1 , . . . , N, is related to v by means of the linear relation 

v' = Adv , (5.6) 

where Ad = I - u(3T
d with u = ( 1 , . . . , 1)T and (3d = (/3dti,..., (3d>N)T. 

It is obvious that the inversion of (5.4) is straightforward if dn is known. We have shown 
in Section 3.4 that if the threshold criterion holds (i.e, p(A0) and p~l(A\) are finite and 
p(AQ)p~1(Ai) < 1), it is possible to recover the decision at analysis which is based on the 
gradient vector i>, from the gradient v' which is available at synthesis. 

The combination of the adaptive update lifting with the fixed predict ion lifting yields an 
adaptive wavelet decomposition step mapping x° into x',y'. We obtain an adaptive multires-
olution wavelet decomposition by iteration of such wavelet steps. That is, we can use the 
approximation x' as the input for another wavelet decomposition step and obtain x",y". Then, 
we can repeat this for x", and so on. Thus, iteration of K steps results in a K-level wavelet 
decomposition of x° into yl, y2,..., yK, xK, where we have written y1 ,y2, etc, instead of y', y", 
etc., for simplicity of notation. 

5.4 Computing the empirical entropy 

In this section we investigate the potential of our adaptive wavelet schemes to yield an effective 
representation for compression purposes. In particular, we evaluate the coding efficiency of 
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some of the decompositions proposed in Chapter 4 by using a measure that is directly related 
to simple rate compression algorithms. 

In Section 5.1 we introduced the concept of entropy for a discrete random variable X. 
Consider now an image x: Z2 —> Z of size M x N, whose pixels can take L distinct values, say 
0. 1 . . . . . L — 1. We define the empirical distribution px of x by 

P,d) = - r ^ c a r d j n 6 Z2 | x(n) = !.} , I = 0 , 1 , . . . , L - 1, 

i.e., px is the L-bin normalized histogram of x. Analogous to (5.3), we define the empirical 
entropy: 

L-\ 

tf(:r)=-X>(01og2^(/). (5.7) 
/=o 

Our measure takes into account the fact that the statistics in different bands of a wavelet 
transform are different. For each band, we first uniformly quantize the transform coefficients 
with 256 bins. Then, we calculate the empirical entropy as in (5.7), where x is the 256-bin 
quantized band. 

The overall entropy (in bits per pixel) of a K-level decomposition is then calculated as the 
weighted sum of the (empirical) entropies of the approximation xK and the details y1,... }y

K 

bands: 

*:=i p=i 

for the 2D square sampling, and 

k 

h = T KH[xK) + J2 2_fcH(yfc). (5.9) 

for the quincunx sampling. 
In our simulations, we use the images shown in Fig. 5.1-Fig. 5.2 and apply some of the 

adaptive decompositions used in the experiments2 of Chapter 4. We compute the empirical 
entropy of each original image and the overall empirical entropy of each decomposition as 
described above. In the sequel, we use simply the term 'entropy', since it is clear from the 
context which definition ((5.7), (5.8) or (5.9)) is being used. 

Tables 5.1-5.2 show the entropy values for K = 2 and K = 4 levels of decomposition, 
respectively, for the images in Fig. 5.1. In each case, the entropy value of the corresponding 
non-adaptive decomposition with fixed d — 0 is also given. The entropy of the original images 
is shown in the second rows. From these tables, one can see that in all cases the adaptive 
decompositions give lower entropies than their non-adaptive counterparts, and that the 4-level 
decompositions (Table 5.2) provide a more compact representation (lower entropy) than the 
2-level decompositions (Table 5.1). Moreover, for K = 4, the coding efficiency of the adaptive 

2We take the same filters and decision map for these experiments, except for the threshold value T, which 
we choose in such a way that 15% of the decision map at the first level has value 1. 
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decompositions is considerably higher than that of the non-adaptive case, whereas a smaller 
improvement is observed for K = 2. 

We also observe that, in terms of the proposed entropy measure and for the chosen set 
of images, the adaptive transform in Experiment 4.2.5 performs the best, followed by the 
adaptive transform in Experiment 4.1.4. Experiment 4.2.5 corresponds to a square sampling 
decomposition using a weighted quadratic seminorm. Experiment 4.1.4 corresponds also to a 
square sampling decomposition but using a weighted gradient seminorm. In both cases, the 
equivalent low-pass analysis filter is a 3 x 3 low-pass filter for d = 0 and the identity filter for 
d= 1. 

Figure 5.1: Test images. From left to right and from top to bottom: 'House', 'Lenna', 'Barbara' and 
•Goldhill'. Their respective sizes are: 256 x 256, 512 x 512, 576 x 704 and 576 x 704. 

Table 5.3 shows the entropy values for K = 2 taking as input images the synthetic images 
depicted in Fig. 5.2. We evaluate the coding performance of Experiment 4.2.5 and Experiment 
4.5.3. In this latter experiment, the adaptive scheme switches between horizontal and vertical 
low-pass filters of length 3. The non-adaptive case corresponds to a filter which averages each 
sample with the average of its four horizontal and vertical neighbors. 

In both experiments the entropy values of the adaptive scheme are considerably smaller 
than for their non-adaptive counterparts. This is to be expected since the images comprise 
large homogeneous regions separated by sharp edges, and our adaptive decompositions are 
especially suited to distinguish between 'edge' and "non-edge' regions. Note that for image 
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Experiment 

, , r, adaptive 
4.1.3 

d = 0 
adaptive 

d = 0 
. » „ adaptive 

d = 0 

A 2 A a d a P t i v e 

. „ r adaptive 
d = 0 

House 

6.23 

5.64 
5.77 
5.01 
5.09 
5.53 
5.77 
5.51 
5.80 
4.84 
5.30 

Barbara 

7.54 

6.00 
6.15 
5.45 
5.48 
5.93 
6.15 
5.97 
6.27 
5.42 
5.89 

Goldhill 

7.56 

5.95 
6.03 
5.41 
5.47 
5.88 
6.03 
5.98 
6.08 
5.31 
5.75 

Lenna 

7,14 

5.85 
5.86 
5.20 
5.30 
5.75 
5.86 
5.79 
5.96 
5.12 
5.36 

Table 5.1: Entropy values for the adaptive and non-adaptive (d = 0) decomposition schemes using 
K = 2. 

Experiment 

. 1 ,-. adaptive 
d = 0 

. adaptive 
d = 0 

. , ... adaptive 
d = 0 

. 0 . adaptive 
d = 0 

4 2 5 a d a p t i v 0 

d = 0 

House 

6.23 

5.35 
5.54 
4.90 
5.00 
5.11 
5.54 
5.08 
5.60 
4.70 
5.22 

Barbara 

7.54 

5.67 
5.86 
5.35 
5.39 
5.53 
5.86 
5.58 
5.97 
5.31 
5.81 

Goldhill 

7.56 

5.51 
5.70 
5.29 
5.35 
5.34 
5.70 
5.44 
5.78 
5.17 
5.66 

Lenna 

7.44 

5.35 
5.45 
5.06 
5.18 
5.16 
5.45 
5.23 
5.62 
4.96 
5.25 

Table 5.2: Entropy values for the adaptive and non-adaptive (d = 0) decomposition schemes using 
K = 4. 

'Synth2', which contains diagonal edges, the improvements over the non-adaptive approaches 
are smaller than for image 'Synthl ' , which contains only horizontal and vertical edges. This is 
most noticeable in Experiment 4.5.3. where the filtering does not take into account the diagonal 
neighbors. 

5.5 Adding quantization 

Let xk: Zd —> IR denote the various levels of the signal for k = 0 , 1 , . . . , K. Given xk~l we obtain 
xk, yk by applying some wavelet transform W. The output approximation signal xk is used as 
input for the next block and the output detail signal yk is quantized by a mapping Q yielding 
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Figure 5.2: Synthetic test images: 'Synthl' (left) and iSynth2' (right). Their respective sizes are 
64 x 128 and 128 x 128. 

Experiment 

A r, r adaptive 
d = 0 

. _ „ adaptive 
non-adapt. 

Synthl 

1.79 

0.40 
1.33 
0.40 
1.27 

Synth2 

2.01 

0.62 
1.63 
0.77 
1.24 

Table 5.3: Entropy values for the adaptive and non-adaptive decomposition schemes using K — 2. 

V = Q(y ')• After a K-level decomposition we have K quantized detail signals y1,..., yK and 
an approximation signal xK which is also quantized by Q to yield xK. This decomposition 
scheme is shown in Fig. 5.3, where the wavelet transform W corresponds to the adaptive lifting 
scheme described in Chapter 3 and summarized in Section 5.3. Here, however, we assume that 
the prediction is based only on the approximation signal. The transform W is also illustrated 
in Fig. 5.3. Here, S is an invertible mapping which splits xk~l into two components x$, y$, and 
T is the gradient operator, e.g., VQ = r(;ro,yo)-

The synthesis scheme that we use is depicted in Fig. 5.4. Here U~l and 5 _ 1 denote the 
inverse of the update lifting and the splitting, and Q - 1 is a right inverse of Q, i.e., QQ~l{i) = t 
for t e Ran(Q). We assume that for all z € R., 

\Q-lQ(z)-z\<vq, 

where q is the quantization parameter. For example, if Q(z) = {z/q}, where {•} denotes 
rounding to the closest integer, then v = 1/2. Henceforth we shall restrict ourselves to this 
particular case, which is known in the literature as uniform quantization. Moreover, we shall 
use the same quantizer Q for all bands. 

We assume that the threshold criterion holds. In the scheme of Fig. 5.3 this means that we 
will be able to recover dk

n = D(vk
Q{n)), where v j (n ) = T(a;*,y*)(n), from vk{n) = F(xk,y^){n)1 

where xk is the update of XQ. However, as becomes clear from the scheme in Fig. 5.4, we can 
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Figure 5.3: Analysis part of a multiresolution wavelet decomposition scheme with quantization. The 
wavelet transform W (gray box) is obtained by a splitting S, an adaptive update step U and a fixed 
prediction step P. 

a') • 

y* V_X y« s jw r V _ / y« 
( O ' 

Figure 5.4: Synthesis part of a multiresolution wavelet decomposition scheme with quantization. 
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o nly dispose of v'(n) = r(x f c ,y£)(n), where xk, $ are 'approximations' of xk,pQ due to errors 
resulting from the various quantization steps. Obviously, since the quantization step discards 
information, the synthesis scheme does not invert the analysis part. Below we derive estimates 
for the difference between the original signal x° and the synthesized signal x°. In particular, 
we derive conditions that guarantee that we can recover each original decision a\ at synthesis. 
This is important, since 'wrong' decisions at synthesis inevitably lead to 'bad' reconstructions. 
Before we state the precise result, we give some notation. 

In the sequel, we denote by y{n) the vector ( y i ( n ) , . . . ,yN(n)) . For a vector y G R,'v, 
the notation |y| denotes the /°°-norm, i.e., |y| = m a x { | y i | , . . . , \VN\}- If x: Zd —> R. and y: 
Zd —* IR , then || • || denotes the sup-norm, i.e., 

||.r|| = sup{|a;(n)| : n G Zd} , \\y\\ = sup{| j / (n) | : n G Zd} . 

Proposi t ion 5.5.1. Assume that p, irx,7Ty > 0 are constants such that 

\P(x)(n) - P{x')(n)\ < p\\x - x'\\, (5.10) 

p(v{n) - v'{n)) < 7rx\\x - x'\\ + iry\\y - y'\\ . (5.11) 

Define 

= max :— r > 1 — - } (5.12) 

IKI kul J 

= mJ^^,^lm. (5,3) 

and 

Afc_, = max{pAk + q/2,exAk + eu(pAk + q/2)} (5.14) 

rk = 7rxAk + 7i!/(pAk + q/2), (5.15) 

with A ^ = q/2. Assume that Tk satisfies 

(p(Aï1)-1~P(Ao))Tk>2Tk, (5.16) 

and choose a threshold Tk such that 

p{A0)Tk + r , < fk < p(A^)-lTk - r , . (5.17) 

Then we have 

dk
n = [p{vk(n)) > fk\ fork = L..., K, (5.18) 

and 

<Ak forh = 0,...,K. (5.19) 
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Proof. We will prove this theorem by induction. First observe that (5.19) holds for k = K, i.e., 

\\xK-xK\\<AK = ^. 

Now assume that (5.19) holds for some k with 1 < k < K. We show that (5.18) holds for A-
and that we can also establish (5.19) for A' - 1. Thus, by induction, we conclude that, indeed. 
(5.18) holds for k = 1 , . . . , K and that (5.19) holds for A' = 0 , . . . , A". 

Since yk(n) = Q~iQ{yk{n)). we get immediately that 

l|yfc-/ll<f, *=i A-. 

We know that 

yk(n) = yk(n) + P(xk)(n) and yk(n) = yk(n) + P(xk)(n). 

and from the estimate in (5.10) we get 

lift! - Voll < P P * - **ll + ?/2 < P&k + till • (5-20) 

We now investigate the two possibilities for the decision map, namely djj = 0 and rfjj = 1. To 
simplify notation we suppress the argument n. 

(i) dk = 0: this means that P(VQ) < Tk and we know from (5.6) that 

vk = A0v
k
Q 

in this case. We derive an upper estimate for p{vk). Here we use that p satisfies the triangle 
inequality: 

p(vk) < p(vk)+p(vk-vk)=p(AoVk)+p(vk-vk) 

< p(y\0)p(vk)+p(vk -vk) 

< p(A0)Tk + nx\\x
k - xk\\ + iry\\y% - yk

0\\, 

where we have used estimate (5.11). Thus, we get 

p(vk) < p(A0)Tk + TT,A, + 7Ty(pAk + q/2) < fk . 

(ii) dk = 1: this means that p(t>o) > Tk and we know from (5.6) that 

vk = Aiv
k
l 

in this case. We derive a lower estimate for p(v ): 

P(vk) > p(vk) - p(vk -vk)= p(A l VJ) - p{vk - vk) 

> p(A;l)-lp(vk)-p(vk-vk) 
> p{AllYlTk - nx\\x

k - .Tfc|| - TTyWy* - yk\\, 
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and from (5.20) we arrive at the estimate 

p(vk) > p(A;')-lTk - KxAk - 7Ty(pAk. + q/2) > fk . 

Thus we conclude that 

dk = [P(vk) > A]. 
A' N 

From xk
0(n) = ±{xk{n) - £ PdJojin)) and arj(n) = ^(xk(n) - £ 0dijy

k
tj(n)), we can show 

that 
IKo a o l l -= " x l K * || +'''1/112/0 i/oll • 

Using (5.20) we arrive at 

114' - 411 < <?rA, + 0y(pA, + q/2). (5.21) 

Now we need one final step to compute x f c -1 , namely the merging of XQ and •$ by means of 
5 _ 1 . It is obvious that 

| |^fc- l _ , / - - l | | < n , . , v / II A* _ T
k\\ \\i,k _ 7iA ' | l \ 

||£ x \\ ^ md.x\\\x0 x0\\,\\y0 s/oIIJ -

With (5.20) and (5.21) this yields 

II**-1 - z f c - 1 II < max{pAk + q/2,0xAk + 6y{pAk + q/2)} 

= A , _ L 

This proves the result. D 

5.6 A case s tudy 

We consider the case where the splitting S in Fig. 5.3 corresponds with the quincunx polyphase 
decomposition in Z2 and where p(v) = \aTv\ with a1 u ^ 0. In order to satisfy the threshold 
criterion we need (see Proposition 4.1.2): 

|tt'o| < |tti | and /3d = 7</o, 7^ € R, for d = 0 , 1 . (5.22) 

Now, (5.16) yields 
( | a 1 | - | a 0 | ) T f c > 2 r , . (5.23) 

and from (5.12)-(5.13) we get that 

0X = | a 0 | 1 and 9U = — ^ • max 
j=l \aj\ _ _ f 11 - 0 0 , , 1 - Q'i 

f=i«il 
N 

' E L a i l L' a'o Qi 

Here we have used (5.22) and the fact that a^ + 7^ Y2j=i aj = 1-
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We consider N = 4 and choose samples y, such that they correspond with the four horizontal 
and vertical neighbors of an 'even' location n. The prediction of y, is computed by averaging 
its four horizontal and vertical neighbors and we get that p = 1 in this case. We take a = 
(1 .1 ,1 ,1) (i.e., the seminorm p models the Laplacian operator), a-i = 1 and QQ = 2/3. One 
can easily find that nx = iry = 4. 9X = 3/2 and 9y = 1/2. Thus, we get from (5.15) that 
rk = 8AA- + 2q, and from (5.14) that A^_, = 2AA. + q/A, for k = 1 , . . . , K. Furthermore, we can 
show that 

A*=(3.2«-*-l)f. 

Then, (5.23) can be rewritten as 

Tk > 6n = 48AA. + Uq = 36g • 2K~k . (5.24) 

Note that lower levels require higher thresholds, and that the larger is K, the larger the thresh
olds. If we want to recover all the decisions made at analysis, one should satisfy the above 
condition and choose TJt according to (5.17) (e.g., if 7* = ör^., then T). = ör^). Note, however, 
that for large quantization steps (large q), condition (5.24) is somewhat restrictive, especially 
for finer levels (lower k). For example, if K = 4, then T\ > 288<? which, even for small q. 
will result in d = 0 for almost all decisions in the first level of decomposition. Thus, if the 
image is smooth enough, the adaptive wavelet scheme will behave exactly, or very similar, to 
the non-adaptive scheme with fixed d = 0. 

First, we show some results where (5.24) is not satisfied (hence in the reconstruction we 
may have 'wrong' decisions). Nonetheless, the simulations results indicate that the adaptive 
scheme attains not only higher coding gain but also better visual quality in comparison with 
the non-adaptive scheme. 

For the simulations we use the set of images shown at Fig. 5.1-Fig. 5.2. Unless otherwise 
stated, we use four levels of decompositions (i.e.. K = 4) and a fixed threshold T = 40 for 
all levels. The images are decomposed with the adaptive wavelet scheme described above. 
The coarsest approximation x4 and the details y 1 , . . . . y4 are then uniformly quantized with 
some quantization step q > 1 (e.g., yk(n) = {yk(n)/q}). For simplicity, we do not use any 
coding scheme. Thus, at synthesis the quantized transform coefficients are de-quantized (e.g.. 
yk(n) = q • yk(n)) and the inverse wavelet transform is applied. As a performance measure, 
we use the PSNR defined in (5.2) and the bit rate as given by the entropy defined in (5.9). 
We repeat this compression/decompression process with different quantization steps in order 
to compute the rate-distortion curves (bit rate versus PSNR). For comparison purposes, we 
perform the same experiments using the non-adaptive wavelet decomposition with fixed d = 0. 

Fig. 5.5 shows the rate-distortion curves of the adaptive wavelet decomposition against the 
non-adaptive one, for the images in Fig. 5.1. One can see that the adaptive scheme has in 
general better PSNR performance. 

Fig. 5.6-Fig. 5.7 show the reconstructed 'Lenna' images at rate 0.5 and 0.28 bpp. respectively, 
for both adaptive (left) and non-adaptive (right) schemes. Because of the adaptive filtering, 
the left images are less blurred than the right ones, especially for high-frequency textures. To 
appreciate the differences we show zooms of the hat, shoulder and feathers. 
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Figure 5.5: Rate-distortion curves for test images in Fig. 5.1. From left to right and from top to 
bottom: 'House', 'Lenna', 'Barbara' and 'Goldhill'. The solid curve corresponds with the adaptive 
scheme, the dashed curve corresponds with the non-adaptive scheme with d = 0. 

In Fig. 5.8, we see the result of the adaptive scheme on the synthetic images of Fig. 5.2 
compressed to 0.31 bpp. We note that in the non-adaptive case, the images suffer from blurring 
and ringing around the edges. In the adaptive case, ringing is reduced and edges are better 
preserved. 

In Fig. 5.9, we show the different levels of reconstructed approximation 'Lenna' images with 
the adaptive scheme. Wavelet aliasing artifacts are quite noticeable in the early stages (lower 
levels) of the reconstruction. The blocking effect is partly due to the quincunx sampling scheme. 

Finally, we give some examples where conditions in Proposition 5.5.1 (and hence (5.24)) are 
satisfied. This means that the decisions made at analysis can be perfectly recovered. Using the 
same update filters, we take q — 2 and T^ = 72 • 2^~k\ k = 1 , . . . , 4. Hence, we have to use the 
synthesis thresholds fk = 60 • 2{4~k\ k = 1 , . . . ,4. 

The top row of Fig. 5.10 shows the reconstructed images for both adaptive (left) and non-
adaptive (right) wavelet decompositions applied to 'Barbara' image. The middle row shows the 
decision maps at level k = 2 and k = 4 used in the adaptive case. Note that the decision map at 
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Figure 5.6: Reconstructed images at bit rate 0.5 bpp for adaptive (left) and non-adaptive (right) 
schemes. 
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Figure 5.7: Reconstructed images at bit rate 0.28 bpp for adaptive (left) and non-adaptive (right) 
schemes. 
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Figure 5.8: Reconstructed images at 0.31 bpp for adaptive (left) and non-adaptive (right) schemes. 

Figure 5.9: Progressive decoding. From left to right: x ,x andx0. 

level 2 (and the same applies to level 1 not shown here) has few values equal to 1. This means 
that at those levels the system behaves mostly as the non-adaptive scheme with d = 0. Although 
the reconstructed images with the adaptive decomposition are visually indistinguishable from 
the non-adaptive, we find that the residual error between the original and the reconstructed 
(see bottom row) has 5% less energy than in the non-adaptive case. 

Fig. 5.11 shows the same experiment with Lenna' image. Note that here the decision map 
at level 2 has practically all values equal to 0, and that even at the highest level k = 4, the 
decision map has few values equal to 1. The energy of the residual error for the adaptive 
decomposition is 1.3% less than for the non-adaptive one. 
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From Fig. 5.10-Fig. 5.11. one can see that the differences between the adaptive and non-
adaptive scheme are negligible due to the high thresholds that have been used (7\ = 576 , T2 = 
288, T3 = 144 and T4 = 72). One can achieve better performances by lowering the thresholds 
(see e.g. Fig. 5.5-Fig. 5.9), though this might3 imply that the decision map at synthesis is not 
exactly the same as the one at analysis. 

Figure 5.10: Top: reconstructed images for the adaptive (left) and non-adaptive (right) schemes. 
Middle: decision map at levels 2 (left) and J, (right). Bottom: error images for the adaptive (left) and 
non-adaptive (right). Here, q = 2 and conditions in Proposition 5.5.1 are satisfied. 

Finally, we perform the same experiment but with A' = 2 and q = 1 for the synthetic image 
'Synth2'. The results are shown in Fig. 5.12. In this case, the reconstruction error resulting 

3Note that conditions in Proposition 5.5.1 were obtained for the worst of the cases. In practice, one can 
reconstruct the decisions under milder conditions. 
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;m.,- N 

Figure 5.11: Top: reconstructed images for the adaptive (left) and non-adaptive (right) schemes. 
Middle: decision map at levels 2 (left) and 4 (right). Bottom: error images for the adaptive, (left) and 
non-adaptive (right) schemes. Here, q = 2 and conditions in Proposition 5.5.1 are satisfied. 
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from the adaptive decomposition (bottom left of Fig. 5.12) has much less energy (64% less) 
than the error obtained in the non-adaptive case (bottom right of Fig. 5.12). This example 
shows again (see Table 5.3) that our adaptive wavelet, decompositions are especially suited to 
discriminate between homogeneous regions and sharp transitions (edges). 

Figure 5.12: Top: reconstructed images for the adaptive (left) and non-adaptive (right) schemes. 

Middle: decision map at level 2. Bottom: error images for the adaptive (left) and non-adaptive (right) 

schemes. Here, q = 1, K = 2 and conditions in Proposition 5.5.1 are satisfied. 
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5.7 Discussion 
In this chapter we have discussed the use of the adaptive wavelet transforms proposed in 
Chapter 3 for image compression. The results that have been obtained are quite encouraging. 

It has been shown (Section 5.4) that the adaptive wavelet schemes yield decompositions 
that have lower entropies than schemes with fixed update filters, a property that is highly 
relevant in the context of compression. Note, however, that a comparison based only on the 
entropies is questionable. First, (in a progressive transmission context) the visual •quality' 
of the approximation images must be taken into account. In Chapter 4, we have seen that 
the subjective quality of the approximation images obtained with the adaptive schemes is 
significantly better than that of the non-adaptive schemes. Here, quality refers to lack of 
blurring and edge sharpness. Secondly, for real compression schemes, quantization and coding 
must be applied to the resulting decompositions in order to exploit the residual redundancies. 

In Section 5.5, we have analyzed the quantization effects on the adaptive scheme. We have 
been able to derive conditions that guarantee perfect reconstruction of the decision map after 
quantization. A particular case has been worked out in Section 5.6. We have obtained rate-
distortion curves that indicate an improvement of the adaptive scheme over the non-adaptive 
for low bit rates. Overall, the simulation results indicate that the adaptive schemes can attain 
higher coding gain as well as better visual quality than their non-adaptive counterparts. The 
reason for the improvements is that edges in the adaptive decomposition are represented in a 
more compact form, and as a result there is less degradation of the reconstructed image when 
discarding small, non-zero coefficients. 

Note that we have not used any coding step. Thus, bit rates (used in the rate-distortion 
curves) are calculated from entropy estimates, not the actual encoding size. We expect that 
embedding the adaptive wavelet decomposition into existing coders such as EZW will result in 
further improvements. 

Observe also that we gave up the use of different quantization steps for each band, to achieve 
lower complexity. The use of different quantization steps as well as decision criteria for different 
bands is currently under investigation [71]. 
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Multiresolution image fusion 

Extraordinary advances in sensor technology, microelectronics and communications have brought 
a need for processing techniques that can effectively combine information from different sources 
into a single composite for interpretation. In image-based application fields, image fusion has 
emerged as a promising research area. 

Image fusion provides the means to integrate multiple images into a composite image that is 
more suitable for the purposes of human visual perception and computer-processing tasks such 
as segmentation, feature extraction and target recognition. For example, the fusion of visual 
and infrared images in an airborne sensor can aid pilots navigate in poor weather conditions, 
and the fusion of computer tomography and magnetic resonance images may facilitate medical 
diagnosis. 

Among the various frameworks in which image fusion has been formulated, the multireso
lution approach is one of the most intensively studied and used in practice. In this chapter, 
we reframe the multiresolution-based fusion methodology into a common formalism which en
compasses most of the existing multiresolution fusion schemes and provides freedom to create 
new ones. After a brief introduction to image fusion in Section 6.1, a general framework for 
pixel-based multiresolution fusion is presented in Section 6.2. Within this framework, some of 
the existing schemes are described in Section 6.3. Fusion results examples of existing as well as 
new fusion schemes are shown in Section 6.4. Finally, in Section 6.5, we study how the adaptive 
lifting scheme proposed in Chapter 3 can be used in multiresolution image fusion. 

6.1 Image fusion 

In this section, we introduce the concept of image fusion. We discuss the rationale behind 
fusion, and the various issues that need to be addressed when designing a fusion scheme. We 
outline some applications and review some of the most important fusion techniques used in 
practice. 

127 
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6.1.1 Concept of image fusion 

Image fusion1 can be broadly defined as the process of combining multiple input images into a 
smaller collection of images, usually a single one, which contains the 'relevant' information from 
the inputs, in order to enable a good understanding of the scene, not only in terms of position 
and geometry, but more importantly in terms of semantic interpretation. In this context, the 
word 'relevant' should be considered in the sense of 'relevant with respect to the task the output 
images will be subject to ' , in most cases high-level tasks such as interpretation or classification. 
In the sequel, we will refer to this 'relevant' information as salient, information. The images 
to be combined will be referred to as input or source images, and the fusion result image (or 
images) as composite image. 

The actual fusion process can take place at different levels of information representation. 
A common categorization is to distinguish between pixel, feature and decision level [96,115], 
although there may be crossings between them. Image fusion at pixel level amounts to integra
tion of low-level information, in most cases physical measurements such as intensity [123,165]. 
It generates a composite image in which each pixel is determined from a set. of corresponding 
pixels in the various sources. Fusion at feature level requires first the extraction (e.g., by seg
mentation procedures) of the features2 contained in the various input sources [12,42]. Those 
features can be identified by characteristics such as size, shape, contrast and texture. The 
fusion is thus based on those extracted features and enables the detection of useful features 
with higher confidence. Fusion at decision level allows the combination of information at the 
highest level of abstraction [41,78]. The input images are usually processed individually for 
information extraction and classification. This results in a number of symbolic representations 
which are then fused according to decision rules which reinforce common interpretation and 
resolve differences. The choice of the appropriate level depends on many different factors such 
as the characteristics of the physical sources, the specific application and the tools that are 
available. At the same time, the choice of the fusion level determines the pre-processing that 
is required. For instance, fusion at pixel level (pixel fusion) requires co-registered images at 
subpixel accuracy because pixel fusion methods are very sensitive to misregistration. 

Today, most image fusion applications employ pixel fusion methods. The advantage of pixel 
fusion is that the images used contain the original information. Furthermore, the algorithms 
are rather easy to implement and time efficient. As we observed before, an important pre
processing step in pixel fusion methods is image registration, which ensures that the data at 
each source is referring to the same physical structures. In the remainder, it will be assumed 
that all source images have been registered. Comprehensive reviews on image registration can 
be found in [13,91,151,161]. 

'Terminologies such as fusion, integration and merging, are often used interchangeably in the literature. 
2 A feature is any distinguishing property or attribute of an image. Examples of features used in image fusion 

are edges, lines, patterns, color, etc. 
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6.1.2 Objectives, requirements and challenges of image fusion 

The aim of image fusion is to integrate complementary and redundant information from multiple 
images to create a composite that contains a 'better ' description of the scene than any of 
the individual source images. Utilization of the composite image is expected to increase the 
performance of the subsequent processing tasks. By integrating information, image fusion can 
reduce dimensionality. This results in a more efficient storage and faster interpretation of 
the output. By using redundant information, image fusion may improve accuracy as well as 
reliability, and by using complementary information, image fusion may improve interpretation 
capabilities with respect to subsequent tasks. This leads to more accurate data, increased 
utility and robust performance. Considering the objectives of image fusion and its potential 
advantages, some generic requirements can be imposed on the the fusion algorithm [123]: 

• it should not discard any salient information contained in any of the input images; 

• it. should not introduce any artifacts or inconsistencies which can distract or mislead a 
human observer or any subsequent image processing steps; 

• it must be reliable, robust and, as much as possible, tolerant of imperfections such as 
noise or misregistrations. 

Clearly, a choice as to which information is salient has to be made. Here again, knowledge 
about input data and application plays a crucial role. However, a fusion approach which is 
independent of the modalities of the inputs and produces a composite image which appears 
'natural ' to a human interpreter, is highly desirable. 

The requirements listed above are often very difficult to achieve and even more difficult to 
assess. The problem of evaluating image fusion methods lies in the variety of different appli
cation requirements and the lack of a clearly defined ground-truth. The topic of performance 
evaluation will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 8. 

To illustrate some of the challenges we have to face when developing a fusion algorithm, 
consider the source images in Fig. 6.1 depicting the same scene. While in the visual image 
of Fig. 6.1(a) it is hard to distinguish the person in camouflage from the background, this 
person is clearly observable in the infrared (IR) image of Fig. 6.1(b). In contrast, the easily 
discernible background in the visual image, such as the fence, is nearly imperceptible in the IR 
image. Now the question is how to combine both images in a unique composite which represents 
the overall scene better than any of the two individual images. We sum up explicitly some of 
the difficulties that we encounter: 

• Complementary information: some image features appear in one source but not in the 
other, e.g., the person in Fig. 6.1(b) or the fence in Fig. 6.1(a). 

• Common but contrast reversal information: there are various objects and regions that 
occur in both images but with opposite contrast, e.g., part of the roof of the house or the 
bushes at the left lower corner. Thus, the direct approach of averaging the source images 
is not satisfactory. 
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Figure 6.1: Example of source images to be fused: (a) visual image; (b) infrared image. Images 
courtesy of Alexander Toet, from TNO Human Factors Institute, The Netherlands. 

• Disparity between sensors: input images come from different types of sensors which may 
have different dynamic range and different resolution. Moreover, they may not be equally 
reliable. If possible, such disparities have to be taken into account when comparing the 
content of the information in the images. 

This is, by no means, an exhaustive list of problems that could arise. Furthermore, we should 
also be aware of the inherent difficulties present in any image acquisition and analysis task: 
presence of noise, sensor calibration or hardware limitations, to name a few. 

6 . 1 . 3 A p p l i c a t i o n f i e l d s 

Image fusion is widely recognized as a valuable tool for improving overall system performance 
in image-based application areas such as defense surveillance, remote sensing, medical imaging 
and computer vision. We list some application fields and give some references to the relevant 
literature. 

Military 
Historically, military appears to be the first application area for image fusion. It covers 

subareas such as detection, identification and tracking of targets [6,10,149], mine detection [106, 
108], tactical situation assessment [124,157], and person authentication [109]. 

Fig. 6.2 illustrates how information from visible and IR wavelength images can improve sit
uational awareness in a typical pilotage scene. Note that the IR image in Fig. 6.2(b) contains 
much of the road network details while the visual image in Fig. 6.2(a) provides horizon infor
mation and additional building and vegetation details. Note also that the light spots appear 
only in the visual image, where they are perceived as small dark blobs. Of different nature is 
the glare effect on the IR image. This is due to common scanner interference and is usually 
perceived as a ripple effect. The composite image, shown in Fig. 6.2(c), contains the most 
salient information from each sensor. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6.2: Fusion of visual and IR images: (a) visual image; (b) IR image; (c) composite image 
obtained by a multiresolution fusion strategy (Section 6.2). Here, a discrete wavelet transform (2 
levels, Daubechies (2,2)) and a maximum selection rule were employed. 

Geoscience 

This field concerns the earth study with satellite and aerial images (remote sensing) [115, 
119]. A major problem is interpretation and classification of images. The fusion of images from 
multiple sensors allows the detection of roads, airports, mountainous areas, etc. [36,89,159]. 

In remote sensing applications, there is often a difference in spatial or wavelength resolution 
between the images produced by different sensors. A typical example is the merging of a high-
resolution SPOT Panchromatic image with Landsat Thematic Mapper multispectral images. 
The Landsat spectral bands enable classification of objects and areas in the scene, while the high 
spatial resolution SPOT band provides a more accurate localization of the observed objects. A 
major challenge is to preserve the higher spatial resolution of the SPOT band without destroying 
the spectral information content provided by the Landsat bands [35,120]. 

Fig. 6.3 exemplifies the fusion of two bands of a multispectral scanner. Band 1 penetrates 
water and is useful for mapping along coastal areas, for soil-vegetation differentiation and for 
distinguishing forest types. In Fig. 6.3(a), buildings, roads and different agricultural zones 
are clearly discernible. Band 2 is more convenient for highlighting green vegetation and for 
detecting water-land interfaces. In Fig. 6.3(b), the bay is sharply delineated. The composite 
image in Fig. 6.3(c) contributes to a better understanding of the objects observed and allows a 
more accurate identification. 

Medical imaging 

Fusion of multimodal images can be very useful for clinical applications such as diagnosis, 
modeling of the human body or treatment planning [74,103,104,171]. 

The next example illustrates the usage of fusion in radiotherapy and skull surgery. Here, the 
information provided by magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and X-ray computed tomography 
(CT) is complementary. Normal and pathological soft tissues are better visualized by MRI 
(Fig. 6.4(a)), while the structure of tissue bone is better visualized by CT (Fig. 6.4(b)). The 
composite image, depicted in Fig. 6.4(c), not only provides salient information from both images 
simultaneously, but also reveals the relative position of soft tissue with respect to the bone 
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Figu re 6.3: Fusion of rnultispectral images: (a) image from band 1: (b) image from band 2: (c) 

composite image obtained by a multiresolution fusion strategy (Section 6.2). In this case, a shift-

invariant discrete wavelet transform (2 levels, Daubechies (2,2)) and a maximum selection rule were 

employed. 

F i g u r e 6.4: Fusion of MR1 and CT images: (a) MRI image: (b) CT image; (c) composite image 
obtained by a multiresolution fusion strategy (Section 6.2). Here, a morphological pyramid (2 levels, 
opening-closing and closing-opening filters) and a maximum selection rule were employed. 

structure. 

Robotics and industrial engineering 
Here, fusion is commonly used to identify the environment in which the robot or intelligent 

system evolves [2,25]. It is also employed for navigation in order to avoid collisions and keep 
track of the trajectory [79,112]. Image fusion is also employed in industry, for example, for 
the monitoring of factories or production lines [95], or for quality and defect inspection of 
products [121]. 

Fig. 6.5 shows how fusion can be used to extend the effective depth of field3 of a vision 
system. Due to the limited depth of field of optical lenses, it is often not possible to get an 

3The depth of field is the range of distance from a camera that is acceptably sharp in the image obtained by 
that camera. 
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(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6.5: Fusion of out-o f-focus images: (a) image with focus on the right; (b) image with focus on 
the left; (c) composite image obtained by a multiresolution fusion strategy (Section 6.2). In this case, 
a Laplacian pyramid (3 levels) and a maximum selection rule were employed. 

image with all objects in focus. One way to overcome this problem is to take several recordings 
with different focus points and combine them into a single composite which contains the focused 
regions of all input images. This could be useful, for example, in digital camera design or in 
industrial inspection applications where the need to visualize objects at very short distances 
complicates the preservation of the depth of field. 

6.1.4 Fusion techniques 

There are various techniques for image fusion, even at the pixel level [115]. The selection of the 
appropriate one depends strongly on the type of application. Here, we outline some of the most 
commonly used techniques in pixel fusion. We have grouped them into four major categories; 
however, this is a rather loose classification since these categories do overlap in various ways. 

Weighted combination 
A simple approach for fusion consists of synthesizing the composite image by averaging 

corresponding pixels of the image sources. An 'optimal' weighting can be determined, for 
example, by a principal component analysis of the correlation or covariance matrix of the 
sources [122]. The weightings for each input are obtained from the eigenvector corresponding 
to the largest eigenvalue. Variations of this method and other arithmetic signal combinations 
are numerous [8,87]. 

Color space fusion 
Image fusion by color transformations takes advantage of the possibility of representing data 

in different color channels. The simplest technique is to map the data from a sensor to a partic
ular color channel. Many different band combinations and color spaces can be applied [158,167]. 
The challenge is to generate an intuitive, meaningful, color, composite image. Moreover, pseu
docolor mappings can help to identify sensor-specific details in a composite image. Tha t is, the 
use of color can be used to identify which sensor generated the features appearing in the com-
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posite image [158]. The benefits of false-color imagery relative to monochromatic and non-fused 
imagery in tasks such as detection and localization of targets have been studied in [156]. 

Optimization approach 
This approach is based on an a priori model of the real scene and the fusion task is expressed 

as an optimization problem. In Bayesian optimization, the goal is to find the composite image 
which maximizes the a posteriori probability. Some examples of probabilistic fusion schemes 
can be found in [78,135]. In the Markov random field approach, the input images are modeled 
as Markov random fields to define a cost function which describes the fusion goal [7]. A 
global optimization strategy such as simulated annealing can be employed to minimize this 
cost function. 

Biology based approaches 
One of the most famous examples of fusion in a living organism is the visual system of 

rattlesnakes [114]. These vipers possess organs which are sensitive to thermal radiation. The IR 
signals provided by these organs are combined by bimodal neurons with the visual information 
obtained from the eyes. Inspired by this real-world example, several researchers have used 
neural networks to model multisensor image fusion [56,167]. 

Another biologically inspired fusion method is the approach based on multiresolution (MR) 
decompositions [3,21,27,92,154,175]. It is motivated by the fact that the human visual system 
is primarily sensitive to local contrast changes, i.e. edges, and MR decompositions provide a 
convenient spatial-scale localization of such local changes. The basic strategy of a generic MR 
fusion scheme is to use specific fusion rules to construct a composite MR representation from 
the MR representations of the different input sources. The composite image is then obtained 
by performing the inverse decomposition process. 

Henceforth, we confine our discussion to MR image fusion approaches. In particular, we 
focus on MR fusion schemes (working at pixel and feature level) where the output is a single 
composite image which is constructed primarily for display on a computer monitor. 

6.2 A general pixel-based M R fusion scheme 

The basic idea underlying the MR image fusion approach is to perform an MR transform on each 
source image and, following some specific fusion rules, construct a composite MR representation 
from these inputs. The composite image is obtained by applying the inverse transform on this 
composite MR representation. This process is illustrated in Fig. 6.6 for the case of two input 
images. Here, \I/ is the MR transform and ty-1 its inverse. 

At the MR decomposition (analysis) stage, the data is transformed into a convenient repre
sentation which, besides scale or resolution, may also involve orientation or wavelength or some 
other physical parameters. At the combination stage, the actual fusion of the (transformed) 
data takes place. This involves identifying the salient information and transferring it into the 
composite image. This process, i.e., the combination of the data, is governed by a number 
of rules called the fusion rules. The result is a composite MR representation from which the 
composite image is obtained by application of the inverse MR transform (synthesis). 
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Figure 6.6: MR image fusion scheme. Left: MR transform \& of the sources; middle: combination in 
the transform domain; right: inverse MR transform \&_1 of the composite representation. 

In the literature one finds several variants of the MR fusion scheme. In what follows, we 
present a general framework which encompasses most of them. Section 6.2.2 describes the 
various modules of the framework. Some of the existing algorithms that fit within our frame
work are reviewed in Section 6.3. Examples of such schemes as well as other implementation 
alternatives are given in Section 6.4. 

It is to be noted that our fusion framework has been partially inspired by the MR fusion 
methodology proposed by Zhang and Blum in [175]. 

6.2.1 Notation 

We fix some notation for MR image decompositions. As we have seen in Chapter 2, an input 
image x° can be represented by a sequence of detail images at different levels of resolution along 
with the coarsest approximation image. Henceforth, the MR decomposition of an image a-0 is 
denoted by y and it is assumed to be of the form: 

y = {y\y\. ,yK,*K } (6.1) 

Here xh represents the approximation image at the highest level (lowest resolution) of the MR 
structure, while images yk, k = 1 , . . . , K, represent the detail images at level k. The detail a t 
level k will, in general, comprise various frequency or orientation bands, depending on the type 
of MR transform that has been used. We assume henceforth that yk is composed of P detail 
images, i.e.. yk = (j/fc(-|l), • -. ,yk(-\P)}. 

Let Ik and Ik(p) denote the domain of xk and yk{-\p) respectively. As in previous chapters, 
we use the vector coordinate n = {m^n)1 to index the location of the coefficient. Then, xk(n), 
where n € Ik, represents the approximation coefficient at location n within level k. Similarly, 
yk(n\p), where n G Iy(p), represents the detail coefficient at location n within level k and 
band p. Note that Ik is not necessarily equal to Ik(p). In the pyramid case, for example, yk 

represents a detail image of the same size as xk~ , while in the standard wavelet transform 
yk{-\p) is a detail image of the same dimensions as xk. Note also that in most cases Ik(p) does 
not depend on p. 

For convenience, we will sometimes denote the approximation image xk by yk(-\0). In 
this way, we can use the general expression of yk(-\p) to refer both to the detail images (for 
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p = 1 , . . . , P ) and the approximation image (for p = 0). If no confusion is possible, we will use 
the shorthand notation (•) to denote {n\p): e.g.. we will write yk(-) rather than yk(n\p). 

6.2.2 The general framework 

In Fig. 6.7 we show a more detailed version of the fusion scheme of Fig. 6.6, in which the com
bination algorithm has been specified. In our framework, the combination algorithm consists 
of four modules: the activity and match measures extract information from the MR decom
positions of the inpul images, which is then used by the decision4 and combination maps to 
compute the MR decomposition yF of the composite image. Below, we give a short description 
of each of the building blocks. Note, however, that some of them, such as the 'match block', 
are optional. 
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Figure 6.7: Generic pixel-based MR fusion scheme with two input sources x& and XB, and one output 
composite image xp. 

MR analysis (\Ü) 
The analysis block computes an MR. decomposition of the input sources £5-, S € 5 , where 

»S is the index set of source images. For every input x$ we obtain its MR representation 
ys = ®(%s)> w i t h ys having the form defined in (6.1). That is, 

ys = {yjyl...,y§,y$(-\o)}, 
4This decision map has nothing to do with the decision map used in previous chapters. 
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where ys(-\0) corresponds to the approximation image at the coarsest level K and yk = 

{Vs('\p)}- p = 1 ; • • • - ^ , to the detail images at level k. 

Activity measure 
The degree of saliency of each coefficient in ys (i.e., its importance for a task at hand) will 

be expressed by the so-called activity. The activity measure block associates to every band 
image y|(-|p) an activity ak

s{-\p), which reflects the local activity of the image. 

Match measure 
The match measure is supposed to quantify the degree of 'similarity' between the sources. 

More precisely, the match value mAB(-) reflects the resemblance between the inputs yA(-) and 

!*(•). 

Decision map 
The decision map is the core of the combination algorithm. Its output governs the actual 

combination of the coefficients of the MR decompositions of the various sources. For each level 
k, orientation band p, and location n , the decision map assigns a value ö = dk(n\p) which is 
then used for the computation of the composite ykp{n\p). 

Combination map 
The combination map describes the actual combination of the transform coefficients of the 

sources. For each level A-, orientation band p, and location n , the combination map yields the 
composite coefficient yk-(n\p). 

MR synthesis ( # - 1 ) 
Finally, the composite image is obtained by applying the inverse transformation on the com

posite MR decomposition yp, that is, Xp — ^~l{yF), where ^ _ 1 is the inverse MR transform. 

From the previous description, one can see that the parameters and functions comprised by 
the different blocks can be chosen in several ways. In the following, we discuss them in more 
detail. 

6.2.3 M R analysis and synthesis 

As we have seen in Chapter 2, the MR representation ys comprises information at different 
scales. High levels contain coarse scale information while low levels contain finer details. Such 
a representation is suitable for image fusion, not only because it enables one to consider and 
fuse image features separately at different scales, but also because it produces large coefficients 
near edges, thus revealing salient information [102]. 

Basically, the issues to be addressed are the specific type of MR decomposition (pyramid, 
wavelet, linear, morphological, etc.) and the number of decomposition levels. 

A large part of research on MR image fusion has focused on choosing an appropriate MR 
representation which facilitates the selection and combination of salient features. After an 
exhaustive study of the existing literature, we have reached the following conclusions: 
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• In general, sampling causes a deterioration in the quality of the composite image by intro
ducing heavier blocking effects than would have been obtained by using decompositions 
without sampling. 

• Often, shift and rotation-invarianee properties are required. For many applications, the 
fusion result should not depend on the location or orientation of the objects in the input 
sources. Shift and rotation dependency are especially undesirable considering misregis
tration problems and for image sequence fusion. 

• In linear approaches, the specific filters used to implement the MR transform have little 
influence on the fusion result. In general, shorter filters lead to slightly sharper composite 
images. 

• MR decompositions constructed with morphological techniques are more suited for the 
analysis of the shape and size of specific features in the images. 

Another parameter which influences performance is the number of decomposition levels 
(analysis depth). To perform a consistent fusion of objects at arbitrary scales, decomposition 
over a large number of scales may appear necessary. However, using more levels does not 
necessarily yield better results; it may produce low-resolution bands where neighboring features 
overlap. This gives rise to discontinuities in the composite representation and thus introduces 
distortions such as blocking effects or 'ringing' artifacts into the composite image. The required 
analysis depth is primarily related to the spatial extent of the relevant objects in the source 
images. In general, it is not possible to compute the optimal analysis depth, but as a rule of 
thumb, the larger the objects of interest are, the higher the number of decomposition levels 
should be. 

6.2.4 Activity measure 

The meaning of 'saliency' (and thus the computation of the activity) depends on the nature of 
the source images as well as on the particular fusion application. For example, when combining 
images having different foci, a desirable activity level measure would provide a quantitative 
value that increases when features are more in focus. In this case, a suitable measure is one 
that puts emphasis on contrast differences. Since contrast information is partially captured 
in the decomposition by the magnitude of high-frequency components (details), a good choice 
is the absolute value of the detail coefficients or some other function that operates on their 
amplitude. Generally, based on the fact that the human visual system is primarily sensitive to 
local contrast changes (i.e., edges), most fusion algorithms compute the activity as some sort 
of energy calculation, e.g., 

4 H P ) = Yl wfc(AriIP)|lé(n + AnIP)P. 7€H+, (6.2) 
An&Wk(p) 

where Wk(p) is a finite window at level k and orientation p, and wk(-\p) are the window's 
weights. In the simplest case, the activity is just the absolute value of the coefficient, that. is. 

4(-) = \yks(-)\-
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Alternatively, one can compute the activity as the contrast of the component with its neighbors, 

e-g-, 

a%(n\p) = * / . . I . . N \Us\n\P) 
]T] wk(An\p)\yg(n + An\p) ' 

AneWk(p) 

or using some other linear or nonlinear criteria. For instance, to reduce the influence of impulsive 
noise, one may consider 

a | ( n | p ) = medianA„eWfc(p)12/5(n + An\p)\ . 

In practice, the window Wk(p) over which the function operates is small, typically including 
only the sample itself (sample-based operation), or a 3 x 3 or 5 x 5 window centered at the 
sample (area-based operation). However, other size and shape windows have also been used. 
Increasing the size of the neighborhood in the simple sample-based case adds robustness to 
the fusion system as it provides a smooth activity function. However, larger windows cause 
problems at lower resolution levels when their size exceeds the size of the most salient features. 

6.2.5 Match measure 

The match5 or similarity between the transform coefficients of the source images is usually 
expressed in terms of a local correlation measure. Alternatively, the relative amplitude of the 
coefficients or some other criteria can be used. In the following expression, the match value 
between y^(-) and y^(-) is defined as a normalized correlation averaged over a neighborhood of 
the samples: 

2 J2 wk(An\p)yk
A(n + An\p)yk

B{n + An\p) 

mk
AB(n\p) = 
k An€W''-(p) 

Z wk(An\p)(\yk
A{n + An\p)\2 + \y%(n + An\p)\ ) 

An€Wfc(p) 

where Wk(p) is the window at level k and orientation p. and wk(-\p) its corresponding weights. 
By analyzing the match measure, one can determine where the sources differ and to which 

extent, and use this information to combine them in an appropriate way. 

6.2 .6 C o m b i n a t i o n m a p 

This module performs the actual combination of the MR coefficients of the sources. For sim
plicity, consider two sources and assume that every composite coefficient is 'assembled' from 
the source coefficients at the corresponding level, band and position. More precisely, 

!*(•) = C*(i4(-),lé(-), *(•)). 
' T h e match measure is usually a similarity measure between two inputs . 
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where C: IR H-» K is the combination map at level k. A simple choice for Ck is a linear 
mapping, e.g., 

Ck(yj. y2,8) = wA(8)y1 + wB(8)y2, (6.3) 

where the weights WA{8), U>B(8) depend on the decision parameter 8. 
One can also use nonlinear mappings. Some well-known nonlinear mappings are multidi

mensional scaling [86], Sammon's mapping [126] and self-organizing maps [82]. Such mapping 
techniques have often been used for visualization of high-dimensional data sets [101]. 

In the sequel, we restrict ourselves to linear combination maps as in (6.3), yet with possibly 
more than two input sources. Thus, the composite coefficients gk

F(-) are obtained by an additive 
or weighted com.brnat.ion: 

*£(•)= X>s(d*(-))?/s(-)- (6.4) 

For the particular case where only one of the coefficients yk(-) has a weight distinct from zero, 
that is, only one of the sources contributes to the composite, we talk about selective combination 
or combination by selection. 

6.2.7 Decision map 

The construction of the decision map is a key point in our approach because its output dk 

governs the combination map Ck. Therefore, the decision map actually determines the com
bination of the various MR. decompositions ys and hence the construction of the composite 
U F • 

In our case, where we assume a weighted combination such as in (6.4), the decision map 
controls the values of the weights to be assigned to each of the source coefficients. Indeed, 
specifying the decision 8 = dk{-) is. in practice, equivalent to specifying the weights ws{8). For 
this reason, the combination and decision maps are often 'grouped' together by expressing the 
composite coefficients in terms of the parameters or functions the decision is based on. The 
problem of 'how to compute dk(-)' is translated into the problem of 'how to compute ws(dk(•))'. 
A natural approach is to assign to each coefficient a weight that depends increasingly on the 
activity. In general, the resulting weighted average (performed by the combination map) leads 
to a stabilization of the fusion result, but it introduces the problem of contrast reduction in 
case of opposite contrast in different source images. This can be avoided by using a selective 
rule that picks the most salient component, i.e., the one with largest activity. In this case, we 
get after applying the combination map: 

!£(•) = !&(•) w i t h M = argmaxs o | ( - ) . (6.5) 

In other words, the decision map 'decides' that the most salient coefficient (among the various 
ys(-), S £ S) is the best choice for the composite coefficient gk-(-), and 'tells' the combination 
map to select it. i.e., 

»«(*(•)) = I 1 ifS = MRmax<"4.(-) 
0 otherwise. 

http://com.brnat.ion
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This selective combination is also known in the literature as a 'choose max' selection or maxi
mum selection rule. For the case of two input sources, (6.5) can be written as 

k ( , («*(•) ifa*(.)>4(-) 

lyjj(-) otherwise. 

It works well under the assumption that at each image location, only one of the source images 
provides the most useful information. This assumption is not always valid, and a weighted 
combination may appear a better option. Alternatively, a match measure can be used to 
decide how to combine the coefficients. For instance, 

fy\{-) »' ™k
AB(-)<T ^ d ak

A(-) > ak
B(.) 

VB(-) if rnAB(-)<T and ak
A(-) < ak

B(-) 

; ^ ^ i f ^ C ) > r . 

for some threshold T. Thus, at locations where the source images are distinctly different, the 
combination process selects the most salient component, while at locations where they arc 
similar, the process averages the source components. In this manner, averaging reduces noise 
and provides stability at locations where source images contain similar information, whereas 
selection retains salient information and reduces artifacts due to opposite contrast at locations 
where both source images are different. 

In the examples presented so far, the decision is taken for each coefficient without reference 
to the others. This may degrade the fusion result since there is the possibility of feature 
cancellation when the inverse transform is applied to obtain the composite image. One may 
avoid these problems to some extent by taking into account the spatial, inter- and intra-scalc 
dependencies between the coefficients. Note that by construction, each coefficient of an MR 
decomposition can be related to a set of coefficients in other orientation bands and other 
levels: they represent the same (or nearby) spatial location in the original image. It seems 
reasonable then to consider all (or a set of) these coefficients when determining the composite 
MR representation. For example, one may use intra-scalc dependencies to obtain: 

. \yk
A{n\p) if £ 4 ( n | p ' ) > £ a%{n\p') 

yF{n\p) = < P'=I P'=I 

I !JB in\p) otherwise. 

Here, each composite coefficient is obtained by a selective rule which takes into account the 
corresponding activity values of all detail bands p. In this particular example, composite 
coefficients of different orientation bands (but at the same level and location) are selected from 
the same source. 

Another possibility is to exploit spatial redundancy between neighboring samples. One 
may assume that neighboring samples are likely to belong to the same object and thus should 

A 
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be treated in the same way. An illustrative example is the consistency verification method 
proposed by Li et al. [92]. This method consists in applying a majority filter to a preliminary 
decision map. Now the filtered decision map determines the combination of the images. For 
example, consider the case where, according to the preliminary decision map, the composite 
yp(-) should be selected from yk

A, while the majority of the surrounding composite coefficients 
should be selected from y%. After the filtering, the decision map will indicate that the composite 
coefficient yp{-) should be selected from y%. 

Such modifications of the decision map are motivated by the fact that significant image 
features tend to be stable with respect to variations in space, scale and orientation. Thus, 
when comparing the corresponding image features in multiple source images, consideration of 
the dependencies between transform coefficients may lead to a more robust fusion strategy. 

C o m b i n a t i o n of a p p r o x i m a t i o n images vs. c o m b i n a t i o n of de t a i l images 

Because of their different physical meaning, the approximation and detail images are usually 
treated by the combination algorithm in a different fashion. For the detail images y | , one may 
observe that relevant perceptual information relates to the 'edge' information that is present in 
each of the detail coefficients y|(-)- Detail coefficients having large absolute values correspond 
to sharp intensity changes and hence to salient features in the image such as edges, lines and 
region boundaries. The nature of the approximation coefficients, however, is different. The 
approximation image yj> (-|0) represents a coarse representation of the original image xs and 
may have inherited some of its properties such as the mean intensity or some coarse texture 
information. Thus, coefficients yg(n\0) with high magnitudes do not necessarily correspond 
with salient features. Therefore, an activity measure a^(-|0) based on quantities such as entropy 
variance or texture criteria, is more appropriate than one based on energy like in (6.2). 

In many approaches, the composite approximation coefficients of the highest decomposition 
level, representing the mean intensity, are taken to be a weighted average of the approximation 
of the sources: 

£ V$(n\0) 
»?(» |0) = * É * _ , (6.6) 

where | 5 | is the number of sources. The logic behind this combination relics on the assumptions 
that the sources x$ are contaminated by additive Gaussian noise and that, provided that K 
is high enough, the relevant features have already been captured by the details yjj(-|p). Thus, 
the approximation images yf(- |0) of the various sources contain the same scene distorted by 
noise; averaging them reduces the variance of the noise while ensuring that an appropriate 
mean intensity is maintained. 

A popular way to construct the composite yF is to use (6.6) for the approximation coefficients 
and the selective combination in (6.5) for the detail coefficients. For the simple case where 
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as(') — bs(')l> a n c l there are two input sources, we can express this combination algorithm as 

, « H 0 ) = rf("IO) + »g(n|0) (67) 

fc/ IN f»S(nlp) if tó(nb)l > tó("b)l 
rf'(n|p) = < p = l , . . . , P (6.8) 

I y# (n|p) otherwise. 

Note that other factors may be incorporated for the fusion rules. In particular, if some 
prior knowledge is available, all the fusion blocks can use such information to improve fusion 
performance. For instance, when combining the source coefficients, the weights assigned to 
them may depend not only on the activity and match measure, but may also reflect some a 
priori knowledge of a specific type, giving preference to certain levels A:, bands p, locations n , 
or some input sources S. 

Finally, we want to remark that the decision on which techniques to use is very much driven 
by the application. At the same time, the characteristics of the resulting composite image 
depend strongly on the applied pre-processing and the chosen fusion techniques. The different 
options we have presented are neither exhaustive nor mutually exclusive and they should merely 
be considered as practically important examples. 

6.3 Overview of some existing fusion schemes 

In the literature one finds several MR fusion approaches which fit into our general scheme. In 
this section, we review some of them. The reader may also get an impression of the evolution 
of MR fusion schemes during the past fifteen years. 

The first MR image fusion approach proposed in the literature is due to Burt [17]. His 
implementation used the Laplacian pyramid (see Section 1.3) and the sample-based maximum 
selection rule with a |(-) = |2/<j(-)l- Thus, each composite coefficient •</£(•) is obtained by 

if|»i(0|>|i*(-)| , s 
(6.9) 

otherwise. 

Toet [152,155] presented a similar algorithm but using the ratio-of-low-pass pyramid. His 
approach is motivated by the fact that the human visual system is based on contrast, and 
therefore, a fusion technique which selects the highest local luminance contrast is likely to 
provide better details to a human observer. Another variation of this scheme is obtained by 
replacing the linear filters by morphological ones [103,153]. 

Burt and Kolczynski [21] proposed to use the gradient pyramid, such as described in Sec
tion 2.5.5, together with a combination algorithm that is based on an activity and a match 
measure. In particular, they define the activity of */<?(•) as a local energy measure: 

4(™\P)= Y, \yks(n + An\p)\2, (6.10) 
An€Wfc(p) 
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and the match between yA{-) and yB(-) as 

k , . . 2 E^ngw^p) y ^ ( n + *n\p)ykB(n + A n b ) , f i i n 
m\D(n\p) = \ • v , k t • > , (6.11) 

with Wfc(p) being either a 1 x 1, 3 x 3. or 5 x 5 window centered at the origin. The combination 
process is the weighted average 

y ^ = wA{dk{-))yk
A{-) + wB{dk{-))yk

B{-), 

where the weights are determined by the decision process for each level k, band p, and location 

n as wA(dk(-)) = 1 - wB(dk{-)) = <**(•). with 

d*(-) = < 

' l 

Ü 

1 | l(l-'nAB(-U 
2 t 2 ^ 1-T > 

1 l / - l - w ^ B ( - ) \ 
^.2 2^ 1-T 1 

\imk
AB{-) < Tanda^(-) > a% 

iimAB(-) < T and a^(-) < a% 

if mAB(-) > T and aA(-) > a% 

ifm^(-) > randa^(-) <a% 

(6.12; 

for some threshold T. Observe that in case of a poor match (no similarity between the in
puts), the source coefficient having the largest activity will yield the composite value, while 
otherwise, a weighted sum of the sources coefficients will be used. The authors claim that 
this approach provides a partial solution to the problem of combining components that have 
opposite contrast, since such components are combined by selection. In addition, the use of 
area-based (vs. sampled-based) operations and the gradient pyramid provide greater stability 
in noise, compared to the Laplacian pyramid-based fusion. 

Ranchin and Wald [119] presented one of the first wavelet-based fusion systems. This 
approach is also used by Li et al. in [92]. Their implementation considers the maximum absolute 
value within a window as the activity measure associated with the sample centered in the 
window: 

4 ( n l p ) = maxA„ewfc(p)|y|(n + An\p)\. 

For each position in the transform domain, the maximum selection rule is used to determine 
which of the inputs is likely to contain the most useful information. This results in a preliminary 
decision map which indicates, at each position, which source should be used in the combination 
map. This decision map is then subject to a consistency verification. In particular, Li et 
al. apply a majority filter in order to remove possible wrong selection decisions caused by 
impulsive noise. The authors claim that, their scheme performs better than the Laplacian 
pyramid-based fusion due to the compactness, directional selectivity and orthogonality of the 
discrete wavelet transform (DWT). 

Wilson et al. [169] used a DWT fusion method and a perceptual-based weighting based on 
the frequency response of the human visual system. In fact, their activity measure is computed 
as a weighted sum of the Fourier transform coefficients of the wavelet decomposition, with the 
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weights determined by the contrast sensitivity6. They define a perceptual distance between the 
sources as 

Dk
AB{ 4( 

+ a%i 

and use this together with the activity to determine the weights of the wavelet coefficients from 
each source. Observe that this perceptual distance is directly related to the matching measure: 
the smaller the perceptual distance, the higher the matching measure. The final weighting is 
given by wA(dk{-)) = 1 - wB(dk(-)) = dk(-), with: 

dk(-) = 0 

i f D 5 B ( - ) > r a n d a ï ( . ) > 4 

XDAB( <>A\ J ^ U B < 

1 2 a * ( - ) lt UAB\ <T, 

for some threshold T. In the experimental results presented by the authors, the composite im
ages obtained with their method are visually better than the ones obtained by fusion techniques 
based on the gradient pyramid or the ratio-of-low-pass pyramid. 

Koren et al. [83] used a steerable pyramid transform (see Section 2.5.4) for the MR decom
position. They advocate their choice because of the shift-invariance and non-aliasing properties 
this transform offers. For each orientation band, the activity is a local oriented energy. Only 
the components corresponding to the orientation band whose activity is the largest are included 
for reconstruction (maximum selection rule). Liu et al. [94] take a completely different point of 
view. They also used a steerable pyramid but rather than using it to fuse the source images, 
they fuse the various bands of this decomposition by means of a Laplacian pyramid. 

In [123], Rockinger considered an approach based on a shift-invariant extension of the 
DWT. The detail coefficients are combined by a maximum selection rule, while the coarse 
approximation coefficients are merged by averaging. Due to the shift-invariance representation, 
the proposed method is particularly useful for image sequence fusion, where a composite image 
sequence has to be built from various input image sequences. The author shows that the 
shift-invariant fusion method outperforms other MR fusion methods with respect to temporal 
stability' and consistency8. 

Pu and Ni [116] proposed a contrast-based image fusion method using the DWT. They 
measure the activity as the absolute value of what they call directive contrast: 

ak
s(n\p) = VS(MP) 

yk(n\0) 
P=l, 3, 

The contrast sensitivity is defined as the reciprocal of the lowest contrast value above which a given spatial 
frequency is perceived. 

7A composite image sequence is temporally stable if the graylevel changes in the composite sequence are 
only caused by the graylevel changes in the input sequences. 

8 A composite image sequence is temporally consistent if the graylevel changes occurring in the input sequences 
are present in the composite sequence without any delay or contrast change. 
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and use a maximum selection rule as the combination method of the wavelet coefficients. They 
also proposed an alternative approach where the combination process is performed on the 
directive contrast itself. 

Li and Wang [93] examined the application of discrete multiwavclet transforms (see Sec
tion 2.5.3) to multisensor image fusion. The composite coefficients are obtained through a 
sample-based maximum selection rule. The authors showed experimental results where their 
fusion scheme performs better than those based on comparable scalar wavelet transforms. 

Another MR technique is proposed by Scheunders in [128] where the fusion consists of 
retaining the modulus maxima [100] of the wavelet coefficients from the different bands and 
combining them. Noise reduction can be applied during the fusion process by removing noise-
related modulus maxima. In the experiments presented, the proposed method outperforms 
other wavelet-based fusion techniques. A different yet interesting approach by Scheunders [129, 
130] uses a wavelet representation based on inultiscale fundamental forms. 

Mukhopadhyay and Chanda [111] presented a fusion scheme using multiscale morphology. 
In particular, they employ two MR top-hat transforms [131,140] for extracting bright and dark 
details from the sources. For each source x$, they derive two MR structures ys,b and ys,d, 
by applying the bright and dark top-hat transforms respectively. A sample-based maximum 
selection rule on all ys,b yields a 'bright composite1 yp,b- Likewise, the same selection rule on 
all ys.d produces a 'dark composite' yF%d- In both cases, the activity measure of each sample 
is taken to be its amplitude. Finally, the two composite MR representations are combined by 
subtracting the 'dark' details yFd from the 'bright' ones yFb and summing up all the entries. 
The 'dark' and 'bright' approximations are averaged and added to the detail to obtain an output 
composite image Xp. 

6.4 Examples 

Fig. 6.2-Fig. 6.5 are examples of composite images obtained by choosing different alternatives 
in the fusion blocks. Here, we give a few more examples. In all cases, we have used the sources 
shown in Fig. 6.1. which correspond to visual and IR image modalities. For displaying pur
poses the gray values of the pixels have been scaled between 0 and 255 (histogram stretching). 
Unless otherwise stated, three levels of decomposition (i.e.. A '= 3) have been used for the MR 
decomposition of the sources. 

Fig. 6.8 shows examples of composite images obtained by some of the fusion algorithms 

which have been discussed before. 
The first, row of Fig. 6.8 corresponds to the special case where K = 0 and thus no MR 

decomposition is done. Fig. 6.8(a) is the result of a pixel-by-pixel average of the sources, 
while Fig. 6.8(b) is a weighted average where the weights have been determined by a principal 
component analysis (PCA). In the average-fused image, we can observe the loss of contrast 
compared to the other examples. The PCA-fused image strongly resembles the visual image 
( Fig. 6.1(a)) and the person is almost invisible. 

In Fig. 6.8(c) we have used Burt 's method [17] comprising a Laplacian pyramid decompose 
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tion and the combination algorithm specified in (6.7)-(6.8). The same combination algorithm 
but using a ratio-of-low pass pyramid for the decomposition (Toet's method [152]) yields the 
result in Fig. 6.8(d). 

Fig. 6.8(e) illustrates the fusion algorithm proposed by Burt and Kolczynski in [21]. Here, 
the activity measure, the match measure, and the weights are computed as in (6.10)-(6.12), 
with a 3 x 3 window centered at the origin and a threshold T = 0.85. 

Fig. 6.8(d) shows the composite image obtained by the fusion scheme proposed by Li et 
al. in [92]. We have used the Daubechies orthogonal wavelet of order 2 to compute the DWT, 
and a 3 x 3 window for the consistency verification. 

Fig. 6.9 shows some examples obtained by combining different alternatives in the different 
fusion blocks. The purpose is not to outperform the already existing approaches but to give an 
idea of the flexibility and freedom our framework offers. 

In Fig. 6.9(a) a steerable pyramid with P = 4 is used for the decomposition of the sources. 
The combination algorithm is the same as the one proposed by Burt and Kolczynski, with a 
3 x 3 window centered at the origin and a threshold T = 0.85. Fig. 6.9(b) has also been obtained 
with the same combination algorithm but performing, in addition, consistency verification, and 
using a translation invariant Haar wavelet for the MR representation of the sources. 

Fig. 6.9(c)-(d) are examples of composite images where a median pyramid is employed for the 
MR decomposition. In Fig. 6.9(d), however, the ratio of the median filtered approximations 
instead of the standard difference is used. In both cases, the simple combination algorithm 
specified in (6.7)-(6.8) is applied. 

In Fig. 6.9(e)-Fig. 6.9(f), the lifting scheme (see Section 2.2) is used to perform the MR 
decomposition on a quincunx lattice. Fig. 6.9(e) shows the composite image obtained with 
the max-lifting scheme9 [70], while Fig. 6.9(f) depicts the result obtained with a lifting scheme 
where the prediction and update operators are Neville filters [84] of order 2. In both cases the 
combination algorithm specified in (6.7)-(6.8) is used. 

6.5 Adaptive M R schemes for image fusion 

The use of adaptive MR transforms opens a new perspective on MR fusion algorithms. Note 
that classical MR fusion approaches simply apply a fixed transform to the sources xs, combine 
the resulting MR coefficients into a composite MR decomposition yF, and apply the inverse 
of the fixed transform to yF. If we use an adaptive transform, the decomposition is steered 
by the input data which, in effect, results in different transforms for different sources xs- We 
are then immediately led to the problem of which inverse transform to apply to the combined 
data yF. To get around this problem, we look for a joint MR transform which is adapted to all 
sources x,$. This joint adaptive MR transform, is used to decompose all xs, and its inverse can 
be used to compute the composite image xF from the composite MR decomposition yF. The 

9The max-lifting scheme is based on morphological operators. A major characteristic of this scheme is that 
it preserves local maxima. 
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Figure 6.8: Examples of fusion by some existing methods: (a) average; (b) weighted average, by PC A, 
(c) Burt's method; (d) Toet's method; (e) Burt and Kolczynski's method; (f) Li et al. 's method. 
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Figure 6.9: Examples of fusion by other methods: (a) steerable pyramid with Burt, and Kolczynski's 
combination algorithm; (b) undecimated DWT with Burt and Kolczynski's combination algorithm, and 
consistency verification. For (c)-(f), the combination algorithm is (6.7)-(6.8) and the MR decom
positions are: (c) median pyramid; (d) ratio-o f-median pyramid; (e) max-lifting wavelet scheme (in 
quincunx lattice); (f) linear lifting with Neville filters wavelet scheme (in quincunx lattice). 
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challenge therefore is to find joint adaptive AIR transforms that are suited for the purpose of 
image fusion. 

In this section we investigate some simple approaches. In all cases, we consider two input 
sources xA, I B , and assume lifting-based wavelet decompositions (see below) in which the choice 
of the update lifting step is governed by some decision map10. The general idea is the following: 

1. choose a criterion for triggering the update lifting step; 

2. compute the update decision map for each input; 

3. merge the update decision maps into a joint update decision map: 

4. compute the transform on each input by using the joint decision map. 

This procedure is iterated over the approximation images yielding two MR decompositions \)A 
and yB. and the multiscale joint decision map 

DF = {DF,...,D^} 

where Dk- is the joint decision map used at level k. 

Lifting-based wavelet decompositions 
We consider MR decompositions based on the lifting scheme; see Chapters 3-5 for more de

tails. First, an original image x is split into its four polyphase components: XQ{TI) — x(2rn, 2n), 
yl{n\l) = x{2m,2n + 1), yl(n\2) = x(2rn + l ,2n) , yj(n|3) - x{2m + l,2n 4- 1). Then, xl

Q is 
updated by 

x1(n) = x1
0(n)ednUdn(yl){n), 

where ©dn, £/<*„ depend on dn which is the output of some decision map D1 at location n , i.e., 
dn = Dl(n). The polyphase components yl(n\p), p = 1 , . . . , 3 , are predicted as in (4.16), i.e., 
y ] (n | p ) = y^{n\p) - x ! ( n ) for p = 1,2, and </(n|3) - ^ ( n | 3 ) - xl(n) - y x (n | l ) - y\n\2). 
The component x1 is the approximation image at level 1 and y1 = {y'(- | l),y1(- |2),y1(- |3)} are 
the detail images at level 1. The wavelet step (splitting, update and prediction) is iterated over 
the approximation image until level A' is reached. Note that at each level k the update lifting 
step depends on Dk while the prediction lifting step is fixed. 

6.5.1 Case studies 

In the examples presented below, we obtain the composite detail coefficients by a sample-based 
maximum selection rule as in (6.9). The MR decomposition yF is inverted by reverting the 
lifting steps described above. In particular, the inversion of the update lifting step is given by 

; r J F (n ) = xk
F(n) edn Udn(y

kj,){n), 

10This decision map should not be confused with the decision map of the MR fusion scheme. In order to 
avoid con f vision, we refer to the former as the update decision map, and to the latter as the fusion decision map. 
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where dn = DF(n) and ©^ denotes the subtraction which inverts ®d- The composite image is 
%F — ^ F I obtained from merging x$F with y^ F. 

In the two first simulations, DA, DB are computed as described in Experiment 4.2.5, i.e., 

Ds(n) = b ( v | ( n ) ) > Ts], S = A,B, (6.13) 

where v$ is the gradient vector at level k and p is the weighted Euclidean norm: 

VJ=1
 Z 3=5 

The filters used in the update lifting step are also the same as in Experiment 4.2.5 (i.e., a 
weighted average for d = 0 and the identity filter for d = 1). Note that these filters are chosen 
in such a way that the adaptive scheme satisfies the threshold criterion (see Proposition 4.2.5). 
However, since for the reconstruction we use a given decision map, we could have chosen any 
other filters. Recall that in previous chapters, the threshold criterion was important in order 
to ensure perfect reconstruction without the need for bookkeeping. In this section, we do store 
the decisions we make for the update filters. This bookkeeping (as long as we are not concern 
about memory storage in the system) is not a serious issue in image fusion, however. 

C a s e 1: DF as the 'union' of DA, DB - Fig. 6.10 
In this example, we consider the fusion of a magnetic resonance image (MRI) and a computer 
tomography (CT) image; see top row of Fig. 6.10. At each level k, we obtain their respective 
update decision maps Dk

A, DB as described above, using TA = 40, TB — 60. We have used 
different thresholds because of the difference statistics of the images. Then, we construct the 
joint decision map DF by 

DF{n) = max{D k
A(n), Dk

B{n)}. 

Since Ds(n) G {0,1}, the previous expression means that DF is obtained as the 'union' of DA 

and D%. 
The middle row of Fig. 6.10 shows the composite image and the joint update decision maps 

DF, DF and DF. The bottom row shows the composite images obtained by the corresponding 
non-adaptive decompositions with fixed d = 0 (left) and d = 1 (right). 

We can observe that the composite image obtained by the adaptive scheme offers a good 
compromise compared to its non-adaptive counterparts. It reduces both the blurring and 
ringing of the non-adaptive composite image with d = 0, and the blocking artifacts of the 
non-adaptive composite image with d = 1. 

Case 2: DF as the ' i n t e r s ec t i on ' of DA, DB - F ig . 6.11 
Here we take as sources the images shown at the top row of Fig. 6.11. We obtain DA. DB in 
the same way as before but with TA = Tg = 40. We construct the joint update decision map 

by 
Dk

F(n)= mm {DA{n),DB{n)}. 

i/i. 
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That is, Dk
F is the •intersection' of the individual update decision maps. This implies that only 

if both input images have a large gradient no filtering takes place, i.e.. xk
s{n) = xs~

1(2n). 
The results are shown in Fig. 6.11. Note that the composite image obtained with the 

adaptive approach (left image of the second row) is similar to the one obtained with the non-
adaptive decomposition with d = 0 (left image of the bottom row). Indeed, one can foresee 
this similarity by inspecting the joint update decision maps which, especially for finer levels, 
give d = 0 for most locations. The smoothing effect of the filter corresponding to d = 0 reduces 
the aliasing and the resulting blocking artifacts that one can perceive in the composite image 
obtained with fixed d = 1 (right image of the bottom row). On the other hand, this latter 
composite image presents less ringing" artifacts than the one obtained with fixed d = 0. This 
ringing is most noticeable in the horizontal edge just above the digit '12'. Since this edge is 
'strong' for both input images, it is preserved by the joint adaptive decomposition. Therefore, 
the composite image obtained with the adaptive approach avoids the ringing as well as the 
blocking artifacts. 

C a s e 3: c o m b i n i n g l inea r a n d morphologica l d e c o m p o s i t i o n s - Fig. 6.12 
In this example the update decision map alternates between two different filters: an average 
filter for texture regions (d = 0) and a median-based11 filter for all other regions (d = 1). The 
choice of the filter is made according to the texture criterion proposed in [55]. This criterion is 
based on the premise that texture regions have a high local variance in all directions. 

The composite image obtained using this approach is shown at the left of the middle row 
of Fig. 6.12. Here, we have considered two levels of decompositions. The non-adaptive coun
terparts are shown in the bottom row. Observe that, again, with the adaptive approach, both 
ringing and blocking artifacts have considerably decreased when compared to the images ob
tained with the non-adaptive approaches. 

6.5.2 Discussion 

These preliminary experiments show that the use of adaptive transforms may result in a slight 
reduction of artifacts when compared to their non-adaptive counterparts. However, a thor
ough investigation is needed in order to find decompositions which can outperform standard 
transforms for image fusion such as the Laplacian pyramid. 

Obviously, the construction of the joint adaptive decomposition is a key factor which needs 
further research. Currently we construct the joint update decision map from the independent 
update decision maps of the different sources. However, we can also think of computing such 
joint decision map by simultaneously analyzing the sources. The choice of the filters is another 
issue that needs further exploration. 

The update of a sample is computed by averaging the sample with the median of its eight neighbors. 
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Figure 6.10: Case 1. Top: MRI (left) and CT (right) input images. Middle: composite image in the 
adaptive case (left) and joint update decision maps (right) D},.. Dj.-, Dp. Bottom.: composite images in 
the non-adaptive cases with d = 0 (left) and d = 1 (right). 
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Figure 6.11: Case 2. Top: out-of-focus input images. Middle: composite image in the adaptive 
case (left) and joint update decision maps (right) DF,DF, Df*. Bottom.: composite images in the 
non-adaptive cases with d = 0 (left) and d = 1 (right). 
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Figure 6.12: Case 3. Top: MRI (left) and CT (right) input images. Middle: composite image in the 
adaptive case (left) and joint update decision maps (right) DF, Dp. Bottom: composite image in the 
non-adaptive cases with d = 0 (left) and d = 1 (right). Here d = 0 corresponds to an average filter, 
while d = 1 to a median-based filter. 





Chapter 7 

Region-based multiresolution image fusion 

The algorithms based on multiresolution (MR) techniques that we have discussed in the pre
vious chapter are mainly pixel-based approaches where each individual coefficient of the MR 
decomposition (or possibly the coefficients in a small fixed window) is treated more or less in
dependently. However, for most, if not all, image fusion applications, it seems more meaningful 
to combine objects rather than pixels. For example, in the input images depicted in Fig. 6.1, 
a composite image containing objects such as the house, the bushes, the hills, etc., as well as 
the person from the IR source and the fence from the visual source, would represent a rather 
accurate description of the underlying scene. Therefore, when fusing these images, it is rea
sonable to consider the pixels which constitute these objects as entities instead of combining 
the pixels without reference to the object they belong to. As an intermediate step from pixel-
based toward object-based fusion schemes, one may consider region-based approaches. Such 
approaches have the additional advantage that the fusion process becomes more robust and 
may help to circumvent some of the well-known drawbacks of pixel-based techniques, such as 
blurring effects and high sensitivity to noise and misregistration. 

In this chapter, we introduce a new region-based approach to MR. fusion which combines 
aspects of feature and pixel fusion. The basic idea is to build a segmentation based on all 
different source images and to use this segmentation to guide the combination process. A 
major difference with other existing region-based approaches [105,174] is that the segmentation 
performed is: (i) multisource, in the sense that a single segmentation is obtained from all 
the input images, and (ii) multiresolution, in the sense that it is computed in an MR. fashion 
(thus, we do not merely compute independent segmentations of images at different resolutions). 
For instance, in [174] the regions are obtained by segmenting (independently) each of the 
approximation images x$ and by exploiting the tree-structure in the decomposition: every 
detail coefficient y<y(-) is assigned to a region in x$. 

157 
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7.1 The overall scheme: from pixels to regions 

7.1.1 Introduction 

Our region-based fusion scheme depicted in Fig. 7.1 extends the pixel-based fusion approach 
discussed in Chapter 6 (see Fig. 6.7). Indeed, it includes all the blocks described before. The 
major difference between the two schemes consists hereof that the region-based scheme also 
contains a segmentation module which uses all sources xs as input and returns a single MR 
segmentation 71 (i.e., a partition of the underlying image domains into regions) as output. Thus, 
we use MR decompositions to represent the input images at different scales and, additionally, 
we introduce a multiresolution/multisource (MR/MS) segmentation to partition the image 
domain at these scales into regions. The activity and match measures are now computed 
for every such region. These measures may correspond to low-level as well as intermediate-
level structures. Furthermore, the MR segmentation 71 allows us to impose data-dependent 
consistency constraints based on spatial as well as inter- and intra-scalc dependencies. All this 
information, i.e., the measures and the consistency constraints, is integrated to yield a decision 
map d which governs the combination of the coefficients of the sources. This combination 
results in an MR decomposition yF. and by MR synthesis we obtain a composite image xF. 

The main functional blocks of this fusion strategy are depicted in Fig. 7.1. Since we already 
discussed most of them in Chapter 6. we concentrate on the segmentation module and its 
interaction with the other modules. 

7.1.2 MR/MS segmentation 

The MR/MS segmentation uses the various source images as input and returns a single MR 

segmentation 

71= {7ll.7Z2,....7lK} 

as output . Here 7Zk represents a segmentation at level k, i.e.. a partitioning of the domain at 
level k. 

Loosely speaking, 71 provides an MR representation of the various regions of the underlying 
scene. This representation will guide the other blocks of the fusion process; hence instead of 
working at pixel level, they will take into consideration the regions inferred by the segmentation. 
R o m an intuitive point of view, we can regard these regions as the constituent parts of the 
objects in the overall scene. 

In our image fusion problem, segmentation is merely a preparatory step toward actual 
fusion. In fact, we are not interested in the segmentation of the images per se, but rather 
in a coarse partition of the underlying scene. Therefore, the segmentation process does not 
need to be extremely accurate. For our purposes, we have developed an MR/MS segmentation 
algorithm based on pyramid linking [20]. We describe our segmentation algorithm in Section 7.2. 
Obviously, other segmentation methods can be used, as long as they meet the constraint that 
the sampling structure in 71 is the same as in ys, so that each partition 7lk corresponds to a 
partition of the detail image y|(- |p). 
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Figure 7.1: Generic region-based MR fusion scheme with two input sources XA and XB, and one 
output composite image xF. 

7 .1 .3 C o m b i n a t i o n a l g o r i t h m 

Since the building blocks of the combination algorithm in the region-based approach are essen
tially the same as in the pixel-based case, the combination algorithms discussed in Chapter 6 
can be easily extended to the region-based approach. For example, we can define the activity 
of each region R € Hk in .(/|(-|p) by 

ak
s(R\p) = ~yZas(n\P) 1*1 

(7.1) 
716 R 

where \R\ is the area of region R. Similarly, we can define the match measure of each region 
R € TZk in the image bands yA(-\p) and yB(-\p) by 

™kAB(R\P) = 7ÖÏ ^2mAB(n\P) • \R\ 
(7.2) 

neft 

Given these measures, the decision map can be constructed in several ways as discussed 
in Section 6.2.7, with the only difference that ag(R\p), mAB(R\p) are used instead of o | ( n | p ) , 
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m\B(n\p). For instance, a combination algorithm based on a maximum selection rule (see (6.5) 
for the pixel-based case) would read: 

^„Ip) = MM") if <™ > «4(*M for all „ e a (7.3) 
|.(/^(n|;j) otherwise 

As in the pixel-based scheme, once the decision map is constructed, the mapping performed 
by the combination process is determined for all coefficients, and the synthesis process yields 
the composite image xp-

Xote that for the particular case in which each region corresponds to a single point n. the 
region-based approach reduces to a pixel-based approach. Thus, the region-based MR fusion 
scheme extends and generalizes the pixel-based approach, and offers a general framework for 
MR-based image fusion which encompasses most of the existing MR fusion algorithms. 

7.2 MR/MS segmentation based on pyramid linking 

In this section we present an MR/MS segmentation algorithm based on pyramid linking. We 
first review the basics of the conventional pyramid linking segmentation method. Then, we 
modify and extend this method for the segmentation of several input images. 

7.2.1 The linked pyramid 

The linked pyramid structure was first described by Burt et al. [20] (related work can be found 
in [9,28,75,113,164]). It consists of an MR decomposition of an image with the bottom level 
containing the full-resolution image, and each successive higher level containing a filtered and 
subsampled image derived from the level below it. The various levels of the pyramid are 'linked' 
by means of so-called child-parent relations (see Fig. 7.2) between their samples (pixels); such 
child-parent links are established during an iterative processing procedure to be described below. 

A conventional linked pyramid is constructed as follows. First, an approximation pyramid 
(see Section 2.3) is produced by low-pass filtering and sampling. Then, child-parent relations 
are established by linking each pixel at a given level (called child) to one of the pixels in the 
next higher level (called parent) which is closest in gray value (or in some other pixel attribute). 
The at tr ibute values of the parents are then updated using the values of their children. The 
process of linking and updating is repeated until convergence (which always occurs [20]). At the 
end (or possibly during the linking process), some pixels are labeled as roots. In the simplest 
case, only pixels at the top level of the pyramid are roots. Every root and the pixels which are 
connected to it induce a tree in the pyramid. The leaves of each tree correspond to pixels in 
the full-resolution image which define a segment or region. Thus, the linked pyramid provides 
a framework for an iterative process of image segmentation. For example, in Fig. 7.2, pixel T 
is a root which represents a segment at the bottom level composed of pixels a, b, c and d. 

There exist many variations on the scheme above. This may concern the way the initial 
pyramid is built, the manner pixels are linked to each other, the choice when pixels should be 
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Figure 7.2: A diagram illustrating linking relationships. E.g., pixel A is the parent of children a, b 
and c, and it is also the child, of pixel T. 

declared as roots, the size of the neighborhood in which children can look for a parent to link 
to, the attribute that is being used (e.g., gray value, edge, local texture), etc. 

As a result, a general pyramid linking method is hard to define, and most research has been 
focused on specific problems or aspects. Two major problems are the enforcement of connec
tivity in the segmented regions and the root labeling. The first problem arises from the fact 
that standard algorithms do not guarantee connectivity of regions. Pixels which are adjacent 
at some higher level do not necessarily represent adjacent regions at the lower levels. This can 
cause the creation of disconnected regions at the bottom level. To avoid such anomalies, one 
can use the connectivity preservation criteria proposed by Nacken in [113]. The second prob
lem concerns root characterization. In Burt's original approach, only pixels at the top level are 
defined as roots, and therefore, the number of segments (which equals the number of roots) is 
fixed. Posterior approaches avoid such a prior choice and define roots as those pixels which are 
not linked 'strongly' enough to a parent [75,164]. Now, the problem of root characterization is 
reduced to the definition of link strength and the choice of a root labeling threshold. 

7.2 .2 M R s e g m e n t a t i o n a l g o r i t h m u s i n g l ink ing 

Our basic algorithm follows the classical '50% overlapping 4 x 4' structure [20]. This means 
that each parent is derived from the pixels in the 4 x 4 neighborhood immediately below it. and 
this neighborhood overlaps 50% of that of its 4 neighbors. Thus, each pixel has 16 candidate 
children and each child up to 4 candidate parents; see Fig. 7.3. The bottom of the pyramid 
corresponds to level zero and, for simplicity, is assumed to be of size N x N with Ar a power of 
2. The highest level is considered to be KM — log2N - 1. 

At each level k, the pixels are indexed by the vector n = (m, n)'l\ where m, n = 0 , . . . , £ — 1. 
We denote by C(n) the set of candidate children of pixel n at level k > 0; that is, 

C(n) = {(rri, n') \ m' E {2m - 1,2m, 2m -t- 1,2m + 2}, n e {2n - 1,2n, 2n + 1, In + 2} } . 

Similarly, we denote by V(n) the set of candidate parents of pixel n at level k < K,\t: 

P ( n H ( m > 0 | m ' e { L i ( m - l ) J , L ^ 

where |_-J denotes the integer part of the enclosed value. We define the receptive field of a pixel 
n as the set of pixels at level zero that belong to the same tree as n. 
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Figure 7.3: Parent-child relations. The dark pixel at the lower level should choose a parent within the 
4 candidate parents at the next finer level. Each of the candidate parents has 16 children. E.g., the 
bottom-left gray pixel at the finer level has as children the pixels shaded in gray in the lower level. 

To each pixel we associate one or more variables representing the attributes on which the 
segmentation will be based. In this study, we assign to each pixel n at level k its grayscale 
value xk(n), and the area Ak(n) of its receptive field. 

Consider an input image x = x°. Our pyramid segmentation algorithm consists of three 
steps. 

1. Initialization 
We associate to each pixel n at level zero the gray value x°{n) of the original image, and to 
each pixel n at level A" > 0 a gray value xk(n) computed from the average of the gray values of 
its candidate children: 

n'eC{n) 

2. Linking 

(a) Pixel linking and root labeling. 

For each child, a suitable parent is sought among the candidate parents: it is linked to 
its most 'similar' parent or it becomes a root (see below). Here, 'similarity' is based on 
grayscale proximity. A distance measure between the child and each of its four candidate 
parents is computed. A link is established with the parent that minimizes that distance. 
It may occur that more than one candidate parent minimizes the distance measure. In 
this case we arbitrarily pick one of them. A simple choice for the distance measure is the 
absolute difference in grayscale. Examples of other distances can be found in [113,164]. 

In our approach, we perform the root labeling within the linking step. That is, when 
trying to link to a parent, the link is not established if the minimal distance is above 
some threshold. In such a case the pixel is labeled as a root (thus, it is not considered to 
be a child any more). We refer to [75,164] for other alternatives. 
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An advantage of this method is its speed: a single operation will identify all roots. A 
disadvantage is that it is not clear beforehand how many roots (and therefore, how many 
segments) will be found. Defining a good root labeling threshold is not straightforward. 
When the threshold is too high, few pixels become roots, whereas many pixels are labeled 
as root if the threshold is too low. For simplicity, we use a threshold T = 0.25Az° where 
Ax° is the length of the dynamic range of the input image x°. 

(b) Updating area Ak and gray values xk. 

The attributes of each parent are recomputed using only the children that are linked to 
it: 

Ak+1(n) = J2 A-k(n') 
n'<=C{n) 

xk+l(n) = 

where A°(n) = 1 for all n at level zero 

(c) Iteration of (a) and (b) until convergence. 

3. Segmentation 
The actual segmentation is obtained by using the tree structures that have been created. At 
a given level k, pixels that are connected to a common root arc classified as a single region 
segment. In this way, we obtain a segmentation 1Zk of the fc'th-level approximation image. 

7 . 2 . 3 M R / M S s e g m e n t a t i o n a l g o r i t h m u s i n g l i n k i n g 

In the previous subsections we have discussed how to obtain an MR segmentation from a single 
input. Now we address the more difficult problem of how to compute a single MR segmentation 
based on multiple source images. We show that the segmentation method presented in the last 
subsection can be extended to the case where we have several input images xs, S <E S. In this 
case, the initialization step is performed as before for each image and, in the linking step, the 
distance between a child n and a candidate parent n ' € V{n) is given by the expression 

(£(4(n)-4+V))2) • (7.4) 

As in the scalar case, the candidate n' which minimizes this distance is selected to become 
the parent unless the distance is above some threshold, in which case n is labeled as a root. 
Using the new links, the gray values are updated for each S € <S, and the process of linking and 
updating is iterated until convergence. In this way, we obtain a single linked pyramid structure 
and we can apply the same segmentation step as before. 

We summarize the basic steps of our MR/MS segmentation in the following algorithm. 

D xk(n')Ak{n') 
n'eC(n) 

Ak+i{n) 
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Algorithm 

1. For each input S € S 

- Construct an approximation pyramid {xk
s}. 

2. For each level k < KM 

- While no convergence, 

* For each child n at level k, find parent n' € V(n) which minimizes the distance 
given by (7.4). If this distance is above some threshold, n is set as a root, 
otherwise it is linked to n'. 

* For each parent n at level k + 1, update Ak+1{n) and xs
+1(n) for all S E S. 

3. For each level k 

- All pixels n at level k connected to a common root are classified as a single region 
segment in lZk. 

The segmentation is based on the approximation pyramids (computed from the grayscale 
values of the pixels) of the different input sources xs, which are all treated equally. Obviously 
this is a very naive approach since different sources may present different amplitude ranges 
and may not be equally reliable. Thus, prior to segmentation, one may pre-process (e.g., 
normalization of amplitudes, denoising, etc.) the input images so that their attributes become 
comparable. Alternatively, one can modify the distance measure in (7.4) and use, for instance, 

( E ^ ( 4 W - 4 + 1 M ) 2 

Vses 

where fis is a nonnegative normalization factor which may depend on several factors such as 
the dynamic range, noise estimation, entropy, etc. 

Additionally, the segmentation algorithm can be improved by the use of connectivity preser
vation criteria, other root criteria, adaptive windows and probabilistic linking [113,141,164]. 

Note that , by construction, the MR segmentation TZ obtained with our algorithm has a 
pyramidal structure where the bottom level is at full resolution (same size as xs) and each 
successive coarser level is 1/4 of its predecessor. However, this might not be true for the MR 
decompositions ys obtained with the MR analysis block. Note also that the levels from the 
above MR segmentation TZ range from 0 to KM, whereas the levels from the MR decompositions 
ys go from 1 to K. In practice, K is smaller than KM, so we assume henceforth that K < KM-
In addition, we assume that the MR/MS segmentation module associates to each image yk(-\p), 
the partition lZk' such that they have the same dimensions and sampling structure. For instance, 
if y$ corresponds to a Laplacian decomposition, then k' = k — 1, for k = 1 , . . . , K\ while if ys 
corresponds to a discrete wavelet transform, then k' = k for k = 1 , . . . , K and all p = 1 , . . . . 3. 

• 
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7.3 Experimental results 
In this section, we present some experimental results obtained with one of the simplest imple
mentations of the region-based fusion approach. 

7.3.1 Case studies 

We consider two input sources XA and xB. For their MR decomposition, we use a Laplacian 
pyramid (thus, we only have a single orientation band, i.e, P = 1). We employ the MR/MS 
segmentation algorithm discussed in Section 7.2. In the combination algorithm, we do not 
use a matching measure and define the activity of each region R e TZk as in (7.1), with 
a^nlp) = |y.s(nb)l- The combination process is performed as in (6.3), with WA{S) = 5 and 
WB{Ö) = 1 — 5. In the decision process, each component of d is obtained by the following simple 
decision rules: 

• For p = 0, 

6 = dK(n\0) = - , for all n . 

• For p = 1, 

— for each level k and for each region R E lZk : 

J - d V l l ) - / 1 < " 4 < * H ) > 4 < * U ) for a l i n e * . 
I 0 otherwise 

Note that according to this algorithm, the composite approximation image y£(-|0) is the pixel-
wise average of the approximation images </< (̂-|0) and therefore, the region information 1Z is 
neglected. The composite detail images yk

F, however, are constructed by a selective combination 
as in (7.3). 

We have tested our algorithm on several pairs of images. Three examples are given here 
to illustrate the fusion process described above. In all cases, we have chosen K = 3 and, 
when displaying the images, the gray values of the pixels have been scaled between 0 and 255 
(histogram stretching). The first row of each figure shows the input sources XA and xB- The 
second row depicts the segmentation and decision map at the first level of decomposition. For 
the decision maps, black and white pixels correspond to S = 0 and 5 = 1, respectively. Thus, 
according to our algorithm, coefficients corresponding to 'white zones' are selected from yA, 
while coefficients corresponding to 'black zones' are selected from yD. 

Case 1: fusion of visible a n d I R wave leng th images - Fig. 7.4 
Fig. 7.4 shows the input images, their corresponding segmentation and decision maps at levels 
1 and 2, and the resulting composite image. It is interesting to note that , according to d2 

(bottom-middle of Fig. 7.4), although most of the background is selected from the visual image 
y2

A, the region corresponding to the person is selected from the IR image yB. Note that in the 
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composite image (bottom-right of Fig. 7.4) there is less contrast between the person and the 
background than in the IR image. This is due to the fact that the approximation images at 
the coarsest level are averaged, i.e.. no region information has been used there. 

Figure 7.4: Case 1. Top: visual (left) and IR (right) input images. Middle: segmentation (left) and 
decision map (right) at level 1; Bottom: segmentation (left) and decision map (middle) at level 2, and 
composite image (right). 
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Case 2: fusion of images w i t h different focus po in t s - F ig . 7.5 
As before, the second row (in Fig. 7.5) shows the segmentation and decision map at level 1. 
Note that since the digit '8 ' is connected to a particular region located within the left clock, 
the binary decision map d1 points out, wrongly, to take the '8 ' from y\ instead from yl

B. The 
same happens at level k = 2 (not displayed here). The third row shows, from right to left, the 
resulting composite image and the composite image corresponding' to a pixel-based MR fusion 
with the same fusion rules as in the region-based case. The bottom row illustrates how we can 
improve the region-based composite image by filtering the decision map. Here, we have filtered 
both decision maps d1, d2 with a morphological alternating filter: an opening followed by a 
closing [140]. The filtered d1 is shown at the bottom left of Fig. 7.5. One can see that small 
details have been removed and that the boundaries have been smoothed. The composite image 
obtained with the filtered decision maps is shown at the bottom right. 

Case 3: fusion of a m a g n e t i c r e sonance image ( M R I ) a n d a c o m p u t e r t o m o g r a p h y 
(CT) ima ge - F ig . 7.6 
In this last example, we illustrate the combination of the approximation coefficients using 
an activity based on a local variance (see below). More precisely, we perform the selective 
combination in (7.3) for both detail and approximation coefficients but using different activity 
measures. For the details, a^Rll) is defined as before, while for the approximation we consider 

a$(R\o) = 4 E tó'Ho) - üg(R\o))3, 

where y?(i*|0) = ^ $ > ? ( r i | 0 ) . 

Fig. 7.6 shows the input images, their corresponding segmentation and decision maps at 
levels 1. 2 and 3, the resulting composite image and, for comparison, two other composite 
images obtained with different algorithms than the above. By visual inspection, we can see 
that the proposed region-based fusion (right image of the third row) preserves the soft tissue 
depicted in the MRI image better than the pixel-based fusion (left image of the bottom row). 
The right image of the bottom row is the composite image resulting from a fusion algorithm 
where the region-based approach is only used for the detail images (as we did in the previous 
experiments). 

7.3.2 Discussion 

From the experiments presented, we can see that, despite the crudeness of the current imple
mentation, the visual performance is surprisingly good. This suggests that the region-based 
approach proposed here can at least be competitive with (but more likely outperform) other 
MR fusion techniques. 

The importance of the various parameters in our approach is a topic that needs much more 
investigation. In particular, our MR/MS segmentation is very sensitive to the root labeling 
criteria and the threshold proposed in Section 7.2.2 does not always give a satisfactory segmen
tation. 
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Further investigations are necessary for the fine-tuning of parameters as well as for the proper 
selection of the different ingredients of the scheme. Toward this end, performance assessment 
criteria have been developed (see Chapter 8) to evaluate and demonstrate the capacities of the 
new fusion technique, as well as to compare its performance with other MR fusion schemes. 
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F igure 7.5: Case 2. Top: multi-focus input images. Second row: segmentation (left) and decision 
map (right) at level 1. Third row: composite images with pixel-based (left) and region-based (right) 
approach. Bottom: filtered decision map (left) and corresponding composite image (right). 
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Figure 7.6: Case 3. Top: MRI (left) and CT (right) input images. Second row: segmentation (left) 
and decision map (right) at level 1. Third TOW: segmentation (left) and decision map (middle) at levels 
2 and 3, and composite image (right). Bottom: pixel-based (left) and region-based (right) composite 
images with pixel-wise average combination for the approximation images. 



Chapter 8 
Performance assessment in image fusion 

The widespread use of image fusion methods, in military applications, in surveillance, in medical 
diagnostics, etc., has led to an increasing need for pertinent performance or quality assessment 
tools in order to compare results obtained with different algorithms or to obtain an optimal 
setting of parameters for a given fusion algorithm. 

In most cases, image fusion is only a preparatory step to some specific task such as human 
monitoring, and thus the performance of the fusion algorithm has to be measured in terms of 
improvement of the subsequent tasks. For example, in classification tasks, a common evalua
tion measure is the percentage of correct classifications. This requires that the ' true' correct 
classifications are known. In experimental setups, however, the availability of a ground-truth 
is not guaranteed. 

In this chapter, we focus on general performance measures which can be computed inde
pendently of the subsequent task. More precisely, we are interested in measures that express 
the successfulness of an image fusion technique by the extent that it creates a composite that 
retains salient information from the sources while minimizing the number of artifacts or the 
amount of distortion that could interfere with interpretation. 

In Section 8.1, we present a brief summary of the state-of-the art methods for measuring 
fusion performance. In Section 8.2, we propose three variants of a new quality measure for 
image fusion. The interest of our measures, which are based on an image quality index recently 
introduced by Wang and Bovik in [166], lies in the fact that they do not require a ground-truth 
or reference image. In Section 8.3, we perform several simulations which show that our measures 
are compliant with subjective evaluations and can therefore be used to compare different image 
fusion methods or to find the best parameters for a specific fusion algorithm. We also use 
these measures to demonstrate the effectiveness of the region-based fusion approach described 
in Chapter 7. 

8.1 Existing approaches to image fusion performance 

In many applications, the end user or interpreter of the fusion result is a human. Thus, the 
human perception of the composite image is of paramount importance and therefore, fusion 

171 
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results are mostly evaluated by subjective criteria [124,156]. This involves human observers 
to judge the quality of the resulting composite images. As such a 'human quality measure' 
depends highly on psychovisual factors, these subjective tests are difficult to reproduce or 
verify. Furthermore, they are time consuming and expensive. This shows clearly the need for 
objective measures that, quantify the performance of fusion algorithms. The key problem is 
how to quantify' a subjective impression like image quality. One way to 'solve' this problem 
is b}r associating quality with the deviation of the experimental composite image from the 
'ideal' composite image [92,165,173]. Then, another problem arises, namely, how to define the 
'ideal' composite image. A less common approach is to design performance measures which, 
without assuming knowledge of a ground-truth, can be used for quality assessment of the 
composite image by quantifying the degree to which the composite image is 'related' to the 
input sources [117,172]. 

Examples of reference-based quality measures for fusion 
The work by Li et al. [92] is an example where out-of-focus image fusion is evaluated by 

comparison of the composite image with an 'ideal' composite created by a manual 'cut and 
paste ' process. Indeed, various fusion algorithms presented in the literature have been evaluated 
by constructing some kind of ideal composite image XR and comparing with the experimental 
composite result xp. In this case, fusion evaluation amounts to measure the distortion or 
dissimilarity between XR and xF. Generally speaking, the smaller the distortion, the better the 
quality of the composite image. 

The Z -metric, also called root mean squared error1, given by 

/ 1 M N \V2 

d2(xR, xF) = I — Y2 E M"», n) - xF(m, n)f (8.1) 
\ " rre=l n = l / 

(where M, N are the dimensions of the images), is widely used for such purposes, notwith
standing its well-known limitations. In a certain way, it measures the total amount of energy 
distortion. High errors correspond to high distortions. If the images take values between a'm jn 

and i m a x , then d2 has a dynamic range of [0,xmax — x i m n ]. 
Another class of measures is based on concepts from information theory [37]. The empirical 

mutual information is often used for fusion evaluation [165,173]: 

I(xR:XF) = £ , i r pR.F(u,V)log2
 PYl%l:\ , (8.2) 

è i Ü PR{U)PF{V) 

where PR, pF are the normalized graylevel histograms of XR, X F , respectively, PR<F is the joint 
graylevel histogram of XR and xF, and L is the number of bins; see Section 5.4. The measure 
I (XR ; xF) indicates how much information the composite image xF conveys about the reference 
XR. Thus, the higher the mutual information between xF and XR, the more xF resembles 
the ideal XR. In this sense, mutual information can be interpreted as a 'similarity' measure, 

' In Chapter 5. we introduced the mean squared error (MSE) which is just the squared /2-metric; see formula 
(5.1). 
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in contrast with the /2-metric in (8.1) which can be seen as a 'dissimilarity' (i.e., distortion) 
measure. Note that I(XR; xp) has a dynamic range of [0, min {H(XR), H(xp)}], where H is the 
empirical entropy (see Section 5.4). Ideally, one has I(XR\XF) = H(XR), although this does not 
imply that xR = xp. 

Examples of non-reference quality measures for fusion 
An example of an objective performance measure which does not assume the knowledge of a 

ground-truth is given by Xydeas and Petrovic in [172]. Their performance measure models the 
accuracy with which visual information is transferred from the source images to the composite 
image. In their approach, important visual information is associated with edge information 
measured for each pixel. Thus, they measure the fusion performance by evaluating the relative 
amount of edge information that is transferred from the input images to the composite image. 
This amount is normalized to the range [0,1], so that value 0 corresponds to the 'complete loss' 
of edge information from the sources to the composite xp, and value 1 to the 'total preservation'. 

Another non-reference objective performance measure is proposed by Qu et al. in [117]. 
They evaluate fusion performance by adding the mutual information between the composite 
image and each of the input images, i.e., they compute 

I(xA:xp) + I(xB;xF). (8.3) 

where I(xs',Xp) is computed as in (8.2). The higher the value in (8.3), the better the quality 
of the composite image is supposed to be. 

Each of the aforementioned approaches has its pro's and contra's, but it is fair to conclude 
that objective performance assessment in fusion is largely an open problem which has received 
relatively little attention. Most existing performance assessment methods are low-level, i.e., 
they act on the pixel level. High-level methods, i.e., acting on region or even object level 
are non-existent to the best of our knowledge. More research is required to provide valuable 
objective evaluation methods for image fusion, in particular, where it concerns region or object-
based methods. 

8.2 A new quality measure for image fusion 

This section discusses a novel objective non-reference quality assessment method for image 
fusion that utilizes local measurements to estimate how well salient information contained 
within the sources is represented by the composite image. Our quality measure is based on an 
image quality index proposed by Wang and Bovik in [166]. 

8.2.1 The image quality index of Wang and Bovik 

We present a brief introduction to the image quality index that was recently introduced by 
Wang and Bovik in [166]. Given two images x and y of size Al x Ar, let x denote the mean of 
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x, let ai and axy be the variance of x and covariance of x,y, respectively, i.e., 

m = l n = l 

1 
--v_1 E 5Z (•T(m' W) ~ 2") W m ' "̂  ~ )̂ M i V - L 

m = l n = l 

Define 

Qo - 7 ^ 
4(73.„xy 

C^+fi2)^ 

which can be decomposed as 

2xy 2a.j.<jy 

x2 + f o2
x + oy 

n x y y -"•'"" (oAï 

Wang and Bovik refer to QQ as an image quality index and use it to quantify the structural 
distortion between images x and y, one of them being the reference image and the other the 
distorted one. In fact, the value QQ = Qo(x.y) is a measure for the similarity of images x and 
y and takes values between -1 and 1. Note that the first component, in (8.4) is the correlation 
coefficient between .r and y. The second component corresponds to a kind of average luminance 
distortion and it has a dynamic range of [0,1] (assuming nonnegative mean values). The third 
factor in (8.4) measures a contrast distortion and its range is also [0,1]. The maximum value 
QQ = 1 is achieved when x and y are identical. 

Since image signals are generally non-stationary, it is appropriate to measure the number 
Qo over local regions and then combine the different results into a single measure. In [166] 
the authors propose to use a sliding window approach: starting from the top-left corner of the 
two images x,y, a sliding window of fixed size moves pixel by pixel over the entire image until 
the bottom-right corner is reached. For each window w, the local quality index Qo(x,y \ w) is 
computed for the values x(m,n) and y(m,n) where pixels (m,n) lie in the sliding window w. 
Finally, the overall image quality index Qo is computed by averaging all local quality indices: 

Qo(x,y)=7^7y£2Qo(x,y\w), (8.5) 

where W is the family of all windows and \W\ is the cardinality of W. 

Wang and Bovik [166] have compared (under several types of distortions) their quality index 
with existing image measures such as the mean squared error (MSE) as well as with subjective 
evaluations. Their main conclusion was that their new index outperforms the MSE, and they 
believe this to be due to the index's ability of measuring structural distortions, in contrast to 
the MSE which is highly sensitive to the Z2-energy of errors. 
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8.2.2 A new fusion quality measure 

We use the Wang-Bovik image quality index Q0 defined in (8.5) to define a quality measure 
Q{XA-XB,XF) for image fusion. Here XA,XB are two input images and xF is the composite 
image. The measure Q(XA,XB,XF) should express the 'quality' of the composite image given 
the inputs XA, XB-

We denote by S(XA\W) the saliency of image xA in window w. It should reflect the local 
relevance of image XA within the window w, and it may depend on, e.g., contrast, variance, or 
entropy. Given the local saliencies S(XA\W) and S(XB\U>) of the two input images XA and XB, 
we compute a local weight \(w) between 0 and 1 indicating the relative importance of image 
XA compared to image XB'. the larger \{w), the more weight is given to image xA. A typical 
choice for X(w) is 

s(xA\w) +s(xB\w) 

Now we define the fusion quality measure Q(XA,XB,XF) as 

Q(xA, xB, XF) = — - Y^ (HW)QO(XA, XF\W) + (l - X(w))Q0(xB, xF\w)) . (8.7) 

Thus, in regions where image XA has a large saliency compared to xB, the quality measure 
Q(XA,XB,XF) is mainly determined by the 'similarity' of xF and input image xA- On the 
other hand, in regions where the saliency of XB is much larger than that of XA, the measure 
Q(XA,XB,XF) is determined mostly by the 'similarity' of xF and input image XB-

At this point, our model has produced a quality measure which gives an indication of how 
much of the salient information contained in each of the input images has been transferred into 
the composite image. However, the different quality measures obtained within each window 
have been treated equally. This is in contrast with the human visual system which is known to 
give higher importance to visually salient regions in an image. We now define another variant 
of the fusion quality measure by giving more weight to those windows where the saliency of the 
input images is higher. These correspond to areas which are likely to be perceptually important 
parts of the underlying scene. Therefore the quality of the composite image in those areas is 
of more importance when determining the overall quality The overall saliency of a window 
is defined as C{w) = max. {S(XA\W),S(XB\U,')}. The weighted fusion quality measure is then 
obtained as 

Qw{xA,xB,xF) = ] T c(w)(\(w)Qo(xA,xF\w) + (1 - \{v)))Qo{xB,xF\w)\ (8.8) 
wew 

where c(w) — C(w)/(Y2w,eWC(w')). There are various other ways to compute the weights 
c(w) (for example, we could define C(w) = S(XA\VJ) + S(XB\W)), but we have found that the 
choice made here is a good indicator of important areas in the input images. 

We introduce one final modification of the fusion quality measure that takes into account 
some aspect of the human visual system, namely the importance of edge information. Note that 
we can evaluate Qw in (8.8) using 'edge images' (e.g., the norm of the gradient) instead of the 
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original grayscale images XA, XB and Xp. Let us denote the edge image corresponding with xA 

by x'A. Now we combine QW(XAI%BI%F) and Qw(x'A,x'B,xF) into a so-called edge-dependent 
fusion quality measure by 

QB{XA,XB,XF) = Q,v{xA,xB,xFy-a • Qw(x'A,x'B,x'F)a , (8.9) 

where the parameter a e [0,1] expresses the contribution of the edge image compared to the 
original image: the closer a is to one. the more important is the edge image. 

Note that the three proposed measures have a dynamic range of [—1,1]. The closer the 
value to 1. the higher the quality of the composite image. 

8.3 Experimental results 

In this section we use the proposed fusion quality measures defined in (8.7), (8.8) and (8.9) to 
evaluate different multiresolution (MR) image fusion schemes (see Chapters 6-7). 

In the computation of the quality measures defined in last section, we take X(w) as in (8.6), 
with S(XA\W), S(XB\VJ) being the variance of images XA and xB, respectively, within the window 
w of size 8 x 8 . In all displayed images, we have performed a histogram stretching and we have 
scaled the gray values of the pixels between 0 (black) and 255 (white). 

8.3.1 Case studies 

In the next two experiments, we present some results using the Laplacian pyramid, the ratio 
pyramid and the spatially-invariant discrete wavelet transform (SIDWT) as MR transforms of 
the input sources. In all cases we perform a 3-level decomposition. We combine the coefficients 
of the MR decompositions of each input by selecting at each position the coefficient with a 
maximum absolute value, except for the approximation coefficients from the lowest resolution 
where we take the average. For comparison, we also use the simple fusion method of averaging 
the input images. 

C a s e 1: fusion of c o m p l e m e n t a r y b lu r r ed images - Fig. 8.1 
First, we take as input images the complementary pair shown in the top row of Fig. 8.1. They 
have been created by blurring the original 'Cameraman' image of size 256 x 256 with a disk of 
diameter of 11 pixels. The images are complementary in the sense that the blurring occurs at 
the left half and the right half, respectively. In the second row we display their total weights 
used to compute Qw in (8.8). More specifically, each pixel (m,n) in the left image contains the 
value c(w)X(w) with w being the window whose top-left corner corresponds to (ra, n). Similarly, 
the right image displays c(w)(l — \{w)) for every w G W. The composite images obtained by 
the Laplacian pyramid, the ratio pyramid, the SIDWT and the average are depicted in the 
third and fourth row, from left to right. Table 8.1 compares the quality of these composite 
images using our proposed quality measures. The first row corresponds to the fusion quality 
measure Q defined in (8.7), the second row to the weighted fusion quality measure Qw in (8.8) 
and the third row to the edge-dependent fusion quality measure QB in (8.9) with a = 1/2. For 
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comparison, we also compute the Z2-metric in (8.1) between the original •Cameraman' image 
and each of the composite images. Note that in 'real' fusion scenarios we do not have access to 
the original image. The resulting errors are shown in the last row of Table 8.1. 

Fig. 8.1 shows that the Laplacian and SIDWT methods are comparable and that they 
outperform the other two schemes. Note, for instance, the blurring (e.g., in the buildings) and 
the loss of texture (e.g., in the grass) of the composite images obtained by the ratio pyramid 
and averaging. Furthermore, in the ratio-pyramid composite image, the details of the man's 
face have been cleared out, and in the average composite image, the loss of contrast is evident. 
These subjective visual comparisons are corroborated by the results in Table 8.1. Note that 
the Laplacian method has a higher QE than the SIDWT. This is most likely due to the fact 
that the former method is better able to preserve edges and reduce the ringing artifacts around 
them. 

measure 

Q 
Qw 
QE 

d2 

Laplacian 

0.903 
0.962 
0.966 
8.41 

Ratio 

0.764 
0.827 
0.781 
164.35 

SIDWT | Average 

0.930 
0.965 
0.962 
13.03 

0.830 
0.874 
0.689 
30.66 

Table 8.1: Comparison between different quality measures for the composite images in Fig. 8.1. 

Case 2: fusion of a m a g n e t i c r e s o n a n c e image ( M R I ) a n d a c o m p u t e r t o m o g r a p h y 
( C T ) image - F ig . 8.2 
Consider now the input images in the top row of Fig. 8.2. We repeat the same computations 
as described above. The results are shown in Fig. 8.2 and Table 8.2. In this case, however, as 
we do not have a reference image to compare with, we cannot compute the /2-metric. Instead, 
we use a measure based on mutual information. More precisely, the results in the last row of 
Table 8.2 have been obtained by adding the mutual information between the composite image 
and each of the inputs, such as in (8.3), and dividing it by the sum of the entropies of the 
inputs, i.e., 

, . I(xA\xF) + I{xB\ xF) 
Ml(xA, xB, xF) = —— / —————^ . 

H(xA) + H{xB) 

In this way, we normalize the measure in (8.3) to the range [0,1]. 
In Fig. 8.2, we can see that again the Laplacian and SIDWT methods clearly outperform the 

other two methods. For both of them, many details (specially the brain tissue in the magnetic 
resonance image) have been lost. Moreover, due to the high contrast in the input images, 
the ratio pyramid blows up the dynamic range for some pixels, which makes it necessary to 
clip them in order to be able to 'visualize' the image. Again, the subjective visual analysis 
is consistent with the new quality indices, as shown in Table 8.2. In both experiments, the 
edge-dependent fusion quality measure gives a stronger separation between the good results 
(Laplacian and SIDWT) and the bad results (ratio and average). Note that the last row. 
where mutual information has been used, gives the best ranking to the average fusion method. 
However, mutual information has been shown to be a good indicator of the quality of MR 
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composite images [117] (as long as the average is not taken in all levels for the construction of 
the composite MR decomposition). 

measure 

Q 
Qw 
QE 
MI 

Laplacian 
0.GÜ1 

0.799 
0.834 
0.337 

Ratio 

0.601 
0.673 
0.645 
0.221 

SIDWT 
0.699 
0.770 
0.814 
0.409 

Average 
0.636 
0.642 
0.608 
0.691 

Table 8.2: Comparison between different quality measures for the composite images in Fig. 8.2. 

C a s e 3: r e g i o n - b a s e d vs . p ixel -based M R fusion a p p r o a c h - F ig . 8.3 
Finally, we use our quality measures to evaluate the region-based composite images obtained 
in Section 7.3 and which we redisplay in the left column of Fig. 8.3. We recall that in the 
'Surveillance' and 'Clock' cases (Case 1 and Case 2 of Section 7.3, respectively), the region 
information was only used for the combination of the detail images, while for the 'Skull' case 
(Case 3 of Section 7.3) the region information was also used for the combination of the ap
proximation images. Note also that in the 'Clock' case, we take the region-based composite 
image obtained with the post-processed decision map (see images at the bottom of Fig. 7.5). 
To get an impression of the potential of the region-based fusion approach, we also compute 
the quality measures for the composite image resulting from a pixel-based fusion (see right 
column of Fig. 8.3). The results are shown in Table 8.3. One can see that for the 'Skull' case 
the region-based approach yields higher quality values than the pixel-based approach. For the 
other two cases, the quality values obtained for the region-based scheme are comparable to the 
ones obtained for the pixel-based scheme and, in some cases, slightly lower. This is probably 
because, for the 'Surveillance' and 'Clock' cases, the composite approximation image was ob
tained by just averaging the approximation images of the inputs, thus disregarding the region 
information. 

Our conclusion therefore is that in most cases the region-based scheme outperforms the pixel-
based scheme. Moreover, we can infer that the use of region information for the combination of 
the approximation images as well as for the detail images (as used in the 'Skull' case) improves 
the composite image substantially. 

8 . 3 . 2 D i s c u s s i o n 

In this chapter we have discussed some new objective quality measures for image fusion which 
do not require a reference image and correlate well with subjective criteria as well as with other 
existing performance measures. Our measures are easy to calculate and applicable to various 
input modalities (and hence to different fusion applications). In particular, our measures give 
good results on variable quality input images since they take into account the locations as well 
as the magnitude of the distortions. 

Further research is necessary to study the influence of the different parameters of the mea
sures (e.g., size of the window, choice of saliency and weights, etc.), and how to select them in 
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measure & method 

Q 

Qw 

QE 

MI 

region-based 
pixel-based 
region-based 
pixel-based 

region-based 
pixel-based 
region-based 
pixel-based 

Surveillance 

0.645 
0.632 
0.645 
0.646 
0.444 
0.427 
0.108 
0.103 

Clock 
0.954 
0.955 
0.969 
0.961 
0.834 
0.841 
0.497 
0.493 

Skull 
0.854 
0.694 
0.812 
0.746 
0.619 
0.608 
0.551 
0.364 

Table 8.3: Comparison between region-based and pixel-based fusion for the composite images in 
Fig. 8.3. 

order to optimize the quality measures. 
There are several areas in which our quality measures can be extended. We currently 

consider grayscale images, so inclusion of color is an obvious extension. Other visual mechanisms 
of our visual system may also be taken into account. One such mechanism is multiresolution. 
Since the sensitivity of the human visual system varies over spatial frequencies, it seems natural 
to compute the quality measures with respect to the scales of the objects that appear in the 
image. Another possible extension is motivated by our work on region-based fusion. Rather 
than calculating the quality measure in fixed windows, one might choose to segment the sources 
first and compute the measure region by region. 

In addition, we plan to include some information-theoretic measures such as mutual infor
mation and entropy to better estimate the information content of the composite image. We 
also plan to study how our objective measures can be used to guide a fusion algorithm and 
improve the fusion performance. 
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Figure 8.1: Case 1. Top: input images XA (left) and XB (right). Second row: total weights c- A (left) 
and c- (1 — A) (right). Third row: composite images with a Laplacian (left) and a ratio (right) pyramid 
decompositions. Bottom: composite images with a SIDWT (left) decomposition and averaging (right). 
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Figure 8.2: Case 2. Top: input images xA (MRL left) and xB (CT image, right). Second row: total 
weights c • A (left) and c • (1 - A) (right). Third row: composite images with a Laplacian (left) and a 
ratio (right) pyramid decompositions. Bottom: composite images with a SIDWT (left) decomposition 
and averaging (right). 
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Figure 8.3: 
Fig. 7.6. 

Case 3. Region-based (left) and pixel-based (right) composite images. See also Fig. 7./,-



Chapter 9 

Conclusions 

In this thesis we have described a framework for multiresolution processing of signals and 
images. One of our main contributions is the development of non-redundant adaptive wavelets 
with perfect reconstruction. Another important contribution is the description of an axiomatic-
setup for multiresolution-based fusion. Within this formalism, we have developed a new region-
based image fusion approach. Finally, we have introduced a quality measure for image fusion 
to assess the performance of the various fusion algorithms. 

The results obtained in this thesis have been discussed at length in the various chapters. In 
the following, we summarize the main results and conclusions. 

In Chapter 2, we have presented an axiomatic multiresolution decomposition scheme with 
perfect reconstruction. Many multiresolution signal decomposition schemes proposed in the 
literature are special cases of the general schemes discussed here. The lifting scheme, usually 
restricted to wavelet decompositions, has been extended. In particular, it has been shown how 
lifting can be used in the context of pyramid decompositions. 

In Chapters 3-5, we have introduced an adaptive wavelet decomposition based on an adap
tive update lifting step. The underlying idea is to choose the update lifting filters according 
to some decision criterion which depends on local characteristics of the signal. An important 
feature of our adaptive wavelet decomposition scheme is that it is neither causal nor requires 
any bookkeeping in order to perform perfect reconstruction. 

The particular case where the system can choose between two different update filters based 
on the local gradient has been thoroughly discussed. In Sections 4.1-4.3, we have derived 
necessary and sufficient conditions for the invertibility of such adaptive schemes for various 
scenarios. Several simulation results have been given to show the differences between our 
adaptive decompositions and the non-adaptive decompositions based on a fixed lifting scheme. 
These examples illustrate the potential of adaptive schemes for preserving the discontinuities in 
signals and images even at low resolutions. Furthermore, it has been shown in Section 5.4 that 
adaptive schemes often yield decompositions that have lower entropies than schemes with fixed 
update filters, a property that is highly relevant in the context of compression. In Section 5.5, 
we have analyzed the quantization effects on our adaptive scheme. In fact, we have been able' 
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to derive conditions that guarantee perfect reconstruction of the decision map (i.e., the choice 
of the update filters). 

Despite all these attractive properties, a number of open theoretical and practical questions 
need to be addressed before such schemes become useful in signal processing and analysis 
applications. For example, we need to get a better understanding how to design update and 
prediction operators that lead to adaptive wavelet decompositions that satisfy properties key 
to a given application at hand. In this thesis, we have focused on binary decision maps and 
as a result, the adaptive scheme can only discriminate between two 'geometric events' (e.g.. 
edge region or homogeneous region). In order to deal with the great richness of real-world 
signals and images, one must be able to incorporate the geometrical structure of the signals, 
for example, by using multiple criteria. 

Another issue that needs to be addressed is the stability of the scheme. In particular, the 
behavior of the adaptive scheme under quantization needs a more thorough investigation. Sta
bility of decompositions is of utmost importance when they are being used in lossy compression 
schemes for image or video coding. 

In order to evaluate the potential of our adaptive schemes in applications such as com
pression, it will be necessary to make a systematic comparison with existing decompositions 
schemes (such as the ones described in Section 3.1). 

Another future research effort will be the extension of the current framework to adaptive 
prediction lifting steps. Moreover, it would be worthwhile to see if our adaptive scheme can be 
extended to include also morphological filters. 

Chapters 6-8 have been devoted to image fusion. We have introduced an axiomatic frame
work for niultiresolution image fusion. The proposed framework not only encompasses most 
of the existing multiresolution image fusion schemes, but also allows the construction of new-
ones, both pixel and region-based. 

The region-based fusion scheme presented in Chapter 7 is an extension of the classical pixel-
based schemes. The basic idea is to perform a nmltiresolution/multisource segmentation of the 
various input images in order to guide the fusion process. For this purpose, we developed a mul-
tiresolution/multisource .segmentation method based on pyramid linking and suggested some 
combination algorithms which make use of the resulting segmentation. Several experimental 
results have been shown. 

The implementation of our region-based fusion approach is still in a preliminary stage 
and in the experiments performed we did not attempt to optimize its performance. However. 
the results obtained so far suggest that our approach may be useful for several image fusion 
applications. We need to investigate this more thoroughly in the future. In particular, we 
plan to study the effect of the different parameters and functions in the scheme on the final 
fusion process. We also intend to design new combination algorithms and replace the current 
segmentation by pyramid linking by some other techniques, such as hierarchical watersheds 
from mathematical morphology. 

A substantial part of our efforts will be devoted to the optimization and extension of the 
objective measures for image fusion described in Chapter 8. We intend to use such objective 
measures to evaluate and demonstrate the capacities of our region-based fusion approach, as 
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well as to compare its performance with other multiresolution fusion schemes. We also plan to 
explore how these objective measures can be used to guide fusion and improve fusion perfor
mance. 

Finally, another interesting research area concerns the development of adaptive fusion tech
niques in which the source images determine the type of multiresolution transform being used 
as well as the parameters that are involved. 





Appendix A 

MATIFUS: a MAtlab Toolbox for Image 
FUSion 

MATIFUS1 is a Matlab-based toolbox for image fusion with a graphical user interface. It 
contains numerous routines for multiresolution-based image fusion, and provides a user friendly 
interface to the image fusion framework proposed in Chapters 6 and 7. Thus, it allows both 
pixel-based and region-based fusion approaches. MATIFUS is easily extendible in the sense 
that new types of multiresolution decompositions and fusion rules can be added. Furthermore, 
MATIFUS facilitates the setting of fusion methods and parameters, and allows to study the 
influence of such settings on the visual quality of the fusion results, enabling the users to choose 
the method which is the most appropriate for their particular application. 

In the following, we give a very brief overview of the MATIFUS toolbox. The corresponding 
documentation and website2 arc in preparation. 

Functionalities 

MATIFUS consists of two main panels: the control, panel, which contains the settings and 
functions related to the fusion process, and the visualization panel, which displays the inputs 
images, the fused image and other intermediate results such as the segmentation and decision 
maps. 

Fig. A.l shows the control panel with the default setting parameters. The user can construct 
several fusion algorithms by the interactive selection of the different parameters in the modules 
seen in the figure. By clicking the button V i s u a l i z a t i o n pane l (located at the bottom left 
of the panel), the so-called visualization panel appears. This panel allows to load up to eight 
input images and provides several interactive tools of visualization and image manipulation 
such as denoising, contrast enhancement, zooming, etc. 

Fig. A.2 shows the visualization panel after loading three input images and having clicked 
the Fuse button in the control panel with the default parameters (see Fig. A. l) . 

xThe contributors to the software are: N. Gupta. H. Heijmans. A. Kumar. G. Piella. A. Steenbeek and P. 
de Zeeuw. 

2Contact person: Paul de Zeeuw, e-mail: Paul.de.Zeeuw'icwi.nl 
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The colors used in the 'decision map' correspond to the colors of the borders around the 
input images, showing at each location which input source contributes most to the composite 
image. The decision maps lor all levels and orientation bands can be visualized by selecting 
the Show a l l button. 

Fig. A.3 and Fig. A.4 show the settings of a chosen fusion algorithm and the corresponding 
results when the 'Clock' images are loaded. 

Systems requirements 
MATIFUS requires 

• Mat lal), version 5.0 or later: 

• the Matlab Image Processing Toolbox for visualization and image manipulation functions. 

In principle, MATIFUS will run on all configurations from which Matlab is available. MAT
IFUS enables the user to select multiresolution schemes from the Matlab Wavelet Toolbox 
(MathWorks Inc.. licensed software), the WaveLab Toolbox (Donoho et al. [52]). and the Mat-
lab Pyramid Toolbox (Simoncelli [136]). Implementations of the quincunx lifting scheme and 
gradient pyramids are also made available. 

The Matlab Wavelet Toolbox provides tools for the analysis and the synthesis of signals 
and images using wavelets. The two-dimensional wavelets are obtained by tensor products of 
one-dimensional wavelets. The transforms are not limited to dyadic sizes. The wavelet families 
included in the toolbox are: Morlet, Mexican hat, Meyer, Haar. Daubechies, Symlets, Coillets 
and Splines biorthogonal wavelets. Some of these families have additional parameters specifying 
the number of vanishing moments. 

The WaveLab Toolbox is a library of Matlab routines for wavelet analysis and synthe
sis, that is available free of charge over the Internet [52]. The two-dimensional wavelets are 
obtained by tensor products of one-dimensional wavelets. Images should have dyadic sizes. 
The wavelet families included in the toolbox are: Meyer. Haar, Daubechies, Symlets, Coillets. 
Dubuc-Deslauries and Splines biorthogonal wavelets. 
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Samenvatting 

Het begrip "beeldinhoud' is niet eenduidig: het. is afhankelijk van het resolutieniveau waarop een beeld wordt 
beschouwd. Deze eigenschap van beelden heelt geleid tol een belangrijk paradigma in beeldverwerking en in 
computer vision: om een beeld goed te begrijpen, is het belangrijk om het op een groot aantal resolutieniveaus te 
analyseren. Dit leidt tol de zogenaamde multiresolutie-technieken, die in vele soorten en maten in de literatuur 
terug zijn te vinden. Voorbeelden hiervan zijn quadtrees, pyramides, fractals, scale-spaces en wavelets. 

Wavelets hebben een grote invloed gehad op signaalverwerking, zowel in het een- als in het meerdimensionale 
geval, en niet in de laatste plaats vanwege hun succesvolle inzet bij verschillende toepassingen. De toepasbaarheid 
van de wavelet transformatie en andere multiresolutie decomposities wordt, echter enigzins beperkt, wanneer 
uitsluitend lineaire operatoren worden beschouwd. De representatie en/of approximate van een signaal door 
middel van een lineaire operator is in veel gevallen niet compatibel met kenmerken of eigenschappen van dat 
signaal. Denk bijvoorbeeld aan het effect dat een Gaussisch filter heeft op de randen van een beeld. In zulke 
gevallen is het gebruik van lineaire procedures niet de meest voor de hand liggende keuze. 

Meer in het bijzonder geldt dat klassieke lineaire wavelets vaak niet geschikt zijn voor hoger-dimensionalo 
signalen aangezien zulke wavelets niet goed omgaan met de 'vorm' van hoger dimensionale singulariteiten in 
signalen. Wanneer een beeld bijvoorbeeld bestaat uit homogene gebieden gescheiden door stuksgewijs gladde 
krommen, onderscheiden wavelets wel de discontinuïteit in de dwarsrichting op de krommen, maar nemen ze de 
gladheid in de lengterichting van de kromme niet goed waar. Deze eigenschappen illustreren de behoefte aan 
multiresolutie representaties van signalen die data-afhankelijk zijn. 

Het belang van zulke data-gestuurde of adaptieve representaties is door verschillende onderzoekers herkend, 
en heeft geleid tot een overweldigende hoeveelheid nieuwe aanpakken in de wavelet-theorie. zoals bandelets, 
ridgelets. curvelets en morfologische wavelets. Deze technieken hebben met elkaar gemeen dat, ze proberen om 
bestaande ideeën uit de inultiresolutie-analyse te verrijken met geometrische concepten. 

Dit proefschrift onderzoekt de constructie van adaptieve wavelets door middel van een uitbreiding van het 
lift ing schema. Het klassieke lifting schema, in eerste instantie ontwikkeld door Wim Sweldens in 1995 [140,147], 
maakt het 1110:41'lijk 0111. uitgaande van bestaande wavelets, op een eenvoudige maar flexibele manier nieuwe. 
mogelijk niet-lineaire wavelets te construeren. Het schema bestaat uit het aanpassen van een bestaande wavclet-
transformatie door middel van een aantal predictie en update stappen. Een update slap berekent een aanpassing 
van de approximatie-band, waarbij slechts gebruik wordt gemaakt van informatie in de detail-band. Hierdoor 
kan de bewerking omgekeerd worden en is de perfecte reconstructie van het oorspronkelijke signaal gegarandeerd. 
Het proefschrift stelt een adapt iel' lift ing schema voor dat bestaat uit een adaptieve update stap. mogelijk gevolgd 
door een of meer vaste (predictie en update) lifting stappen. De update stap is adaptief in de zin dat er gekozen 
kan worden uit verschillende update filters. De keuze voor een bepaald filter wordt gemaakt aan de hand van 
een zogenaamde 'decision map' die afhankelijk is van lokale informatie in de input; denk bijvoorbeeld aan de 
gradiënt van het oorspronkelijke signaal. Op deze manier is het mogelijk om slechts de homogene gebieden te 
filteren terwijl discontinuïteiten behouden blijven. Een extra eis die we aan onze aanpak stellen is dat er voor de 
decision map geen boekhouding nodig is. We willen deze map kunnen reconstrueren aan de decoder kant. Dit 
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is wiskundig verre van triviaal. In hoofdstuk 3 en 4 worden noodzakelijke en voldoende voorwaarden afgeleid 
voor verschillende beslissingsscenario's. Hoofdstuk 5 laat zien dat zulke adaptieve schema's vaak decomposities 
opleveren die resulteren in een lagere signaalentropie dan schema's mei vaste update filters, een eigenschap die 
erg van pas komt bij signaalcompressie. Hoofdstuk 5 gaat ook kort in op het gedrag van adaptieve schema in 
combinatie mei kwantisatie. 

Hel proefschift bestudeert verder beeldfusie (het combineren van beelden), een ander toepassingsgebied waar 
wavelets ingezet worden. In het afgelopen decennium zijn verschillende algoritmen voor beeldfusie ontwikkeld 
en beschreven in de literatuur. Velen zijn gebaseerd op niultircsolutie-technieken zoals pyramides en wavelets. 
Het is gebleken dat deze systemen robuust zijn en een hoge kwaliteit beelden opleveren. Hel basisidee van 
een typische nmlt.ircsolut.ie beeldfusie-techniek is om de multiresolutie representaties van de verschillende input 
beelden te combineren in een nieuwe representatie. Het fusiebeeld kan dan worden verkregen door de inverse 
inultiresolutie-transformatie toe te passen op de aldus verkregen samengestelde niultiresolutie-representatie. 

In hoofdstuk G en 7 stellen we een axiomatisch kader voor beeldfusie op basis van multiresolutie-technieken 
voor. Dit kader biedt onderdak aan de meeste bestaande multiresolutie beeldfusie-technieken en laat ook 
nieuwe toe. In het kader van dit proefschrift hebben we een nieuwe techniek ontwikkeld die eerst, middels 
een segmentatie, de onderliggende beelden in gebieden opdeelt en vervolgens een samengestelde representatie 
maakt uitgaande van deze gebieden. Een geheel andere aanpak gaat wederom uil van adaptieve multiresolutie 
decomposities. Het idee hier is dat de te fuseren beelden bepalen welke inultiresolutie-transformatie en welke 
fusie-parameters zullen worden gebruikt. Een aantal (voorlopige) resultaten gebaseerd op de adaptieve wavelets 
uit voorgaande hoofstukken worden gepresenteerd. Tenslotte zal in hoofdstuk 8 een aantal nieuwe objectieve 
kwaliteitsmaten voor beeldfusie worden geïntroduceerd. Deze maten zijn vooral interessant omdat ze geen 
referentie-beeld nodig hebben. 

http://nmlt.ircsolut.ie


Abstract 

Over the past few years, wavelets have become extremely popular in signal and image processing applications. 
The classical linear wavelet transform, however, performs a homogeneous smoothing of the signal contents 
which, in some cases, is not desirable. This has led to a growing interest in (nonlinear) wavelet, representations 
that can preserve discontinuities, such as transitions and edges. 

In this thesis, we present the construction of adaptive wavelets by means of an extension of the lifting 
scheme. The basic idea is to choose the update filters according to some decision criterion which depends 
on the local characteristics of the input signal. In this way. only homogeneous regions are smoothed while 
discontinuities are preserved. An interesting aspect of our approach is that it is neither causal nor redundant, 
i.e., it does not require any bookkeeping to enable perfect reconstruction. We show that these adaptive schemes 
yield lower entropies than schemes with fixed update filters, a property that is highly relevant in the context of 
compression. 

Another main topic of this thesis is image fusion using wavelets and other inultiresolution representations. 
We propose an axiomatic setup for multiresolution-based fusion which encompasses most of the existing inul
tiresolution image fusion schemes, but also allows the construction of new ones, both pixel and region-based. 
The purpose of such fusion framework is to use it for the development of adaptive fusion techniques in which 
the source images determine the type of multiresolut ion transform being used as well as the parameters that 
are involved. 
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